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Resum18
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) e´s una tecnologia d’identificacio´ i seguiment19
sense fils. Un sistema RFID es compon de tres elements; una etiqueta enganxada a20
l’objecte a identificar, un interrogador que llegeix les etiquetes dins del seu rang de co-21
municacio´, i, finalment, un gestor que interactua amb altres subsistemes dins de la cadena22
de valor. Les etiquetes contenen un identificador u´nic i es poden classificar en passives,23
semi-actives o actives depenent de la font d’energia que els permet comunicar-se. Les24
etiquetes passives i semi-actives depenen de l’energia proporcionada per l’interrogador25
per comunicar-se, mentre que les etiquetes actives tenen una bateria que els permet26
comunicar-se de manera auto`noma.27
28
Els sistemes RFID es consideren una alternativa a les tecnologies d’identificacio´29
cla`ssiques, com ara els codis de barres. Els beneficis dels sistemes RFID resideixen30
en el fet que les etiquetes no requereixen de contacte directe o l´ınia de visio´ per ser31
llegides. Avui en dia, els sistemes RFID passius i semi-passius so´n els me´s estesos degut32
el seu menor cost. Els sistemes RFID passius i semi-actius es poden trobar en els sis-33
temes automa`tics de seguretat ferrovia`ria o en els sistemes de monitoritzacio´ de pressio´34
de pneuma`tics, entre d’altres. No obstant aixo`, el potencial dels sistemes RFID actius35
e´s me´s alt; a me´s de comunicar-se de manera auto`noma les etiquetes poden dur a terme36
altres tasques, com ara adquirir i emmagatzemar dades de l’entorn mitjanc¸ant sensors,37
la qual cosa permet noves aplicacions industrials.38
39
Donat el potencial de la tecnologia RFID activa aquesta tesi contribueix al seu desen-40
volupament centrant-se en les capes me´s baixes de la pila de protocols, e´s a dir, la capa41
f´ısica i la capa d’enllac¸ de dades. Aquestes capes determinen l’abast de la comunicacio´42
entre l’interrogador i les etiquetes, el nombre d’etiquetes que un interrogador pot lle-43
gir per segon i el consum d’energia que utilitzen les etiquetes en el proce´s, que so´n els44
para`metres de rendiment clau en un sistema RFID. En particular, la tesi es centra en els45
sistemes RFID actius que operen a la banda 433 MHz i que estan estandarditzats sota46
la norma ISO/IEC 18000-7.47
48
A la capa f´ısica la tesi avalua els aspectes de propagacio´ de la banda 433 MHz en di-49
ferents entorns i els compara amb la banda 2.4 GHz, que s’utilitza en els sistemes RFID50
actius estandarditzats sota la norma ISO/IEC 18000-4. Els resultats demostren que, per51
a la mateixa pote`ncia de transmissio´, els sistemes RFID actius que funcionen a la banda52
433 MHz aconsegueixen un millor abast de comunicacio´ gra`cies a unes millors carac-53
ter´ıstiques de propagacio´. Els resultats tambe´ mostren que la diversitat en frequ¨e`ncia54
no afegeix fiabilitat als sistemes RFID actius que funcionen a la banda 433 MHz i, per55
tant, es recomana aplicar altres mecanismes per millorar la robustesa de l’enllac¸.56
57
A la capa d’enllac¸ de dades la tesi proposa un nou protocol d’acce´s al medi i el compa-58
ra amb FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), el protocol d’acce´s al medi definit en l’esta`ndard59
ISO/IEC 18000-7. LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queuing) combina LPL (Low-Power60
Listening) per a la sincronitzacio´ de xarxa i DQ (Distributed Queuing) per a la trans-61
missio´ de dades. En comparacio´ amb FSA, que nome´s arriba a un rendiment de 36.8%62
a causa de les col·lisions, LPDQ aconsegueix un rendiment proper a l’o`ptim (99.5%)63
independentment del nombre d’etiquetes. A me´s, LPDQ redueix el consum d’energia de64
les etiquetes en me´s d’un 10% respecte el cas o`ptim de FSA.65
66
Finalment, la tesi presenta una implementacio´ del protocol LPDQ operant a la banda67
433 MHz. La implementacio´ utilitza el xip CC430 de Texas Instruments i demostra que68
LPDQ es pot implementar utilitzant una ra`dio comercial i que s’aconsegueix el rendiment69
i el consum d’energia esperats.70
Resumen71
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) es una tecnolog´ıa de identificacio´n y segui-72
miento inala´mbrica. Un sistema RFID se compone de tres elementos; una etiqueta pegada73
al objeto a identificar, un interrogador que lee las etiquetas dentro de su rango de co-74
municacio´n, y, finalmente, un gestor que interactu´a con otros subsistemas dentro de la75
cadena de valor. Las etiquetas contienen un identificador u´nico y se pueden clasificar76
en pasivas, semi-activas o activas dependiendo de la fuente de energ´ıa que les permite77
comunicarse. Las etiquetas pasivas y semi-activas dependen de la energ´ıa proporciona-78
da por el interrogador para comunicarse, mientras que las etiquetas activas tienen una79
bater´ıa que les permite comunicarse de manera auto´noma.80
81
Los sistemas RFID se consideran una alternativa a las tecnolog´ıas de identificacio´n82
cla´sicas, tales como los co´digos de barras. Los beneficios de los sistemas RFID residen83
en el hecho que las etiquetas no requieren de contacto directo o l´ınea de visio´n para84
ser le´ıdas. Hoy en d´ıa, los sistemas RFID pasivos y semi-pasivos son los ma´s extendidos85
debido a su menor coste. Los sistemas RFID pasivos y semi-activos se pueden encontrar86
en los sistemas automa´ticos de seguridad ferroviaria y los sistemas de monitorizacio´n87
de presio´n de neuma´ticos, entre otros. Sin embargo, el potencial de los sistemas RFID88
activos es ma´s alto; adema´s de comunicarse de manera auto´noma las etiquetas pueden89
llevar a cabo otras tareas, como por ejemplo adquirir y almacenar datos del entorno90
mediante sensores, lo que permite nuevas aplicaciones industriales.91
92
Dado el potencial de la tecnolog´ıa RFID activa esta tesis contribuye a su desarrollo93
centra´ndose en las capas ma´s bajas de la pila de protocolos, es decir, la capa f´ısica y la94
capa de enlace de datos. Estas capas determinan el alcance de la comunicacio´n entre el95
interrogador y las etiquetas, el numero de etiquetas que un interrogador puede leer por96
segundo y el consumo de energ´ıa que emplean las etiquetas en el proceso, que son los97
para´metros de rendimiento clave en un sistema RFID. En particular, la tesis se centra98
en los sistemas RFID activos que operan en la banda de 433 MHz y que esta´n estanda-99
rizados bajo la norma ISO/IEC 18000-7.100
101
En la capa f´ısica la tesis evalua los aspectos de propagacio´n de la banda 433 MHz en102
diferentes entornos y los compara con la banda 2.4 GHz, que se utiliza en los sistemas103
RFID activos estandarizados bajo la norma ISO/IEC 18000-4. Los resultados demuestran104
que, para la misma potencia de transmisio´n, los sistemas RFID activos que funcionan105
en la banda 433 MHz logran un mejor alcance debido a sus mejores caracter´ısticas de106
propagacio´n. Los resultados tambie´n muestran que la diversidad en frecuencia no an˜ade107
fiabilidad a los sistemas RFID activos que funcionan en la banda 433 MHz y, por tanto,108
es recomendado aplicar otros mecanismos para mejorar la robustez del enlace.109
110
En la capa de enlace de datos la tesis propone un nuevo protocolo de acceso al medio111
y lo compara con FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), el protocolo de acceso al medio definido112
en el esta´ndar ISO/IEC 18000 7. LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queuing) combina LPL113
(Low-Power Listening) para la sincronizacio´n de red y DQ (Distributed Queuing) para114
la transmisio´n de datos. En comparacio´n con FSA, que so´lo alcanza un rendimiento de115
36.8 % debido a las colisiones, LPDQ logra un rendimiento cercano al o´ptimo (99.5 %)116
independientemente del nu´mero de etiquetas. Adema´s, LPDQ reduce el consumo de117
energ´ıa de las etiquetas ma´s de un 10 % respecto el caso o´ptimo de FSA.118
119
Por u´ltimo, la tesis presenta una implementacio´n del protocolo LPDQ operando en120
la banda 433 MHz. La implementacio´n utiliza el chip CC430 de Texas Instruments y121
demuestra que LPDQ se puede implementar utilizando una radio comercial y que se122
consigue el rendimiento y el consumo de energ´ıa esperados.123
Abstract124
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is a wireless identification and tracking tech-125
nology. A RFID system is composed of three elements; a tag attached to the object126
to be identified, an interrogator that collects tags within its communication range, and,127
finally, a manager that interfaces to other subsystems in the application value chain.128
Tags contain a unique identifier and can be classified into passive, semi-active and active129
depending on the source of energy that allows it to communicate. Passive and semi-130
active tags rely on the energy provided by the interrogator to communicate, whereas131
active tags have a battery that allows them to communicate autonomously.132
133
RFID systems are considered to be an alternative to legacy identification technolo-134
gies, such as bar codes. The benefits of RFID systems lay in the fact that tags do not135
require direct contact or line-of-sight to be acquired. Today, passive and semi-passive136
RFID systems are the most widespread due to its lower cost. Passive and semi-active137
RFID systems can be found in railway automatic security systems and tire pressure mon-138
itoring systems, among others. However, the potential of active RFID systems is higher;139
in addition to communicate autonomously tags can perform other tasks, e.g., acquire140
and store environment data using sensors, which enables new industrial applications.141
142
Given the potential of active RFID technology this thesis contributes to its develop-143
ment by focusing on the lowest layers of the stack, i.e., the physical and the data-link144
layers. These layers determine the tag communication range, packet throughput and145
energy consumption, which are key performance parameters in an active RFID system.146
In particular, the thesis focuses on the physical and data-link layer active RFID systems147
operating at the 433 MHz band, which are standardized under ISO/IEC 18000-7.148
149
At the physical layer the thesis studies propagation aspects of the 433 MHz band150
in different environments and compares it to the 2.4 GHz band, which is also used in151
active RFID systems, e.g., ISO/IEC 18000-4. The results demonstrate that active RFID152
systems operating at the 433 MHz band can achieve better communication range at the153
same transmit power due its better propagation characteristics. The results also show154
that channel hopping does not add reliability to active RFID systems operating at the155
433 MHz band and, thus, other mechanisms need to be implemented to add robustness.156
157
At the data-link layer the thesis proposes a new MAC (Medium Access Control) pro-158
tocol and compares it to FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), the MAC protocol defined in159
the ISO/IEC 18000 family. The protocol, named after LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed160
Queuing), combines LPL (Low-Power Listening) for network synchronization and DQ161
(Distributed Queuing) for data transmission. Compared to FSA, which only achieves a162
performance of 36.8% due to the effects of contention, LPDQ can achieve a performance163
close to the optimal, e.g., 99%, regardless of the number of tags. In addition, LPDQ can164
reduce tag energy consumption by more than 10% compared to FSA.165
166
Finally, the thesis presents a real-world implementation of LPDQ operating at the167
433 MHz band. The implementation uses the Texas Instruments CC430 SoC (System168
on Chip) and demonstrates that LPDQ can be implemented using off-the-shelf radio169
transceivers and the performance and energy consumption achieved.170
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1Introduction433434
This chapter introduces the topic of the thesis and presents its contributions. In particu-435
lar, the thesis focuses on active RFID (RadioFrequency IDentification) systems operating436
at the 433 MHz band and the contributions are at the physical and the data-link layers437
of the communications stack.438

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview439
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is a wireless communication technology that440
is used to automatically identify and track objects. RFID constitutes an alternative to441
traditional identification technologies, such as bar codes, since it is does not require direct442
line-of-sight. For example, items can be identified while enclosed in a box, thus reducing443
the time required to identify them. Thanks to its benefits, today RFID technology is444
ubiquitous in various industrial application domains. For example, RFID technology has445
been successfully applied to tracking medical items in hospitals and billing of vehicles446
in road tolls, among many others. However, the cost of RFID technology is higher447
compared to legacy identification solutions and, thus, its usage is limited to high-value448
items or when many low-value items are grouped together, e.g., in a container.449
In general terms, an RFID system is composed of three types of devices: a manager,450
an interrogator and one or more tags. Tags are the devices that are attached to the451
physical items that need to be identified and tracked. Tags contain a unique identifier452
that is transmitted to the interrogator upon receiving a query. In turn, the interrogator is453
the device that is responsible of collecting the data from the tags that are located within454
its communication range. The interrogator can either be fixed or mobile depending on455
the application requirements. Finally, the manager is the device responsible of collecting456
the tag inventory and offering it to other subsystems in the application value chain. For457
example, the tag inventory can be provided through a web service to allow real-time458
product tracking in a supply chain.459
RFID systems can be classified into passive, semi-active and active depending on the460
source of energy that is available to tags in order to operate and communicate with the461
interrogator.462
Passive RFID tags do not have any means of energy and, thus, rely on the energy463
provided by the interrogator to operate and communicate. To provide energy to tags the464
interrogator employs inductive coupling for close range communications, e.g., centime-465
tres, and capacitive coupling for far-field communications, e.g., meters. In turn, tags466
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use backscatter modulation to transmit their unique identifier back to the interrogator,467
a technique that is based on modulating the power reflected on the receiving antenna.468
Being passive allows tags to be inexpensive and remain operative without any time re-469
striction, but it limits the communication distance that can be achieved and the amount470
of information that can be transmitted.471
In contrast, semi-active RFID tags are equipped with a battery that enables them472
to operate without the presence of an interrogator. That is, semi-active tags can use the473
energy available in the battery to periodically capture information using sensors, e.g.,474
temperature, and store it in an internal memory. Such information can then be retrieved475
when the collection process is triggered by the interrogator. Thus, semi-active tags476
allow new applications to be deployed, e.g., tracking temperature in freight containers.477
However, semi-active tags are still limited by the presence of an interrogator to provide478
energy for the communication process, which ultimately limits the distance at which479
tags can be read.480
Finally, active RFID tags are also equipped with a battery but do not rely on the in-481
terrogator to provide energy through inductive/capacitive coupling and use backscatter482
modulation to communicate. Instead, active RFID tags have a radio transceiver capa-483
ble of modulating a carrier to transmit information using the energy from the battery.484
Such approach increases communication range, e.g., hundreds of meters, and allows ac-485
tive RFID tags to operate in two modes. First, as beacons, transmitting their unique486
identifier periodically to signal their presence. Second, as passive tags, relying on the487
interrogator to trigger the collection process. The downside of active RFID is the limited488
lifetime of tags due to battery self-discharge and the higher price of tags due to the a489
greater number of components.490
RFID technology is defined in various standards ratified by ISO/IEC (International491
Organization for Standardization / International Electrotechnical Commission). Each492
standard focuses on a particular aspect of the technology. For instance, the wireless493
communication interface between an interrogator and tags, e.g., physical and data-494
link layers in the OSI (Open Systems Interconnect) model, is standardized under the495
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ISO/IEC 18000 family. The ISO/IEC 18000 family is composed of six parts depending496
on the operation frequency band and operation mode, e.g., passive, semi-active or active.497
ISO/IEC 18000-1 [1] defines a reference system architecture and the set of physical and498
data-link layer parameters to be standardized. Passive and semi-active RFID systems499
operating at the 135 kHz band, 868/915 MHz band and 2.4 GHz band are standardized500
under ISO/IEC 18000-2 [2], ISO/IEC 18000-6 [3] and ISO/IEC 18000-4 [4] respectively,501
whereas active RFID systems operating at the 433 MHz band are standardized under502
ISO/IEC 18000-7 [5].503
At the physical layer ISO/IEC 18000-7 focuses on the 433 MHz band because it is504
available worldwide as an ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band, meaning that505
it can be used without a specific license. The standard defines the number of channels,506
the modulation scheme and the data rate parameters used by the interrogator and the507
tags to communicate. In particular, it defines a single 100 kHz channel centred at508
433.92 MHz that uses a wide-band FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulation scheme509
with a data rate of 27.7 kbps. The physical layer also defines the signal that is used510
by the interrogator to wake-up the tags that are within its communication range. The511
wake-up signal is a 31.25 kHz square wave that lasts between 2.35 to 4.8 seconds. The512
wake-up signal is transmitted by the interrogator while tags are in a preamble-sampling513
state, in which they periodically turn on the radio transceiver for a short amount of514
time to detect a wake-up signal from any interrogator within its communication range.515
Right after receiving the wake-up signal all tags within the interrogator communication516
range are expected to remain in a ready state, waiting for a collection command from the517
interrogator, for a minimum of 30 seconds. If tags do not receive a collection command518
they go back to the preamble sampling state until the next wake-up signal is successfully519
received and the data collection process starts again.520
At the data-link layer the ISO/IEC 18000-7 standard defines the format of the differ-521
ent packet types, e.g., collection or sleep command, and the channel access mechanism522
to enable tags communicate with the interrogator. In particular the standard defines the523
use of FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), a random access MAC (Medium Access Control)524
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protocol, as the channel access mechanism. The data collection process using FSA is525
as follows. Time is divided into fixed-length frames and each frame contains a given526
number of slots, which are the minimum communication unit between tags and the in-527
terrogator. To communicate with the interrogator each tag selects one of the slots in528
the current frame at random, e.g., using a uniform distribution, and transmit their data.529
Since two or more tags can transmit their data in the same slot of a given frame a colli-530
sion between tags may occur, rendering the data of the tags unusable. To recover from531
a collision event the interrogator provides feedback to tags at the end of each frame.532
Tags that have been successfully read by the interrogator in the current frame go back533
to the preamble sampling state, whereas tags that have collided in the current frame534
remain in the ready state. The process is then repeated with the remaining tags until535
the interrogator detects that all the slots in the current frame are empty. Such an event536
indicates that all tags within its communication range have been successfully collected.537
As described earlier, active RFID systems operating at the 433 MHz band can achieve538
a greater communication distance between the interrogator and the tags thanks to the539
radio transceiver and the batteries, which enables new applications in industrial do-540
mains. However, the current synchronization and data transmission mechanisms defined541
in ISO/IEC 18000-7 are suboptimal in terms of energy consumption, which impacts the542
overall tag lifetime. Regarding synchronization, the current mechanism is suboptimal543
in terms of energy consumption because it requires that tags remain in receive mode544
right after they receive the wake-up signal. Regarding data transmission, the current545
mechanism is suboptimal in terms of energy consumption because the maximum network546
utilization is bounded to 37.6% of its theoretical capacity due to the collision probability547
and the packet retransmissions.548
Thus, given the potential impact of active RFID technology in industrial applica-549
tions and the opportunity to improve the current synchronization and data transmission550
mechanisms defined in the ISO/IEC 18000-7 standard, this thesis focuses on contributing551
to its development with two main objectives. First, study the physical layer properties552
of the 433 MHz band to understand its benefits and drawbacks when compared to the553
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2.4 GHz band, which is typically used today in other low-power wireless communication554
technologies, e.g., IEEE 802.15.4 [6]. Second, propose new channel access mechanisms555
for active RFID systems operating at the 433 MHz band that advance the current state of556
the art, e.g., ISO/IEC 18000-7, in terms of network utilization and energy consumption.557
1.2. Contributions558
The object of this thesis is to contribute to the development of active RFID systems559
operating at the 433 MHz band. Given the relevance of the physical and the data-link560
layers in active RFID systems to achieve long communication distance, high network561
utilization and low energy consumption, the contributions made in this thesis are fo-562
cused on these two layers. The contributions of this dissertation are presented as a563
collection of five articles that have been published in international peer-reviewed confer-564
ences and journals. The first two articles deal with physical layer aspects of active RFID565
systems operating at the 433 MHz band. Specifically, they investigate the suitability566
of the 433 MHz band as an alternative to the 2.4 GHz band, which is widely used in567
other wireless technologies. The next two articles deal with data-link layer aspects of568
active RFID systems. Specifically, they investigate the combination of LPL (Low-Power569
Listening) and DQ (Distributed Queuing) as a high performance and low power MAC570
protocol for active RFID systems. The fifth and final paper leverages on the research571
conducted in the previous articles to present a demonstrator of an active RFID system572
that operates at the 433 MHz band and uses a MAC protocol based on LPL and DQ.573
The list of the articles that are part of this thesis can be found next. The remaining of574
this section is devoted to summarize the specific contributions made by each paper.575
Pere Tuset, Ferran Adelantado, Xavier Vilajosana, Francisco Va´zquez, Jesu´s576
Alonso. “On the use of the 433 MHz band to Improve the Energy Efficiency577
of M2M Communications”. 24th Anual IEEE Symposium on Personal, Indoor578
and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC 2013). London, United Kingdom.579
September, 2013.580
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Pere Tuset, Albert Angle`s, Jose´ Lo´pez, Xavier Vilajosana. “On the suitability581
of the the 433 MHz band for M2M wireless communications: propagation as-582
pects”. Transactions on Emerging Telecommunications Technologies. April 2013583
(IF=1.049, 2nd quartile).584
Pere Tuset, Francisco Va´zquez, Jesus Alonso, Luis Alonso, Xavier Vilajosana.585
“LPDQ: a self-scheduled TDMA MAC protocol for one-hop dynamic low-power586
wireless networks”. Special Issue on “Internet of Things”. Elsevier Pervasive and587
Mobile Computing. November 2013 (IF=1.629, 1st quartile).588
Pere Tuset, Francisco Va´zquez, Jesus Alonso, Luis Alonso, Xavier Vilajosana.589
“Experimental energy consumption of FSA and DQ for data collection scenarios”.590
Special Issue on “Wireless Sensor Networks and the Internet of Things”. MDPI591
Sensors. June 2014 (IF=1.953, 1st quartile).592
Pere Tuset, Francisco Va´zquez, Jesus Alonso, Luis Alonso, Xavier Vilajosana.593
“Demonstrating Low-Power Distributed Queuing for Active RFID Communica-594
tions at 433 MHz”. IEEE International Conference on Computer Communications595
(INFOCOM 2014). Toronto, Canada. May, 2014.596
The first paper, ”On the use of the 433 MHz band to Improve the Energy Efficiency597
of M2M Communications”, compares the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands in terms of598
energy consumption. The contribution of the paper is demonstrating that single-hop599
communications at 433 MHz can be more energy efficient than multi-hop communications600
at 2.4 GHz. In particular, using the 433 MHz band enables to reduce the number of hops601
between a device and the gateway, thus leading to a reduction in the overall network602
energy consumption. Moreover, by reducing the effective data rate of communications it603
is possible to further reducing the need for multi-hop communications, further reducing604
the overall network energy consumption.605
The second paper, ”On the suitability of the the 433 MHz band for M2M wireless606
communications: propagation aspects”, goes further to investigate the suitability of the607
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433 MHz band for low-power wireless communications. The paper presents two major608
contributions. First, it presents an empirical propagation model at 433 MHz for both609
indoor and outdoor environments that enables to predict link budget depending on node610
height from ground. Such propagation models are valuable to planning the deployment611
of networks in these environments because they enable to estimate the overall network612
coverage. Second, it presents LoS (Line-of-Sight) and NLoS (Non-Line-of-Sight) mea-613
surements to determine the effects of multi-path propagation at the 433 MHz band. The614
results show that, contrarily to the 2.4 GHz band, channel hopping at the 433 MHz band615
is not able to combat multi-path propagation because the channels are highly correlated.616
For that reason, the paper proposes that antenna diversity is introduced in order to cope617
with the effects of multi-path propagation.618
The third paper, ”LPDQ: a self-scheduled TDMA MAC protocol for one-hop dynamic619
low-power wireless networks”, presents LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queuing). LPDQ620
is a MAC protocol targeted at data-collection scenarios using low-power wireless commu-621
nications. The paper starts by presenting the operation fundamentals of LPDQ, which622
combines LPL (Low-Power Listening) for network synchronization and DQ (Distributed623
Queuing) for data transmission. The paper then moves on to discuss the implementation624
details of LPDQ using off-the-shelf low-power radio transceivers. After that, the paper625
conducts a series of experiments that demonstrates how LPDQ is able to synchronize626
the network and create an ad hoc network schedule that operates as a random access627
protocol under light traffic conditions and smoothly converges to a deterministic access628
protocol under congestion. Under both traffic conditions LPDQ can achieve an efficiency629
close to 99%, that is, there are no collisions for data packet transmissions. In addition,630
LPDQ has two additional features that are interesting for data collection scenarios; it is631
stable regardless of the number of devices that are present in the network and is fair in632
terms of resource assignment to nodes.633
The fourth paper, ”Experimental energy consumption of FSA and DQ for data collec-634
tion scenarios”, contributes to the body of knowledge by presenting an energy consump-635
tion analysis of DQ (Distributed Queuing). The paper compares the obtained results636
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to FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), which is the protocol currently used in standards for637
data-collection scenarios using low-power wireless communications. The paper starts by638
modelling both FSA an DQ as a finite-state machine. The paper then conducts empir-639
ical measurements to determine the probability of being in each state and the average640
energy consumption in each state in order to determine the average energy consumption641
of each protocol. The results show that DQ is less energy efficient when compared to the642
optimal case for FSA, that is, when the number of slots per frame is equal to the number643
of devices. This is due to the fact that DQ requires to listen to feedback packets in order644
to maintain synchronization. However, if an optimization to avoid listening to unneces-645
sary feedback packet protocols is implemented, then DQ becomes more energy efficient646
than FSA. Thus, the paper concludes that DQ is a suitable protocol for data-collections647
scenarios using low-power wireless communications.648
Finally, the fifth paper ”Demonstrating Low-Power Distributed Queuing for Active649
RFID Communications At 433 MHz”, demonstrates an active RFID system that oper-650
ates at the 433 MHz band to minimize the need for multi-hop communications and uses651
LPDQ at the data-link layer to achieve an improved performance and reduced energy652
consumption. This demonstrator was successfully presented at IEEE INFOCOM 2104653
in Toronto, Canada, and won the Best Demo Runner-up Award.654
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2On the use of the 433 MHz bandto Improve the Energy Efficiencyof M2M Communications655656
Abstract: Due to propagation and interference effects at the 2.4 GHz band, Machine-to-657
Machine (M2M) wireless communications based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard typically658
need multi-hop communications to connect end devices with a gateway. Unfortunately,659
multi-hop transmissions pose some challenges that are not trivial to solve and may slow660
down the deployment of M2M networks. For this reason, the IEEE 802.15.4f Working661
Group (WG) is currently defining the specifications of a new physical layer operating662
at the 433 MHz band, which offers better propagation conditions and suffers from lower663
interference levels. In this paper, we analyze the energy consumption of single-hop and664
multi-hop communications at both 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz. We use realistic propagation665
models and accurate energy consumption models to conduct a comprehensive assessment666
of the energy performance at the two frequency bands. The results presented in this paper667
show that operating at 433 MHz instead of 2.4 GHz can significantly reduce the number668
of hops between the end device and the gateway, which can be translated into a reduction669
of the overall network energy consumption.670

CHAPTER 2. ON THE USE OF THE 433 MHZ BAND TO IMPROVE THE ENERGY
EFFICIENCY OF M2M COMMUNICATIONS
2.1. Introduction671
The main factor that determines the lifespan of a battery-operated end device in672
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) wireless communications is the time that the radio transceiver673
is on, either to transmit or receive a packet, or in idle listening. This time depends basi-674
cally on two factors: the application requirements, i.e., how often does the device need to675
communicate, and the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol, which manages the ac-676
cess to the shared physical medium [7]. While the amount of M2M applications are very677
diverse and pose a great variety of requirements, the MAC protocols suitable for M2M678
deployments rely on a small subset of technologies. Among other candidate technolo-679
gies, both the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks680
(WPAN) [6] and the IEEE 802.11 Standard for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN)681
[8] are becoming very strong players into the M2M area. These standards define the682
specifications of the physical (PHY) and MAC layers for short and medium-range wire-683
less communications and, although they can operate in different license-free bands, they684
typically operate at the worldwide license-free 2.4 GHz band.685
Unfortunately, real-life experience has shown that radio propagation conditions at686
2.4 GHz are heavily influenced by the environment, and thus the strength of a transmit-687
ted radio signal is severely degraded with the distance and the presence of obstacles [9].688
For this reason, wireless M2M networks operating at 2.4 GHz typically require multi-689
hop communications to connect an end device with its intended destination, e.g., an690
M2M gateway. Unfortunately, multi-hop links are complex to manage because: i) they691
require some degree of synchronization among the involved devices, and ii) the execu-692
tion of routing protocols to determine and update the routes between any end device693
and its intended destination becomes necessary [10]. Moreover, multi-hop transmissions694
also lead to lower effective data rates and longer transmission delays. In addition, the695
amount of networks that today use the 2.4 GHz band with very different transmission696
power profiles is growing every day, leading to unacceptable cross-standard interference697
levels that limit their performance [11] and can even block each other.698
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For all these reasons, the world-wide available license-free Sub-1 GHz bands, i.e.,699
433 MHz and 868/915 MHz, are gaining interest for M2M Applications as an alternative700
to overcome the propagation and interferences issues at the 2.4 GHz [12]. Particularly,701
the path-loss at 433MHz is lower than at 2.4 GHz, and thus transmissions at 433 MHz702
can be typically done in a single-hop fashion. This makes communications simpler,703
faster, and more energy-efficient. For this reason, the IEEE 802.15.4f Working Group704
(WG) has started to define a new amendment to the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 standard705
that includes a narrowband PHY layer for the 433 MHz band [13]. Several authors have706
already studied the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands focusing on its propagation properties707
in different environments. For instance, Tanghe et al. [14] present empirical path loss708
models at 433 MHz, 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz in a stacked shipping containers environment.709
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study available that focuses on the710
suitability of the 433 MHz band for M2M communications from an energy perspective.711
This is the main motivation for the work presented in this paper.712
The main contribution of this paper is the analytical comparison between the energy713
efficiency of wireless communications at 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands using single-hop714
and multi-hop communications. Towards this end, we use two well-known channel prop-715
agation and realistic energy consumption models. The results presented in this paper716
show that the reduction of the number of hops at 433 MHz translate into a reduction of717
the overall network energy consumption. In addition, in harsh radio environments, i.e.,718
where the path-loss exponent is high, it is possible to extend the coverage and maintain719
a low power profile without resorting to multi-hop communications even when using low720
transmission rates. This is mainly due to the fact that the power consumption of the721
radio transceiver circuitry dominates over the actual transmitted power. For example,722
for the CC1101 radio transceiver [15], increasing the transmitted power from -30 dBm723
to +10 dBm (a factor of 104) only represents an increase in the current consumption724
from 12 mA to 30 mA (a factor of 2.5).725
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of726
the narrowband PHY layer being developed by the IEEE 802.15.4f WG for the 433 MHz727
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band. In Section III, we describe the wireless propagation model used for the analy-728
sis presented in this paper, as well as the energy model for single-hop and multi-hop729
communications. Section IV presents and discusses the obtained results and identifies730
the conditions for which the overall energy consumption of the wireless devices can be731
reduced by transmitting in a single-hop fashion. Finally, Section V concludes the paper732
and outlines future lines of research.733
2.2. The IEEE 8021.5.4f Standard: An Overview734
The new IEEE 802.15.4f Standard [13] defines three optional PHY layers targeted at735
low-power wireless communications. Two different narrowband PHY layers are defined736
to operate at the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands, respectively, and an Ultra-Wide Band737
(UWB) PHY layer is also defined to operate at the 6-9 GHz band.738
The channel organization of the IEEE 802.15.4f Standard at the 433MHz band is de-739
picted in Figure 2.1. The overall bandwidth of 1.74 MHz is split into 15 basic channels740
of 108 kHz each. The modulation used is Binary Minimum Shift Keying (BMSK) modu-741
lation. However, the total available bandwidth, and thus the transmission rate, depends742
on the number of basic channels used. According to the achievable data transmission743
rate, three channels can be defined: (i) the 31.25 kbps channel, which uses a single744
108 kHz basic channel and, therefore, all the 15 channels are available (0 to 14), (ii) the745
100 kbps channel type is formed of 3 consecutive basic channels and, therefore, only 5746
channels of 324 kHz are available (1, 4, 7, 10 and 13), and finally, (iii) the 250 kbps747
channel type is formed of 5 consecutive basic channels and, therefore, only 3 channels of748
540 kHz are available (2, 7 and 12). The standard also defines 2 guard bands of 110 kHz749
at the beginning and the end of the band to avoid interfering with adjacent wireless750
systems.751
Finally, all channel types are orthogonal among channels of the same type, but non-752
orthogonal between different channel types, as depicted in Figure 2.1. For example, the753
250 kbps channel centered at channel 2 interferes with all channels types centered at754
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channels 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, but not with all the remaining channels.755
Type Channels Bandwidth Modulation Data rate
31.25 15 108 kHz BMSK 31.25 kbps
100 5 324 kHz BMSK 100 kbps
250 3 540 kHz BMSK 250 kbps
Table 2.1: IEEE 802.15.4f: physical layer channel properties at 433 MHz.
7 122
1310741
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433,05
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14
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Figure 2.1: IEEE 802.15.4f: physical layer channel organization at 433 MHz.
2.3. System model756
The energy efficiency, i.e., the energy measured in Joules required to transmit a single757
bit, is denoted by Ebit and can be defined as (2.1),758
Ebit =
PmTX + P
m
RX
RB
[J/bit], (2.1)
where RB is the data rate (bps), and P
m
TX and P
m
RX are the power consumption of759
the radio transceiver in transmission and reception modes (mW), respectively.760
The energy spent at the receiver depends on the duration of the packet transmission761
and it is constant for a specific modulation and data rate. However, the power consumed762
by the transmitter includes both the radio frequency (RF) transmission power and the763
consumption of the circuitry associated to the transmission chain, referred to as base764
consumption. While the base consumption is constant and has a nominal value when765
the radio is on, the transmission power is adjusted, depending on the channel conditions766
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and the receiver sensitivity, to guarantee a given transmission reliability.767
The sensitivity (SRX) of the receiver can be defined as the minimum received power768
(PRX) required to decode a packet with a given reliability, measured in terms of Packet769
Delivery Ratio (PDR). The sensitivity of a receiver depends on the modulation scheme770
and the data rate [16]. A robust modulation, i.e., frequency or phase modulation, leads771
to a higher sensitivity because the signal is less affected by noise and interferences.772
Similarly, lower data rates lead to higher values of the sensitivity because the amount of773
energy transmitted per bit is higher.774
The average received power between two devices at a distance d can be approximated775
with the Free Space Propagation Loss (FSPL) model as [17],776
PRX =
PTX
L
= PTX
(
c
4pifd
)γ
, (2.2)
where PTX and PRX are the transmitted and received power respectively, and L777
is attenuation introduced by the channel. The average received power depends on the778
distance between transmitter and receiver (d), the central frequency of the transmitted779
signal (f), and the path-loss exponent (γ). The value of this exponent depends on780
the environment [18]. For example, in free-space, the path-loss exponent is γ = 2,781
while γ = 3.6 − 5.1 in a Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) mobile-to-mobile environment [19].782
However, in real wireless channels, the instantaneous received power is affected also by783
small- and large-scale effects, called fast fading (due to multi-path transmissions) and784
shadowing (due to obstacles and clutter). However, in this paper we focus on coverage,785
which can be estimated from the average received power obtained considering only the786
path-loss.787
In order to ensure that a packet is received with a certain probability, it must hold788
that PRX ≥ SRX . According to (2.2), it is then possible to write that the maximum789
distance DMAX at which two devices can communicate with a single-hop is:790
DMAX ≤
(
PTX
SRX
) 1
γ
(
c
4pif
)
. (2.3)
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If two devices are separated by more than DMAX , then multi-hop transmissions791
will be needed. If this is the case, the devices that lie in between the source and the792
destination will act as relays, forwarding the packets to the subsequent device until it793
reaches the destination. The specific devices used for forwarding are selected by a routing794
protocol at the network layer which can have either static or dynamic routes. In this795
paper, we will consider that if more than one hop is required, the distance between two796
contiguous devices is constant and equal to dhop = D/N , with N the number of equally-797
spaced hops between source and destination. With this assumption, it is possible to798
compute the minimum number of hops as799
Nmin =
⌈
D
DMAX
⌉
=
⌈
D
(
SRX
PTX
) 1
γ
(
4pif
c
)⌉
. (2.4)
Combining (2.1) and (2.4), the energy to transmit a bit Ebit between two devices800
considering the minimum number of hops Nmin can be written as801
Ebit =
⌈
D
(
SRX
PTX
) 1
γ
(
4pif
c
)⌉(
PmTX + P
m
RX
RB
)
. (2.5)
It is worth noting that Ebit has discontinuities as the distance D increases due to the802
ceil function used to model energy consumption in (2.5).803
2.4. Numerical results804
In this section, the achievable energy efficiency operating at both the 433 MHz and805
the 2.4 GHz bands is presented considering different channel conditions, i.e., path-loss806
exponent, and radio transceiver characteristics, i.e., sensitivity and power consumption.807
Specifically, two sets of numerical evaluations have been conducted. The first set of808
results is based on theoretical values obtained for all the input parameters (path-loss,809
sensitivity and energy consumption), while the second set of results is based on a combi-810
nation of parameters obtained from real-world measurements (path-loss and sensitivity)811
and the transceivers’ data-sheets (energy consumption).812
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The values of the parameters used for the numerical evaluation are summarized in813
Table 2.2, Table 2.3, and Table 2.4 respectively. They have been selected according814
to the specifications of two real radio transceivers operating with the IEEE 802.15.4815
standard at 2.4 GHz and the IEEE 802.15.4f standard at 433 MHz. These are the Atmel816
AT86RF230 [20] and the Texas Instruments CC1101 [15] radio transceivers, respectively.817
Note that the minimum transmission power for the AT86RF230 radio at 2.4 GHz is -818
17 dBm, whereas for the CC1101 radio at 433 MHz is -30 dBm.819
Finally, it is important to mention that the results presented only take into account820
the energy required for the radio transmissions at the PHY layer, without considering821
higher layers of the protocol stack. For example, in the case of multi-hop transmissions,822
the energy required to exchange control messages required for the routing protocol has823
not been taken into account. Therefore, the energy consumption analyzed herein for the824
multi-hop case is only a lower-bound of the actual energy consumption.825
2.4.1. Theoretical results826
Numerical results have been obtained for 3 different values of the path-loss exponent,827
i.e., γ = 2, γ = 3 and γ = 4. The results are presented in Figure 2.2 and show that828
the path-loss exponent γ has a great influence on the overall energy consumption of the829
network. Higher path-loss exponents lead to a higher number of hops (i.e., more relays830
are needed to enable end-to-end communications) thus leading to higher overall network831
energy consumption. However, this behavior is tightly bound to the data transmission832
rate.833
For example, when γ = 3 and the distance between source and destination is d =834
100 m communications at 2.4 GHz and 250 kbps require a total of 8 hops. This translates835
into an energy efficiency of 40 nJ/bit. In its turn, at 433 MHz and 250 kbps, only 1 hop is836
required to enable end-to-end communications. This translates into an energy efficiency837
of 0.55 nJ/bit, which is 72 times lower than at 2.4 GHz. However, when considering838
a lower transmission rate, for example 100 kbps or 31.25 kbps, the energy efficiency at839
433 MHz becomes 15 nJ/bit and 40 nJ/bit, respectively, becoming very close to the840
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Figure 2.2: Energy efficiency of IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz and IEEE 802.15.4f at
433 MHz for different theoretical γ. From left to right γ = 2, 3, 4.
values achieved at 2.4 GHz.841
Therefore, in those environments where high γ values are expected, e.g., city-wise842
or indoor deployments, the 433 MHz band yields a significant reduction in the number843
of hops and, thus, increases the overall network energy efficiency and lifespan, even for844
lower data rates.845
2.4.2. Measured results846
In this subsection, we present the results based on real-world measurements of sensi-847
tivity and path-loss, as well as the transceiver parameters specified by the manufacturers848
in its data-sheet. These results enable to compare the real energy consumption at these849
frequencies under single-hop and multi-hop communications.850
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The sensitivity SRX is a parameter that is not provided for the different IEEE 802.15.4f851
channel types, i.e. 31.25 kbps, 100 kbps and 250 kbps, in the CC1101 data-sheet [15].852
Therefore, we have characterized it by experimentally measuring it for both CC1101 and853
AT86RF230 transceivers and each channel type at 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz respectively.854
The procedure to determine the sensitivity has been the following: a transmitter and855
receiver have been connected with wires through a JWF 50PA-51 [21] programmable856
channel attenuator. For each value of the channel attenuation, from 70 dB to 100 dB857
in steps of 6 dB, the transmitter sends a total of 1024 packets with a length of 34 bytes858
(4 bytes of PHY layer preamble, 4 bytes for synchronization information, 24 bytes of859
payload, and 2 bytes for redundancy in the form of Cyclic Redundancy Check) and a860
transmission power of 0 dBm. The nominal value of the transmission power has also861
been characterized using a Rigol DSA815 [22] spectrum analyzer, and the result is that862
the actual transmission power is -1.2 dBm in the 3 dB bandwidth. For each value of863
the channel attenuation, the value of the sensitivity for a target value of a PDR > 0.9864
has been obtained. The sensitivity for both standards is presented in Figure 2.3 and865
summarized in Table 2.2 for the different channel types.866
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Figure 2.3: Sensitivity measurements for IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz and IEEE 802.15.4f
at 433 MHz.
The values of the path-loss exponent γ have been measured for the 433 MHz and867
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Standard Channel Modulation Sensitivity
IEEE 802.15.4f 31 kbps MSK -96 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4f 100 kbps MSK -93 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4f 250 kbps MSK -91 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4 250 kbps OQPSK -91 dBm
Table 2.2: Sensitivity summary for IEEE 802.15.4f at 433 MHz and IEEE 802.15.4 at
2.4 GHz.
2.4 GHz bands using two different antenna heights of h = 70 cm and h = 210 cm. Note868
that the transmitter and receiver have been placed at the same height in both cases.869
The measurements have been conducted outdoors in Line of Sight (LoS) conditions870
using the following procedure: a for each distance from 1 to 100 meters, in steps of871
10 meters, the transmitter transmits a total of 1024 packets with the same format used872
for the characterization of the sensitivity. The Received Signal Strength (RSS) has been873
measured for of each incoming packet, and the results have been averaged. Finally, the874
the path-loss exponent has been calculated by using a linear regression method. The875
values of γ obtained for the two considered frequencies and heights are presented in876
Table 2.3 and the measurement of the RSS is depicted in Figure 2.4. It is worth noting877
that when h = 70 cm, the path-loss exponent γ at 433 MHz is larger than at 2.4 GHz,878
i.e., γ433 = 2.75 and γ2.4 = 2.29, respectively. At h = 70 cm the first Fresnel zone is879
clear at 2.4 GHz but not at 433 MHz. Thus, additional power losses are introduced at880
433 MHz due to the diffraction effects introduced by the channel.881
Band h = 70 cm h = 210 cm
433 MHz γ = 2.75 γ = 2.29
2.4 GHz γ = 2.29 γ = 2.29
Table 2.3: Path-loss exponents (γ) at h = 70 cm and h = 210 cm for the 433 MHz and
2.4 GHz bands.
The values of the transmission and reception power consumptions for the two transceivers882
have been obtained from the respective data-sheets considering a supply voltage V = 3 V.883
The current consumption in both cases can be considered constant regardless of the mod-884
ulation and the data rate. Contrarily, the current consumption in transmit mode depends885
on the current required to power the transceiver circuitry (IBASE) and the current re-886
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Figure 2.4: Propagation measurements for IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz and IEEE 802.15.4f
at 433 MHz.
quired to output a certain power (ITX(dBm)), e.g., 0 dBm. Using the data available in887
the data-sheet for the two transceivers, the power in transmit mode depending on the888
actual transmit power has been approximated using the following linear function,889
PmTX = V · (IBASE + ITX(dBm)), PmRX = cte. (2.6)
The values of the receive and transmit power consumption for the two transceivers890
are summarized in Table 2.4.891
Transceiver PmRX (mW) P
m
TX (mW)
CC1101 52.5 3 · (10.0 + 0.45 ∗ (PTX + 30))
AT86RF230 46.5 3 · (9.5 + 0.3 ∗ (PTX + 17))
Table 2.4: Transmit and receive power for the Atmel AT86RF230 and the Texas Instru-
ments CC1101 radio transceivers.
The energy consumption for the values of γ in Table 2.3 depending on node height892
(h = 70 cm, h = 210 cm) and operating frequency (433 MHz and 2.4 GHz) are presented893
in Figure 2.5. The results have been obtained using the transceiver parameters for the894
different channel configurations presented in Table 2.2 and Table 2.4, respectively.895
For h = 70 cm (γ433 = 2.75, γ2450 = 2.29), transmissions at the 2.4 GHz band at896
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Figure 2.5: Energy consumption of IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz and IEEE 802.15.4f at
433 MHz for real values of γ. Left γ433 = 2.75 and γ2.4 = 2.29. Right γ433 = 2.29 and
γ2.4 = 2.29.
250 kbps are more energy efficient than at 433 MHz up to a distance of d = 130 m.897
This is due to fact that the AT86RF230 transceiver utilizes less power than the CC1101898
in transmit and receive modes, as presented in Table 2.4. When the distance between899
transmitter and receiver increases transmissions at the 2.4 GHz band require multi-hop900
communications. However, when transmitting at 433 MHz and at 250 kbps single-hop901
communications can be maintained up to a distance of d = 280 m. When the distance902
is greater than d = 280 m, transmissions at 433 MHz band and at 250 kbps also require903
multi-hop communications. However, in this case, the energy efficiency is still better904
than at 2.4 GHz ( 30%), due to the fact that less hops are required for end-to-end905
communications. In contrast, at 100 kbps and 31 kbps the energy efficiency at 433 MHz906
is lower than at 250 kbps, either at 433 MHz or at 2.4 GHz, because the increase in the907
sensitivity does not compensate the higher energy per bit required to enable end-to-end908
communications.909
For h = 210 cm (γ433 = γ2450 = 2.29) transmission at 2.4 GHz and 250 kbps are more910
efficient than at 433 MHz and 250 kbps up to a distance of d = 130 m. When the distance911
is greater than d = 130 m, transmissions at the 2.4 GHz band require two or more hops,912
thus increasing the energy consumption per bit despite the fact that each device can913
reduce its transmit power. Contrarily, at the 433 MHz band and at 250 kbps, single914
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hop communications can be maintained up to a distance of d = 1 km for the same data915
rate, thus increasing the energy efficiency of the network. Furthermore, as the distance916
increases, even lower data rates, i.e., 31 kbps and 100 kbps, become more energy efficient917
than at 2.4 GHz in spite of the higher initial energy per bit and the longer transmission918
time. This effect is caused by the fact that the overall energy consumption is dominated919
by the energy required to power each transceiver, either in transmit or receive mode,920
and not the actual energy required to transmit a bit with a certain transmit power.921
Therefore, from the numerical results based on real path-loss and sensitivity mea-922
surements it is possible to conclude that transmitting at the 433 MHz band can reduce923
the energy per bit required for end-to-end communications compared to doing so at924
2.4 GHz, thus increasing the energy efficiency and lifespan of a network. This holds true925
even when considering a worse path-loss exponent γ433 > γ2.4 caused by the diffraction926
effects introduced by the larger Fresnel zone.927
2.5. Conclusions928
In this paper, we have used well-known propagation and energy consumption mod-929
els to determine the energy efficiency of single-hop and multi-hop communications at930
the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands using both theoretical and realistic path-loss expo-931
nents, power consumption and sensitivity values. Results show that communications at932
433 MHz minimize the need for multi-hop communications and thus reduce the energy933
consumption of the overall network.934
Nevertheless, there are several aspects that remain open to be analyzed in order to935
determine the suitability of using the 433 MHz band for Machine-to-Machine (M2M)936
communications. In particular, our future work will be aimed at including the effects937
of shadowing and fading in the propagation model, as these effects largely impact the938
communication performance [23]. In addition, we will also investigate the effects of939
interference on the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). The fact that the transmission range940
at 433 MHz is larger than at 2.4 GHz, as well as the fact that it uses narrowband941
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channels instead of spread spectrum, makes systems operating at 433 MHz more prone942
to interference from other wireless systems.943
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3On the suitability of the433 MHz band for M2Mlow-power wirelesscommunications: propagationaspects944945
Abstract: The 433 MHz band is gaining relevance as an alternative to the 2.4 GHz band946
for M2M communications using low-power wireless technologies. Currently two standards947
are being developed that use the 433 MHz band, DASH7 Mode 2 and IEEE 802.15.4f. The948
article presents propagation models based on measurements conducted at the 433 MHz949
and 2.4 GHz bands that can be used for link budget calculations in both outdoor and indoor950
environments depending on node height. The results obtained show that the 433 MHz951
band has a better communication range both in indoor and outdoor environments despite952
the negative effects of having a larger Fresnel zone. In addition, indoor propagation953
measurements are conducted in LoS and NLoS conditions to determine the suitability954
of channel hopping to combat the effects of multi-path propagation. Contrarily to the955
2.4 GHz band, the results show that channel hopping at the 433 MHz does not provide956
any link robustness advantage because the channel coherence bandwidth is larger than the957
whole 433 MHz band bandwidth and, thus, all channels are highly correlated.958
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3.1. Introduction959
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications refer to the set of technologies that960
are used to connect systems for the purpose of remote monitoring and control with-961
out human intervention. To connect end devices with the surrounding infrastructure,962
M2M communications typically rely on cellular or low-power wireless technologies. For963
low-power wireless technologies the 2.4 GHz band is commonly used for two main rea-964
sons. First, the 2.4 GHz band is part of the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical)965
bands meaning that it is available world-wide without requiring a license. Second, the966
IEEE 802.15.4 standard [6] defines the use of the 2.4 GHz band for Low-Rate Wire-967
less Personal Area Networks (LR-WPAN) and, thus, many off-the-shelf transceivers are968
readily available from different manufacturers. Today IEEE 802.15.4 networks have al-969
ready been successfully deployed in various environments, i.e. industrial monitoring,970
but there are several factors that may limit its suitability. For example, in industrial971
environments IEEE 802.15.4 suffers from high attenuations caused by concrete walls and972
metallic surfaces. In addition, in such scenarios IEEE 802.15.4 networks have to cope973
with interferences coming from other narrowband and broadband wireless technologies974
operating at the same band with higher transmit power [24, 25], e.g. IEEE 802.11 and975
IEEE 802.15.1.976
To overcome these limitations two approaches are used in IEEE 802.15.4 networks.977
First, the use of DSSS (Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum) helps improving coexistence978
with narrowband and broadband interferences. Second, channel hopping also contributes979
to mitigate the effects of interferences, either narrowband or broadband, and also com-980
bats the effects of multi-path propagation [26]. In that sense IEEE 802.15.4e [27] has981
recently been approved as part of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and an open source ref-982
erence implementation already exists [28]. In addition to spread spectrum techniques,983
the use of the 868 MHz and 915 MHz bands has also been devised as an alternative to984
overcome the limitations of the 2.4 GHz band in certain environments. These bands are985
also part of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and offer better propagation and interference986
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characteristics thanks to its lower operating frequency and data rate, as well as because987
fewer wireless systems currently make use of these bands. However, these bands do not988
represent a true alternative to the 2.4 GHz band because ubiquitous deployment is lim-989
ited by existing regulations [29, 30]. The 868 MHz band allows a transmit power up to990
14 dBm (25 mW) but is not a part of the ISM bands and, thus, it is only available in991
the European Union (EU). Moreover, channel hopping is not available at the 868 MHz992
band because only one channel is available. On its behalf, the 915 MHz band enables993
transmit powers up to 30 dBm (1 W) and is part of the ISM bands, but usage is limited994
to the United States (US).995
Recently the 433 MHz band has re-gained momentum as an alternative to the996
868/915 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. Compared to the former, the 433 MHz band is a997
true ISM band and, thus, it is available (almost) world-wide without requiring a license.998
Compared to latter, the 433 MHz band has better propagation characteristics due to its999
lower operating frequency and is currently less affected by external interferences due to1000
the lower number of systems operating at the band. Given its interesting properties and1001
the possible impact in M2M communications, there are two standardization organiza-1002
tions that are currently defining physical layers that operate at the 433 MHz band, e.g.1003
DASH7 Mode 2 [5] and IEEE 802.15.4f [13]. Nevertheless, despite the efforts that have1004
already been conducted, there are still aspects at the physical layer that require further1005
investigation in order to understand its properties and determine which frequency band1006
is more suitable depending on application requirements. Thus, we currently focus in1007
evaluating the physical layer characteristics of the 433 MHz band and compare it to1008
the 2.4 GHz band. Specifically, we focus this article in evaluating and comparing the1009
propagation aspects of both bands in different environments, e.g. indoor and outdoor, to1010
determine its suitability for M2M communications using low-power wireless technologies.1011
For example, better propagation may lead to a reduction in the requirements of multi-1012
hop communications and, thus, decrease the overhead introduced by routing protocols1013
[31].1014
The contributions of the article are the following. First, it presents an overview of the1015
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low-power standards currently being developed at the 433 MHz band for M2M wireless1016
communications. Second, it conducts empirical measurements to demonstrate the bene-1017
fits and drawbacks of the 433 MHz band compared to the 2.4 GHz band in both outdoor1018
and indoor scenarios at different node heights from ground level. Third, it evaluates the1019
behavior of channel hopping against multi-path propagation at the 433 MHz band both1020
in LoS (Line of Sight) and NLoS (Non-Line Of Sight) indoor environments. Therefore,1021
our results contribute to the understanding of the propagation properties of the 433 MHz1022
band and demonstrate that, under similar conditions, 433 MHz propagation is better1023
in terms of range than 2.4 GHz. In addition, the obtained empiric propagation models1024
can be useful for the deployment of M2M wireless communications in both outdoor and1025
indoor environments where nodes have to be deployed at different heights.1026
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the work1027
related to propagation at the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands and introduces the dif-1028
ferent low-power wireless communication standards that are currently developed at the1029
433 MHz band. Section 3 presents the theoretical background related to the propagation1030
aspects of wireless communications. Section 4 presents the experimental methodology1031
that we have used to evaluate and compare the propagation aspects of the 433 MHz band1032
with the 2.4 GHz band. The corresponding results of the experiments are presented and1033
discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article.1034
3.2. Theoretical propagation models1035
The main characteristics that determine the performance of any wireless commu-1036
nication system are interference and propagation. Interference determines how noise1037
and other wireless systems operating at or near the carrier frequency affect the perfor-1038
mance of the system under consideration. On its behalf, propagation determines how1039
the power of an electromagnetic wave that propagates through space falls off depending1040
on the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, as well as the characteristics1041
of the surrounding environment. This phenomenon is well modeled with the log-normal1042
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propagation model described in Equation 3.1 [32, 33, 17, 34].1043
RSS(d, h) = RSS(d0, h)− 10γ(h)log10(d/d0)+
+ψshad; d ≥ d0
RSS(d0, h) = Pt +GTX +GRX −A− Lg(h)
(3.1)
where Pt(dBm) is the transmit power, GTX and GRX in dBi are the transmitter1044
and receiver antenna gains, and A is a constant called intercept factor, expressed in dB,1045
which depends on the receiver antenna effective area (and hence the wavelength) as well1046
as the average channel attenuation at a given initial distance d0, as shown in Equation 3.21047
[17]. Lg(h)(dB) models the diffraction losses, i.e. the power losses attributed to the first1048
Fresnel zone obstruction. The Fresnel zone is a concept related to the diffraction of1049
waves that determines the region of the space that defines the condition of visibility1050
between the transmitter and receiver antennas. In Line Of Sight (LoS) conditions, the1051
first Fresnel zone is free and thus the received power is proportional to the propagation1052
losses. In Non-Line Of Sight (NLoS) conditions, the first Fresnel zone is obstructed by1053
an obstacle that causes diffraction.1054
All the parameters presented above are combined by RSS(d0, h) at d = d0. γ is1055
known as path loss exponent which represents the falloff of the received power with the1056
distance, i.e. the slope. The path loss exponent is frequency independent and environ-1057
ment specific. For environments close to free space γ = 2, which in turn transforms1058
Equation 3.1 to the free space propagation model [17]. For more complex environments1059
such as near ground, it is best to estimate γ together with RSS(d0, h) to minimize the1060
mean square error between the model and the empirical measurements. In such envi-1061
ronments the value of γ is typically between 2 and 4, or more, depending on whether1062
the path is LoS or NLoS [33, 32]. Finally, ψshad(dB) ∼ N(0, σshad) is a zero mean log-1063
normally distributed random variable with standard deviation σshad(dB) which models1064
the received power variations around the propagation model caused by multipath propa-1065
gation [35], either shadowing or fading. Most empirical studies show standard deviations1066
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between 0.4dB and 4dB [33, 36].1067
A = 20log10(
4pid0
λ
) (3.2)
3.3. Related work1068
3.3.1. Propagation models at 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz1069
There are some studies that have already conducted experimental propagation mea-1070
surements at the 433 MHz band and 2.4 GHz bands. Thelen et al. [37] carried out1071
measurements in a potato field at the 433 MHz band. In their study they took two1072
series of measurements that expanded over a two week period each and checked three1073
main aspects. First, the reception rate depending on the received power to determine1074
the receiver sensitivity. Second, the variation of the received power according to the dis-1075
tance between the transmitter and the receiver with the growth stage of the potato crop.1076
Third, the influence of micro-climate (temperature, relative humidity and rain) on the1077
received power. Whilst the paper verifies that the foliage and micro-climate has an im-1078
pact on the propagation of radio waves, it fails to validate how well the proposed model1079
fits the empiric data in the specific environment. At the 2.4 GHz band, Holland et al. [38]1080
investigated radio propagation aspects using Tmote Sky motes. In the experiments they1081
measured received power, signal quality and packet reception as a function of distance,1082
angle and transmit power, in both indoor and outdoor environments taking into ac-1083
count environmental conditions. The results show that mote position and height have1084
a great impact on received power and link quality, but the authors do not present any1085
propagation model that can be useful for link budget planning. Finally, in [39] the au-1086
thors conduct propagation measurements in the military UHF bands, which include the1087
433 MHz band, to characterize path loss of narrowband channels in urban terrain for1088
ground based communications. The results, obtained using RF equipment, show that1089
the mean received power in LoS conditions matches two-ray propagation theory and is1090
not affected by street width.1091
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More recently, Zhang et al. [40] measured propagation characteristics at the 433 MHz1092
and the 2.4 GHz bands in an orchard environment with different peach tree heights and1093
fruit densities. Specifically, they evaluated the channel fading and the packet loss rate1094
for different antenna heights. From the results they conclude that the antenna height1095
influence at the 433 MHz band is slightly larger, but the initial path loss at the 2.4 GHz1096
band is greater. In addition, they found that for their particular environment the opti-1097
mal antenna height is 3.5 m. Nevertheless, they also fail to present a propagation model1098
that can be useful for link budget planning. Wennerstro¨m et al. [41] focused on the PRR1099
(Packet Received Ratio) and RSS (Received Signal Strength) behavior against meteoro-1100
logical conditions (temperature and humidity) in a two week period using TelosB motes.1101
Their experimental results demonstrate that temperature and humidity variations influ-1102
ence the PRR. They assume that the RSS variations are correlated with temperature1103
and humidity variations but fail to take into account that the RSS variation can be also1104
attributed to multipath propagation (shadowing and fading). Finally, in [14] the authors1105
present empirical path loss models at different frequencies for an environment of stacked1106
shipping containers. In particular, they conducted measurements for intra- and inter-1107
container communications at the IEEE 802.15.4 bands, e.g. 433 MHz, 868 MHz and1108
2.4 GHz, as well as for extra-container communications using the GSM/UMTS bands,1109
e.g. 900 MHz, 1850 MHz and 2100 MHz. For the inter-container measurements the re-1110
sults show that path loss is lowest at 433 MHz band in the pathways between container1111
rows, and lowest at 2.4 GHz band in the small gaps between adjacent containers.1112
Other interesting articles related to propagation aspects at the 433 MHz and the1113
2.4 GHz bands in different environments include [42, 43, 44, 45].1114
3.3.2. Overview of 433 MHz standards1115
As stated earlier, the 433 MHz band has recently gained relevance as an alterna-1116
tive to the 868/915 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands for different reasons. First, compared to1117
868/915 MHz it is available (almost) world-wide without the need of a license. Second,1118
compared to 2.4 GHz it has better propagation characteristics due to its lower operating1119
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frequency. Nevertheless the 433 MHz band has some downsides as well. The band is1120
not harmonized, e.g. different regulations in different countries. In the European Union1121
(EU) the transmission power is 10 dBm with a 10% duty cycle or 0 dBm with a 100%1122
duty cycle [29], whereas in the United States (US) the transmission power is -14 dBm1123
for periodic control applications and -23 dBm for other periodic applications [30]. How-1124
ever, a Duty Cycle Correction (DCC) of up to 20 dB can be applied to enable higher1125
transmit powers as long as the average transmit power during the averaging time frame,1126
i.e. pulse train or worst case 100 ms, is kept within the regulatory limits. Furthermore,1127
the 433 MHz band is more limited in terms of bandwidth than the 2.4 GHz band is, e.g.1128
1.74 MHz and 100 MHz respectively. Finally, the optimal antenna size for the 433 MHz1129
band is larger compared to an equivalent antenna for the 2.4 GHz band.1130
The 433 MHz band extends from 433.05 MHz to 434.79 MHz and is organized into1131
fifteen 108 kHz narrowband channels for two reasons. First, support for multiple chan-1132
nels enables different systems located in the same physical domain to coexist, e.g. a1133
narrowband channel can be allocated between two consecutive narrowband or broad-1134
band systems without either causing or receiving interference. Second, using narrow-1135
band channels enables to comply with specific regional regulations that have more strict1136
bandwidth limitations, e.g. China. Currently two standards are being developed that1137
use the 433 MHz band for low-power wireless communications: DASH7 Mode 2 and1138
IEEE 802.15.4f. Considering the scope of our work, the following subsections present1139
the physical layer characteristics of both standards. For a detailed overview of the re-1140
maining layers refer to the related standards [5, 13].1141
DASH7 Mode 21142
DASH7 Mode 2 [5] is a new version of the ISO/IEC 18000-7:2009 standard developed1143
by the DASH7 Alliance for active RFID (RadioFrequency IDentification) applications.1144
The physical layer of DASH7 Mode 2 operates at the 433 MHz band and is organized1145
into fifteen 108 kHz channels, including two 6 kHz guard bands at the beginning and the1146
end of the spectrum to avoid interference with/from other wireless systems operating in1147
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adjacent bands. The fifteen channels are combined to form five different channel types1148
–Base, Legacy, Normal, Hi-Rate and Blink– that have different bandwidth and use1149
different modulation schemes. The Normal class provides eight 216 kHz channels that1150
use a broadband BFSK (Binary Frequency Shift Keying) or GFSK (Gaussian Frequency1151
Shift Keying) modulation scheme with a data rate of 55 kbps. The Hi-Rate class provides1152
four 432 kHz channels that use a narrowband BFSK or GFSK modulation scheme with1153
a data rate of 200 kbps. The Blink class provides two 648 kHz channels that use the1154
same modulation and data rate than the Hi-rate channel class. Finally, the Base and1155
Legacy classes provide a single 432 kHz channel, centered at 433.92 MHz, that uses a1156
modulation and data rate similar to the Normal class. An overview of the different1157
channel classes is shown in Table 3.1 and depicted in Figure 3.1.1158
12 12
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648 kHz432 kHz216 kHz
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Figure 3.1: DASH7 Mode 2 physical layer channel organization. In DASH7 Mode 2 only
the Normal and Blink channel types are orthogonal, that is, neighboring channels of the
same type do not cause and receive interference to/from each other. The remaining chan-
nel types are non-orthogonal and, thus, neighbor channels cause and receive interference
to/from each other and also to the Normal and Hi-Rate channel types. For example, the
Blink channel type centered at channel 2 interferes with Normal and Hi-Rate channel
types centered at channels 0, 2, and 4.
IEEE 802.15.4f1159
IEEE 802.15.4f [13] is an amendment of the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard that defines1160
three new optional physical layers targeted at active RFID (RadioFrequency IDentifi-1161
cation) applications. The first two physical layers are narrowband and located at the1162
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Name Channels Bandwidth Modulation Data rate
Base 1 432 kHz 1.8-BFSK 55 kbps
Normal 8 216 kHz 1.8-BFSK 55 kbps
Hi-Rate 4 432 kHz 0.5-BFSK 200 kbps
Blink 2 648 kHz 0.5-BFSK 200 kbps
Table 3.1: DASH7 Mode 2 physical layer channel organization. Each channel class has
different bandwidth, modulation scheme, data rate and available number of channels,
which enables to use them according to the application and regulation requirements. Op-
tionally a GFSK modulation scheme can be used instead of BFSK to improve bandwidth
utilization at the expense of decreasing the receiver sensitivity by around 3 dB.
433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands respectively, whereas the third physical layer is Ultra-Wide1163
Band (UWB) and is located at the 6-9 GHz band. Similarly to DASH7 Mode 2, the whole1164
433 MHz bandwidth is divided into fifteen 108 kHz narrowband channels. These fifteen1165
narrowband channels are combined together, as shown in Table 3.2 and in Figure 3.2, in1166
order to provide three different channel types with different available bandwidths that1167
are capable of offering different data rates. The 31.25 kbps channel type uses the basic1168
narrowband 108 kHz channel and, thus, all the fifteen channels are available (0 to 14).1169
The 100 kbps channel type is formed of three consecutive basic narrowband channels1170
and, thus, only five 324 kHz channels are available (i.e. 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13). Finally, the1171
250 kbps channel type is formed of five consecutive basic narrowband channels and, thus,1172
only three 540 kHz channels are available (2, 7 and 12). IEEE 802.15.4f also includes1173
two 110 kHz guard bands at the beginning and the end of the band to avoid interfering1174
and interference with/from other wireless systems operating in adjacent bands.1175
Name Channels Bandwidth Modulation Data rate
31.25 15 108 kHz BMSK 31.25 kbps
100 5 324 kHz BMSK 100 kbps
250 3 540 kHz BMSK 250 kbps
Table 3.2: IEEE 802.15.4f physical layer channel organization. Each channel class has
different bandwidth and available number of channels, which enables to use them accord-
ing to the application and regulation requirements. Compared to the BFSK modulation
scheme of DASH7 Mode 2, the MSK modulation scheme provides better spectral effi-
ciency while maintaining an acceptable bit error rate.
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Figure 3.2: IEEE 802.15.4f physical layer channel organization. In IEEE 802.15.4f oper-
ating at the 433 MHz band all channel types are orthogonal with channels of the same
type but non-orthogonal between different channel types. For example, the 250 kbps
channel centered at channel 2 will cause and receive interference to/from all channels
types centered at channels 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 but not to/from all the remaining channels.
3.4. Experimental setup1176
Given the theoretical propagation models described in Section 3.2, our experiments1177
aim to evaluate the propagation aspects of the 433 MHz band and compare it to the1178
2.4 GHz band in different environments, e.g. indoor and outdoor. In order to conduct1179
these experiments we use COTS (Custom Off The Shelf) devices, namely COU24-A21180
and OpenMote-433 motes. For that reason in the current section we present a detailed1181
description of the devices and the configuration parameters (e.g. transmit power, receiver1182
sensitivity, signal modulation, data rate, etc.) that have been used to conduct the1183
different experiments. Finally, as we use COTS devices, we also present the procedure1184
that we have used to calibrate the motes and ensure they operate under the configured1185
parameters.1186
3.4.1. Equipment1187
The set of experiments at the 2.4 GHz band are conducted using two COU24-A21188
motes, as depicted in Figure 3.3. The COU24-A2 motes are equipped with an Atmel1189
8-bit ATmega-1281 microcontroller and an Atmel AT86RF230 transceiver. The micro-1190
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controller operates at 4 MHz and features 8 Kbytes RAM, 128 Kbytes of Flash and1191
4 Kbytes EEPROM memory respectively. The transceiver is fully compliant with IEEE1192
802.15.4-2006 standard, e.g. 250 kbps with OQPSK modulation and DSSS, and is con-1193
nected to an onboard 0 dBi chip antenna.1194
Figure 3.3: A COU24-A2 development board. The COU24-A2 board features an Atmel
ATmega-1281 microcontroller and an Atmel AT86RF20 transceiver.
To conduct the experiments at the 433 MHz band we use two OpenMote-433, as de-1195
picted in Figure 3.4. OpenMote-433 boards feature a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 STM32F1031196
microcontroller from ST Microelectronics and a Texas Instruments CC1101 transceiver.1197
The microcontroller operates at 72 MHz with 20 kBytes of RAM and 128 kBytes of1198
Flash memory respectively. The transceiver operates at the Sub-1 GHz band with full1199
support for both DASH7 Mode 2 and IEEE 802.15.4f standards, e.g. FSK/GFSK/MSK1200
modulations with bit-rates up to 250 kbps, and is connected to a 0 dBi λ/2 helix antenna1201
using a SMA connector.1202
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Figure 3.4: An OpenMote-433 development board. The OpenMote-433 features a ST Mi-
croelectronics STM32F103 microcontroller and a Texas Instruments CC1101 transceiver.
3.4.2. Configuration1203
The configuration parameters of both devices used in the experimental measurements1204
campaign are presented in Table 3.3. The chosen data rate and modulation scheme for1205
the OpenMote-433 are in accordance with DASH7 Mode 2 Normal channel type, as1206
presented in Section 3.3. In both cases the transmit power is configured to be the same,1207
e.g. 0 dBm, for comparison purposes.1208
COU24-A2 OpenMote-433
Standard IEEE 802.15.4 DASH7 Mode 2
Modulation OQPSK GFSK
Data rate (kbps) 250 200
Transmit power (dBm) 0 0
Channel number (MHz) 18 (2450) 7 (433.92)
Channel bandwidth 5 MHz 432 kHz
Antenna type 0 dBi λ/2 chip 0 dBi λ/2 helix
RSSI resolution (dB) 3 0.5
Table 3.3: Configuration parameters for the COU24-A2 and the OpenMote-433 motes.
Two metrics have been used throughout the measurement camping to evaluate the1209
propagation aspects of the 433 MHz and the 2.4 GHz bands, the RSS (Received Signal1210
Strength) and the PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio). The RSS measures the received power1211
level at the input of the signal demodulator given the receiver filter bandwidth and Low1212
Noise Amplifier (LNA) gain. On its behalf, the PDR indicates the percentage of packets1213
that have been successfully received at the receiver normalized to one.1214
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3.4.3. Calibration1215
Prior to start the measurements campaign we have conducted a set of preliminary1216
measurements to calibrate the transmitter and receiver used during the experiments1217
campaign at the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands to ensure that they operate under the1218
configuration parameters, e.g. transmit power, modulation scheme and channel band-1219
width, presented in Table 3.3.1220
At the 433 MHz band we have connected the OpenMote-433 board to a Rigol DSA-1221
815 spectrum analyzer. The peak output power, measured at the output of the SMA1222
connector, is about -3 dBm and the overall power in the given bandwidth, i.e. 432 kHz1223
for a DASH7 Mode 2 Hi-Rate channel, is 0 dBm. In addition, we have also calibrated1224
the receiver node. In particular, we have measured the linearity of the RSS according1225
to a known transmit power, e.g. Pt = 0 dBm, and channel attenuation using a JWF1226
50PA-51 programmable attenuator. The obtained results are in accordance with the1227
configured parameters in Table 3.3 and, thus, the transmitter node configuration is1228
validated. Despite, the results are not shown due to lack of space.1229
At the 2.4 GHz band an extensive calibration of the COU24-A2 has not been pos-1230
sible because the motes use an integrated chip antenna and, thus, it is not possible to1231
connect them to any measurement equipment. Therefore to ensure that node operation1232
is consistent with configured parameters we have compared the RSS at a distance of 1 m1233
in outdoor with other available motes. In all the devices the measured signal is quasi1234
identical regardless of the selected. Hence we consider that the COU24-A2 motes used1235
for the experimentation campaign are calibrated.1236
Finally, we have also conducted measurements to determine the sensitivity of the1237
DASH7 Mode 2 and IEEE 802.15.4f standards at 433 MHz using the OpenMote-4331238
motes and the IEEE 802.15.4 standard at 2.4 GHz using the COU24-A2 motes. The1239
measurements have been conducted sending 1024 packets with a 23 byte payload for1240
each channel type. Notice that the sensitivity parameter is defined as the RSS value1241
such that the PDR >= 90%. The results of the measurements are depicted in Figure 3.51242
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and summarized in Table 3.4.1243
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Figure 3.5: RSS to PDR mapping for COU24-A2 and OpenMote-433 motes. For the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard operating at 2.4 GHz the COU24-A2 achieves a sensitivity of
-91 dBm. On its behalf, using DASH7 Mode 2 Hi-Rate channel type at 433 MHz with
a GFSK modulation the OpenMote-433 achieves a sensitivity of -88 dBm.
Standard Channel type Modulation Sensitivity
DASH7 Mode 2 Normal 2FSK -97 dBm
DASH7 Mode 2 Normal GFSK -94 dBm
DASH7 Mode 2 Hi-Rate 2FSK -91 dBm
DASH7 Mode 2 Hi-Rate GFSK -88 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4f 31 kbps MSK -96 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4f 100 kbps MSK -93 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4f 250 kbps MSK -91 dBm
IEEE 802.15.4 250 kbps OQPSK -91 dBm
Table 3.4: Sensitivity summary for DASH7 Mode 2 and IEEE 802.15.4f at 433 MHz
and for IEEE 802.15.4 at 2.4 GHz. These figures combined with the propagation models
presented in Section 3.5 enable to estimate the effective communication range for each
standard and channel type.
3.5. Experiments and results1244
In this section we first experimentally evaluate the diffraction phenomenon for 433 MHz1245
and 2.4 GHz, i.e. from which height the Fresnel zone is not obstructed by the effect of1246
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being close to the ground. With the knowledge of the height such that the first Fresnel1247
zone is free, we then experimentally validate the large scale propagation for both bands.1248
Additionally, we validate the dependence of height to the propagation characteristics,1249
(RSS(d0, h), γ(h)) according to the propagation model described in Equation 3.1, since1250
the closer to the ground, the more obstructed the Fresnel zone is and, hence, the higher1251
the power losses are. Finally, we also validate the small scale propagation effects (known1252
as multipath) for the 433 MHz band and compare it with the results at the 2.4 GHz1253
band obtained in [26]. The goal is to validate if channel hopping can combat multipath1254
at the 433 MHz band since the band is flat fading, i.e. the coherence bandwidth of the1255
wireless channel is higher than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. It is important1256
to mention that in all the experiments the antennas were positioned to ensure proper1257
polarization and the locations were carefully measured to ensure repeatability.1258
3.5.1. Diffraction modeling1259
First we focus in obtaining and evaluating the diffraction models for the 433 MHz and1260
2.4 GHz bands. The diffraction models are useful to analyze the power losses attributed1261
to the penetration of a certain obstacle inside the first Fresnel zone [17]. In our case1262
we analyze the power losses attributed to the penetration by ground, modeled by the1263
parameter Lg(dB). As we are interested in finding the variation of the RSS with the1264
height with respect from ground, we fix the distance between the transmitter and the1265
receiver, for instance d0 = 5 m, and we vary the height of nodes. For this scenario the1266
model in Equation 3.1 simplifies to Equation 3.3 taking into account that ψshad = 0 dB1267
and h0 = hfree.1268
RSS(d0, h) = RSS(d0, h0)− Lg(h); h ≤ h0 (3.3)
The corresponding diffraction models for the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands are de-1269
picted in Figure 3.6 for two environments, outdoor and indoor. In general terms it is1270
possible to see that the 433 MHz band is less affected by diffraction losses when com-1271
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pared to the 2.4 GHz band in both environments. The diffraction results are combined1272
with the effects of multi-path propagation and the 9-16 dB deltas are expected from the1273
Friis equation dependence on the wavelength. Despite, it is possible to observe that the1274
first Fresnel zone becomes free after a height of h = 2.1 m for 433 MHz and a height1275
of h = 36 cm for 2.4 GHz. Hence, the rule of thumb hfree = 3λ to ensure a free first1276
Fresnel zone is satisfied for both bands. In addition, it is possible to see that in the1277
outdoor environment the magnitude of this interference is lower than in indoor.1278
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Figure 3.6: Diffraction modelling for the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands in indoor and
outdoor environments. The error bars represent the temporal RSS variation attributed
to diffraction and multipath, i.e. reflections from ground and other surrounding objects.
Also, the rule of thumb hfree = 3λ to ensure a free first Fresnel zone is satisfied for both
bands.
3.5.2. Large-scale propagation1279
This section deals with the empirical evaluation of the large scale propagation char-1280
acteristics of the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands in outdoor and indoor environments. For1281
each measurement the transmitter sends 1024 packets of 33 bytes (including a preamble1282
of 4 bytes, a synchronization word of 4 bytes, 23 bytes of data and a 2-byte CRC) to1283
the receiver at the configured channel, while the receiver is continuously listening for1284
incoming packets.1285
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Outdoor1286
This section is devoted to analyze the propagation effects and compare the wireless1287
range between the 433 MHz and the 2.4 GHz bands in an outdoor environment. This en-1288
vironment is depicted in Figure 3.7 and is found at the GPS coordinates (+41◦31′39.27′′; +2◦26′7.92′′).1289
The ground is asphalt and the environment did not have obstructions in the path. The1290
measurements were taken along the yellow line.1291
Figure 3.7: Outdoor propagation environment. The measurements were taken along the
yellow line and the columns are not obstructions.
The methodology to conduct the measurements is the following: RSS measurements1292
are taken for each received packet at the following distances, where the notation (x:z:y)1293
means from x meters to y meters every z meters.1294
For heights from h = 0 cm to h = 70 cm: [1 m:1 m:10 m, 15 m:5 m:70 m,1295
80 m:10 m:120 m].1296
For heights from h = 70 cm to h = 2.10 m: [1 m, 5 m:5 m:70 m, 80 m:10 m:120 m].1297
The results of the RSS over distance for the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands are depicted1298
in Figure 3.8. As expected the RSS falls off linearly with log10(d/d0) and γ increases1299
when the height with respect to ground decreases due to the Fresnel zone obstruction1300
caused by ground. The RSS(d0, h0) of the propagation model at 433 MHz is 10 dB1301
higher than RSS(d0, h0) of the 2.4 GHz propagation model. Also, for h = 0 and1302
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log10(d/d0) = 0, the RSS for 433 MHz is 28 dB higher than 2.4 GHz. This is traduced1303
to a higher wireless range at 433 MHz. To find the wireless range in meters using the1304
propagation models the following procedure is used. First, according to Table 3.4, the1305
PDR is > 90% when RSS > −91 dBm for 2.4 GHz and when RSS > −88 dBm for1306
433 MHz. Then, for a height of h = 10 cm, the maximum range at 2.4 GHz such that the1307
RSS > −91 dBm is log10(d/d0) = 0.8⇒ d = 8 m, and the maximum range at 433 MHz1308
such that the RSS > −88 dBm is log10(d/d0) = 1.65 ⇒ d = 45 m. Similarly, for a1309
height of h = 70 cm at 2.4 GHz and a height of h = 2.10 m at 433 MHz the maximum1310
range is 70 m and 160 m respectively.1311
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Figure 3.8: Propagation models for 2.4 GHz and 433 MHz in an outdoor environment.
The corresponding values for RSS(d0, h), γ(h) and σshad for all the propagation1312
models are presented in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 respectively. Additionally we include the1313
coefficient of determination R2 which is a statistical measure of how well the regression1314
line approximates to the measurements. An R2 of 1.0 indicates that the regression1315
line perfectly fits the data. As observed, the path loss exponents are more or less1316
similar. However, a significant difference is shown by RSS(d0, h). This effect is because,1317
according to Equation 3.1, RSS(d0, h) is proportional to the intercept factor which is1318
inversely proportional to λ (Equation 3.2) and, thus, the lower the λ the higher the1319
received power. Moreover as A is related to the effective area of the receiver antenna,1320
the larger it is the more energy it can pick up. An average gain of 11.6 dB is given by1321
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the 433 MHz band which is close to the theoretical value of 14.87 dB obtained from the1322
difference of Equation 3.2 between both frequency bands.1323
Concerning the shadowing, the respective statistical distributions are shown in Fig-1324
ure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 for both bands. We only show the shadowing distribution for1325
near ground and away from ground heights, due to space constraints. As illustrated, the1326
distribution of the shadowing follows approximately a Gaussian distribution.1327
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Figure 3.9: Shadowing distribution for 2.4 GHz in outdoor environment, 3.9a: h = 0.7 m
with σshad :2.58 dB, 3.9b: h = 0.1 m with σshad : 1.64 dB.
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Figure 3.10: Shadowing distribution for 433 MHz in outdoor environment, 3.10a: h =
2.10 m with σshad : 2.18 dB, 3.10b: h = 0.1m with σshad : 3.27 dB.
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h(m) 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
RSS(d0, h)(dBm) -46.6 -48.36 -47.67 -46.26 -44.77 -45.39 -63.92 -75.97
γ 2.29 2.32 2.5 2.69 2.91 3.4 3.16 2.62
σshad(dB) 2.58 2.21 2.37 1.95 1.82 1.34 1.64 2.52
R2 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.9
Table 3.5: Propagation model characteristics at 2.4 GHz in an outdoor environment.
h(m) 2.1 1.7 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0
RSS(d0, h)(dBm) -36.94 -42.4 -41.83 -42.02 -35.95 -45.93 -51.15 -39.35 -48.55
γ 2.29 2.42 2.56 2.48 2.75 2.5 2.46 3.03 3.16
σshad(dB) 2.18 2.82 3.54 3.03 3.4 2.93 4.85 3.27 1.80
R2 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.9 0.97 0.98
Table 3.6: Propagation model characteristics at 433 MHz in an outdoor environment.
Indoor1328
The large-scale propagation measurements in an indoor environment were taken in1329
a 80 m corridor at the same measurement distances of outdoor measurements. An1330
illustration of the indoor scenario, including a brief description of the environment, is1331
shown in Figure 3.11.1332
Figure 3.11: Indoor propagation environment. The outer of the building and the floor
partitions are made by reinforced concrete, whereas the wall partitions are made by
plaster and the floor is made of stoneware. Finally, it is important to mention that there
are metal structure in the ceilings used to conduct the electricity and communications
wiring.
The corresponding propagation models for this environment are depicted in Fig-1333
ure 3.12. The waveguide effects can be observed at the 2.4 GHz band since the path loss1334
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exponent γ is smaller than 2. In fact 1.2 < γ < 2 [46, 47]), that is, the actual path loss1335
exponent is lower than the free space path loss exponent. However the waveguide effects1336
cannot be appreciated in the 433 MHz band due to two reasons. First, the reflection1337
of an electromagnetic wave in an obstacle only occurs when the size of the obstacle is1338
large compared to the wavelength [48]. Thus, as the wavelength at 433 MHz is around1339
69 cm the waves are not reflected but propagate along the objects. Second, the size of1340
a waveguide depends on the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave [49]. Hence, the1341
required dimension of the corridor to act as a waveguide is larger at the 433 MHz band.1342
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Figure 3.12: Propagation models for 2.4 GHz and 433 MHz in and indoor environment.
The results of RSS(d0, h), γ(h), σshad and R
2 for this environment are depicted in1343
Table 3.7 and Table 3.8. Again, a significant difference can be observed for the values of1344
RSS(d0, h) between both bands. The average gain at the distance d0 is 14.4 dB which1345
matches with the value obtained using Equation 3.2. The corresponding distributions1346
of the shadowing for the 2.4 GHz and 433 MHz bands are illustrated in Figure 3.131347
and Figure 3.14. Again, most of the distributions demonstrates that the shadowing1348
approximates to a Gaussian distribution, which in turns validates the theory presented1349
in Section 3.2. Therefore, the 433 MHz band provides an increase of the received power1350
with respect to 2.4 GHz by around 14 dB which approximately means doubling the1351
wireless range, despite of the waveguide effects not being contemplated.1352
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Figure 3.13: Shadowing distribution for 2.4 GHz in indoor environment, 3.13a: h = 0.7 m
with σshad :3.78 dB, 3.13b: h = 0.1 m with σshad : 4.89 dB.
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Figure 3.14: Shadowing distribution for 433 MHz in indoor environment, 3.14a: h =
2.10 m with σshad : 4.64 dB, 3.14b: h = 0.1 m with σshad : 6.37 dB.
h(m) 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
RSS(d0, h)(dBm) -52.39 -50.53 -45.64 -51.98 -58.12 -66.68
γ 1.53 1.68 1.87 1.61 1.54 1.58
σshad(dB) 3.78 3.69 3.44 3.55 4.89 3.80
R2 0.81 0.84 0.88 0.84 0.74 0.82
Table 3.7: Propagation model characteristics at 2.4 GHz in an indoor environment.
3.5.3. Small-scale propagation1353
This subsection analyzes the effects of multipath propagation at the 433 MHz band1354
and evaluates if multipath can be combated using channel hopping, as presented in [26]1355
for the 2.4 GHz band. In their experiments the receiver is fixed at a certain location1356
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h(m) 2.1 1.7 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0
RSS(d0, h)(dBm) -28.42 -25.96 -33.21 -41.4 -31.72 -40.37 -35.15 -40.7 -53.41
γ 2.61 2.88 2.42 1.78 2.72 2.34 2.64 2.34 2.03
σshad(dB) 4.64 5.83 3.77 4.06 4.23 5 4.78 6.38 6.37
R2 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.83 0.91 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.72
Table 3.8: Propagation model characteristics at 433 MHz in an indoor environment.
and the transmitter is displaced every 1 cm on a 20 cm x 35 cm area, corresponding to1357
λ/12.24. According to the results, multipath propagation at 2.4 GHz can be combated1358
with channel hopping, since the channel is frequency selective, or with antenna diversity.1359
In our case, the methodology to conduct the experiments is similar but with a dis-1360
placement of 5.66 cm corresponding to the same order of magnitude of λ for the 433 MHz1361
band. The receiver is fixed and the transmitter is placed at the appropriate location in1362
a 113.2 cm x 198 cm square. For each position 1024 packets with the same structure1363
of the large scale propagation measurements are transmitted over the first channel with1364
an inter-packet delay of 3 ms. Upon finishing a channel the transmitter waits for 10 ms1365
and changes to the following channel and the process is repeated until all channels are1366
completed. Once all the channels are completed the process is repeated for all the re-1367
maining positions in the square. Using such setup, two different experiments have been1368
conducted to evaluate the suitability of channel hopping at the 433 MHz band, one in1369
Line-of-Sight (LoS) conditions and the other in Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) conditions.1370
Both experiments have been conducted in a domestic environment with concrete floor1371
and plaster walls and ceilings, as depicted in Figure 3.15.1372
Line of Sight (LoS)1373
In this experiment the transmitter and the receiver are located in the same room at a1374
distance of 5 meters and with clear line of sight as illustrated in Figure 3.15. The results1375
in terms of RSS depending on node position and channel are shown in Figure 3.16. Due1376
to space constraints only results from channels 1, 7 and 14 are presented.1377
In LoS conditions the PDR (not shown) is always the maximum because the received1378
signal is well-above the receiver sensitivity. As observed in Figure 3.16, there are fadings1379
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Figure 3.15: Indoor domestic environment. The transmitter and the receiver are in
Line-of-Sight.
Figure 3.16: RSS in LOS conditions. From left to right: channels 1, 7 and 14 respectively.
with a magnitude of 20-25 dB approximately in some positions. These fadings are1380
caused by multipath propagation. Moreover, it is possible to see that the magnitude of1381
the RSS is more or less constant within the different channels regardless of node position.1382
This is because the wireless channel is flat fading (the channels are narrowband). Flat1383
fading channels occur when the channel delay spread (the order of τs =10 ns, 100 ns1384
for indoor environments) is much lower than the time delay of the transmitted signal or1385
the channel coherence bandwidth Bwc is larger than the bandwidth of the transmitted1386
signal Bs. Mathematically this is expressed as B
−1
s = 1/108KHz = 9.26µs >> τs. In1387
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comparison to the results presented in [26], at the 2.4 GHz band the wireless channel1388
is frequency selective (Bwc << Bs or τs >> B
−1
s ) and hence the magnitude of the1389
wireless channel is different for each single channel (5 MHz of bandwidth) and, thus,1390
channel hopping can combat multipath. However in our case, the wireless channel is1391
not frequency selective but flat fading Bwc >> Bs or τs << B
−1
s ) and the magnitude of1392
the wireless channel is almost the same for each single channel. Thus, channel hopping1393
cannot combat multipath.1394
Non-Line of Sight (NLoS)1395
In this second experiment the transmitter is located in the same place as in the1396
previous experiment and the receiver is located at the furthest room of the building,1397
where NLoS conditions exist. The experiments presented above are repeated to verify1398
the effects of multipath propagation in NLoS conditions.1399
The results obtained from this experiment are depicted in Figure 3.17 for channels1400
1, 7, and 14. Contrarily to the previous results, PDR in NLoS conditions (not shown)1401
greatly varies from one hundred percent to zero percent depending on the transmitter1402
positions due to the effects of fadings, which are caused by multipath propagation. The1403
magnitude of the RSS is more or less constant within the different channel regardless1404
of node position. This is because the wireless channel is flat fading and, thus, in NLoS1405
conditions channel hopping cannot combat the negative effects of multipath either.1406
Finally, if we average the PDR for the different positions, over all deep fades in the1407
data set where the PDR ≤ 5% we obtain the results shown in Figure 3.18. As it is1408
possible to observe, in the case of NLoS the transition from a deep fade (PDR ≤ 5%) to1409
a good position (PDR ≥ 95%) the node has to move an average of 30 cm. This is quasi1410
the half wavelength λ/2 or the coherence length, and confirms the theory and results1411
given by [26, 17]. Therefore the only way to combat multipath at the 433 MHz band is1412
by means of a spatial displacement of λ/2 to any direction or by means of using antenna1413
diversity.1414
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Figure 3.17: RSS in NLOS conditions. From left to right: channels 1, 7 and 14 respec-
tively.
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Figure 3.18: Channel coherence length obtained from the averaged PDR for all channels
and node displacements.
3.5.4. Discussion1415
From the diffraction results presented in Section 3.5.1 we confirm that the received1416
power at 433 MHz is well above 2.4 GHz despite of the larger Fresnel zone. At ground1417
level, the RSS at 433 MHz is 20 dB above the RSS at 2.4 GHz, whereas in LoS the RSS1418
is 10 dB above.1419
Regarding the propagation results presented in Section 3.5.2, the results confirm that1420
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the wireless range is dependent both on the frequency, node height and the environment.1421
The adopted propagation model in Equation 3.1 demonstrates that the path loss expo-1422
nent γ is height dependent and that RSS(d0, h) is frequency band dependent because1423
of the intercept factor. We find the corresponding model parameters (RSS(d0, h), γ(h)1424
and σshad) by line fitting for the 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands. The obtained propaga-1425
tion models depicted in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.12 are useful to compare the different1426
frequency bands.1427
In addition, it is important to mention that in indoor environments there is less1428
contribution due to multipath propagation at 433 MHz. The path loss exponent at1429
the 433 MHz band is higher than at 2.4 GHz because the larger wavelength reduces1430
the effects of multipath propagation, e.g. waveguide phenomenon in corridors. Despite1431
of a higher γ, the 433 MHz band has an advantage of 14 dB at d = d0 with respect1432
to the 2.4 GHz band. If we assume that both 2.4 GHz and 433 MHz receivers have1433
the same sensitivity, at the distance where both 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz propagation1434
models crosses, the RSS at the 2.4 GHz band may be below the receiver sensitivity1435
and hence PDR << 1, whereas the RSS at the 433 MHz band will be above with1436
PDR = 1. Moreover, the propagation model characteristics are height dependent and1437
the shadowing follows a Gaussian distribution.1438
Finally, from the small-scale results presented in Section 3.5.3 we confirm that, con-1439
trarily to the results presented by Watteyne et al. [26] for the 2.4 GHz band, channel1440
hopping does not improve robustness against multipath propagation for the 433 MHz1441
band. The rationale behind that fact is that, as expected, the channel coherence band-1442
width, the inverse of the channel delay spread, at the 433 MHz band is larger than the1443
whole bandwidth itself and, thus, all the channels are highly correlated.1444
3.6. Conclusions1445
This article has presented a short overview of the low-power wireless standards cur-1446
rently being developed at 433 MHz for M2M communications, namely DASH7 Mode1447
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2 and IEEE 802.15.4f, and extensively evaluated the propagation characteristics of the1448
433 MHz and the 2.4 GHz bands in both indoor and outdoor environments. The results1449
obtained show that the communication range at 433 MHz is better than at 2.4 GHz1450
despite the effects of having a larger Fresnel zone. The results also demonstrate that,1451
contrarily to the 2.4 GHz band, the use of channel hopping does not combat the effects1452
of multipath propagation because the channel coherence bandwidth is larger than the1453
whole 433 MHz band bandwidth and, thus, all channels are highly correlated.1454
From the obtained results we conclude that the 433 MHz band has a great potential1455
for M2M communications using low-power wireless technologies. Besides being available1456
world-wide, for a similar environment the better propagation characteristics enable to1457
reduce multi-hop communication requirements, which in turn has a direct impact on the1458
node and network energy consumption and, thus, its overall battery life. Nevertheless,1459
the fact that multipath propagation cannot be combated through channel hopping needs1460
to be taken into account when designing low-power wireless systems for M2M commu-1461
nications that operate at the 433 MHz band. For example, antenna diversity may need1462
to be considered to improve link robustness against multipath propagation. Similarly,1463
despite the better range it is still advisable to incorporate packet routing mechanisms at1464
the network layer that are capable of sending packets over disjoint paths to circumvent1465
the effects of multipath propagation. In addition, there are other important physical1466
layer aspects that need to be considered to design upper layer protocols, e.g. Media1467
Access Control (MAC) protocols, that operate at the 433 MHz band. For example,1468
better signal propagation also leads to an increased level of interference to/from adja-1469
cent wireless systems operating at the same band and, thus, dynamic power allocation1470
mechanisms may be required to improve spatial coexistence and further reduce node and1471
network energy consumption.1472
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4LPDQ: a self-scheduled TDMAMAC protocol forone-hop dynamic low-powerwireless networks14731474
Abstract: Current Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for data collection scenar-1475
ios with a large number of nodes that generate bursty traffic are based on Low-Power1476
Listening (LPL) for network synchronization and Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) as the1477
channel access mechanism. However, FSA has an efficiency bounded to 36.8% due to1478
contention effects, which reduces packet throughput and increases energy consumption.1479
In this paper, we target such scenarios by presenting Low-Power Distributed Queuing1480
(LPDQ), a highly efficient and low-power MAC protocol. LPDQ is able to self-schedule1481
data transmissions, acting as a FSA MAC under light traffic and seamlessly converg-1482
ing to a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) MAC under congestion. The paper1483
presents the design principles and the implementation details of LPDQ using low-power1484
commercial radio transceivers. Experiments demonstrate an efficiency close to 99% that1485
is independent of the number of nodes and is fair in terms of resource allocation.1486

CHAPTER 4. LPDQ: A SELF-SCHEDULED TDMA MAC PROTOCOL FOR
ONE-HOP DYNAMIC LOW-POWER WIRELESS NETWORKS
4.1. Introduction1487
The Internet of Things (IoT) [50] is a paradigm in which objects are augmented1488
with sensors and actuators and integrated to the Internet through low-power wireless1489
communications and standardized protocols [51] to enable interaction with humans and1490
other machines in an Machine to Machine (M2M) context. Integrating objects with the1491
Internet may be challenging due to available energy constraints and the need to have1492
long-lasting network deployments [52]. It is widely known that the radio transceiver1493
is the element that dominates energy consumption in wireless communication devices1494
[53]. In particular, it is the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer that controls when1495
the radio transceiver has to be powered on, either to transmit or receive, and thus1496
determines the overall energy consumption. According to [54], the energy waste at the1497
MAC layer comes from four sources: packet collisions, packet overhearing, idle listening,1498
and protocol overhead. For that reason, it is key to design MAC protocols that are1499
efficient in these terms.1500
Two aspects need to be tackled in the design of an efficient MAC protocol [55]: net-1501
work synchronization and channel access. Regarding the former, MAC protocols can be1502
classified into synchronous or asynchronous depending on whether nodes have a common1503
notion of time that determines the action to take, e.g., receive or transmit. Regarding1504
the latter, MAC protocols can be classified into reservation-based, random access and1505
hybrid according to the availability of a network schedule that determines which node1506
should transmit at each instant. The decision between the different alternatives depends1507
on the application requirements and certain trade-offs exist between network perfor-1508
mance and energy consumption. For networks with fixed nodes and periodic traffic it1509
has been shown that a time-synchronized approach combined with schedule-based com-1510
munications, e.g., IEEE 802.15.4e [27] based on Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH),1511
leads to high network efficiency and low energy consumption [56, 57, 58].1512
However, for networks with a large number of nodes, either fixed or mobile, that are1513
collected on demand and generate bursty traffic patterns, such approach is suboptimal1514
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due to the energy required to create, distribute and maintain the network schedule. In1515
these scenarios, which are common in the IoT domain, a better approach is to combine1516
Low-Power Listening (LPL) for network synchronization [59] with a random channel1517
access mechanism to enable data transmission [60]. However, current random channel1518
access mechanisms, e.g., those based on Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA), are suboptimal1519
in terms of both network performance and energy consumption due to the effects of1520
contention. Several authors have presented mechanisms to minimize collision probability1521
in FSA-based protocols [61], which typically rely on discovering how many nodes are1522
present in the network, either a priori (building a tree previous to data transmission)1523
or a posteriori (inferring the number of collisions in the current frame), and adapting1524
the number of slots per frame based on the feedback. Yet, when nodes generate bursty1525
traffic patterns both approaches are not optimal because the discovery process either1526
reduces network data throughput (due to time required to build the tree) or increases1527
node energy consumption (due to data packet collisions in subsequent frames).1528
Due to the limitations of existing MAC protocols for such scenarios, in this paper we1529
focus on the design, implementation and evaluation of Low-Power Distributed Queuing1530
(LPDQ). LPDQ is based on LPL for network synchronization and DQ for channel access,1531
and includes Channel Hopping (CH) to add robustness against multi-path propagation1532
and external interference. The paper also presents the implementation of LPDQ using1533
off-the-shelf hardware and a custom software stack, and discusses its main challenges1534
and the solutions that have been adopted. Finally, an experimental evaluation is also1535
presented, demonstrating LPDQ performance and comparing it to FSA in terms of1536
packet throughput. The main benefits of the LPDQ compared to FSA are: a) No1537
collisions during data packet transmission, b) Performance is independent on the number1538
of nodes, and c) Resources are evenly distributed among nodes. To the best of our1539
knowledge, this is the first paper that presents and evaluates the performance of a MAC1540
protocol based on the principles described above for the IoT. Moreover, as far as we know,1541
none of the current research includes experimental evaluation showing the feasibility of1542
the MAC protocol when implemented using low-power commercial radio transceivers.1543
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the research1544
related to improving the performance of FSA, as well as the research related to DQ.1545
Section 3 presents the design principles and operational details of LPDQ. Section 4 dis-1546
cusses the implementation of LPDQ using off-the-shelf hardware and a custom software1547
stack. Section 5 evaluates the performance of LPDQ and compares it to FSA. Finally,1548
Section 6 concludes the paper.1549
4.2. Related work1550
This section presents the work related to our research and is divided into two subsec-1551
tions. The first subsection presents the research related to improving the performance of1552
FSA, whereas the second subsection introduces DQ and presents the existing research.1553
As introduced earlier, MAC protocols can be classified into reservation based, random1554
access and hybrid. In that sense, FSA can be classified as random access, whereas DQ1555
can be classified as hybrid. Other examples of hybrid channel access protocols are ZMAC1556
and Crankshaft, which are extensively reviewed in Bachir et al. [55] together with other1557
reservation based and random access MAC protocols.1558
4.2.1. Frame Slotted ALOHA1559
FSA is the channel access mechanism used by standards that need to support data1560
collection scenarios where nodes generate bursty traffic, e.g., ISO 18000 [5]. ISO 18000 is1561
a family of standards targeted at Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID), e.g., item iden-1562
tification and management applications. The ISO 18000-1 standard defines the generic1563
system architecture, whereas the remaining parts of the standard, e.g., ISO 18000-2 to1564
ISO 18000-7, define the physical layer and data-link layer parameters to operate at differ-1565
ent frequency bands, e.g., 135 kHz, 13.56 MHz, 2.45 GHz, 868-915 MHz, and 433 MHz.1566
In particular, the data-link layer of ISO 18000-7 [5], which is targeted at active RFID1567
operating in the 433 MHz band, uses LPL to wake-up nodes and FSA to enable data1568
transmission. However, due to the effects of contention, e.g., two nodes transmitting1569
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in the same slot, the maximum performance of FSA is 36.8% only when the number of1570
slots per frame is equal to the number of contending nodes [61].1571
To improve the performance of FSA, several authors have proposed various methods1572
based on two principles. First, using a tree splitting algorithm to detect the number1573
of nodes present in the network a priori, e.g., previous to data transmission. Second,1574
determining the optimal number of slots per frame a posteriori, e.g., based on the in-1575
formation extracted from collisions in the current slot. The different proposals that are1576
available in the literature are summarized next.1577
Yoon et. al. [62] propose two mechanisms to improve the tag anti-collision protocol.1578
The first is based on a dynamic approach to enable the reader select the optimal slot1579
size. The second is based on a broadcast command that enables to put tags to sleep1580
more effectively. The results, based on real-world experiments, show that the collection1581
time is directly proportional to the number of tags. In [63], Yeh et al. present Adap-1582
tive Splitting and Pre-Signaling (ASPS), a counter-based tag anti-collision protocol that1583
uses adaptive splitting and pre-signaling to reduce tag collision. First, by means of pre-1584
dicting the number of tags it can split them into groups to reduce collision probability.1585
Second, by means of using pre-signaling it is possible to reduce tag identification de-1586
lay. The results obtained show that the MAC protocol achieves a maximum efficiency1587
of 55%. Nilsson et al. [64] present and evaluate a contention-based MAC protocol for1588
active RFID that uses a non-persistent Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoid-1589
ance (CSMA/CA) with a dynamic back-off window in a non-slotted channel. The paper1590
studies energy consumption, read-out delay and message throughput based on computer1591
simulations. The results show that it is possible to reduce the average energy consump-1592
tion, leading to a 50 % increase in tag battery lifetime. In [65], Chin et al. present1593
E2MAC, an energy efficient MAC that uses a dynamic FSA with three different frame1594
types to read and monitor tags. The results show that the protocol reduces the number1595
of collisions and the energy wasted to resolve them.1596
More recently, Namboodiri et al. investigate in [61] the effects of collisions in slotted1597
ALOHA-based protocols for RFID and show that collisions have an impact on both the1598
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transaction time and the energy required to complete it. The authors derive a mathemat-1599
ical model of the protocol performance, validate it using simulations and, finally, evaluate1600
it using an experimental setup. In the experimental phase the energy consumption of1601
both the reader and the tags is evaluated, confirming that the consumption is directly1602
proportional to the number of tags present in the reader field. In [66], Qian et al. present1603
Adaptively Splitting-based Arbitration Protocol (ASAP), a protocol that creates groups1604
of tags on demand and estimates the cardinality of each group during this process. The1605
authors perform both theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation to show that the1606
performance of ASAP is better than other existing collision-arbitration protocols and1607
the efficiency is close to the theoretically optimal values. Finally, Wu et al. [67] present1608
a novel anti-collision protocol based on a binary tree slotted ALOHA, which allows to1609
adjust the number of slots per frame to a value close to the number of tags. The results1610
show that the MAC performance can be increased to 42%.1611
4.2.2. Distributed Queuing1612
DQ is a channel access mechanism that evolves from Collision Tree Algorithm (CTA)1613
[68]. In CTA, the ternary feedback (e.g., empty, collision and success) obtained from1614
the transmission of data packets in a given slot is used to subsequently split nodes1615
into sub-groups to reduce the collision probability of future data packet transmissions.1616
Empty feedback is provided when no station transmits a data packet in a given slot,1617
collision feedback is provided when two or more stations transmit a data packet, and1618
success feedback is provided when only one station transmits a data packet. Using such1619
approach it is possible to ensure that after a certain number of transmissions, which1620
depends on the number of slots per frame and the number of nodes in the network, each1621
node will be able to transmit without contention. In that sense, DQ improves over CTA1622
in three different ways. First, DQ interleaves the contention resolution process with the1623
transmission of data packets. Second, DQ uses smaller packets to obtain ternary feedback1624
from nodes requesting access to the network. Third, DQ uses the feedback obtained to1625
organize the nodes in two different queues, one to manage the subsequent resolution of1626
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collisions and the other to manage the transmission of data packets. Compared to CTA,1627
using such approach enables DQ to minimize the effects of contention, thus leading to1628
an increase in network performance and a reduction in the energy consumption of nodes.1629
Originally, DQ was designed for the distribution of digital signals over wired networks,1630
e.g., CAble TeleVision (CATV) [69]. However, over the years DQ has been adapted to1631
the specific requirements of other types of networks, both wired and wireless. Regarding1632
the latter, in DQRAP/CDMA [70] it was adapted for third generation cellular networks1633
based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). In DQCA [71, 72] it was adapted for1634
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). In DQMAN [73] it was adapted for Mobile1635
Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). Finally, in DQBAN [74] it was adapted for Body Area1636
Networks (BANETs). In all cases DQ has been able to ensure collision-free data trans-1637
missions and offer a near optimum performance that is independent of the offered traffic1638
and the number of nodes present in the network. This is specially interesting for data1639
collection scenarios in the IoT, where a large number of nodes generate bursty traffic1640
patterns.1641
4.3. Protocol design1642
In this section we present and describe the operation principles of LPDQ, a MAC1643
protocol specifically suited for scenarios where nodes, either static or mobile, are col-1644
lected on demand and generate bursty traffic patterns. Such requirements makes the1645
use of both reservation based and random access protocols either impractical or ineffi-1646
cient. First, reservation based protocols are not suitable because the number of nodes1647
is unknown a priori and, thus, a network schedule cannot be pre-calculated. Second,1648
random access protocols are not suitable because the bursty traffic pattern saturates1649
the network, leading to packet collisions and an increased energy consumption due to1650
retransmissions. A particular example of such scenario are active RFID networks, where1651
the goal is to collect data from devices present within the coordinator communication1652
range. Active RFID networks can be been used to create real-time inventory of items in1653
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Figure 4.1: Network topology with a coordinator and multiple nodes.
a warehouse or collecting data sensor from nodes in a smart city.1654
4.3.1. Reference topology and design principles1655
LPDQ uses a single-hop star topology with two device types, node and coordinator,1656
as depicted in Figure 4.1. A node (or device) is a battery-operated device that includes1657
a low-power radio transceiver that enables it to communicate with the coordinator. In1658
addition, a node may contain sensors and actuators to monitor physical parameters1659
or actuate over physical elements. On its behalf, a coordinator (or gateway) is the1660
device responsible for triggering communications with nodes and interfacing with other1661
networks, e.g., the Internet.1662
As introduced earlier, LPDQ is based on three design principles: Low-Power Lis-1663
tening (LPL), Distributed Queuing (DQ) and Channel Hopping (CH). First, LPL is1664
used for network synchronization and enables the coordinator to wake up nodes that are1665
within its communication range. Second, DQ is used as the channel access mechanism1666
and ensures that all each node knows exactly which action to take in each frame, e.g.,1667
receive or transmit a packet, and that all data transmissions in the network are collision1668
free despite there is no network schedule. Third, CH is used to add robustness to the1669
network against the effects of multi-path propagation and external interferences from1670
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other networks operating in the same band. Using these principles, the operation of1671
LPDQ is divided in two phases: network synchronization and data transmission. These1672
two phases are described in detail in the following subsections.1673
4.3.2. Network synchronization1674
In LPDQ, communications are triggered by the coordinator, as depicted in Figure 4.2.1675
The network synchronization phase is responsible for waking up all nodes that are within1676
the coordinator communication range and synchronizing them to enable data transmis-1677
sion. By default, nodes are in a low-power listening mode in which they periodically1678
wake up and turn on the radio transceiver for a short period of time to detect commu-1679
nication requests from surrounding coordinators. The period between two consecutive1680
wake-up events is called check interval, whereas the time that the node remains in the1681
wake-up state is called wake-up time. Upon detecting a command from upper layers,1682
e.g., application layer, the coordinator starts broadcasting wake-up packets. The overall1683
duration of the network synchronization phase is called synchronization interval. Within1684
the synchronization interval, wake-up packets are transmitted at a rate called transmit1685
interval and have a duration named transmit duration. Wake-up packets are formed by1686
a short preamble and payload and, among other information, contain the time at which1687
nodes are expected to enter the data transmission phase and, also, the channel offset at1688
which nodes are expected to start communicating. Thus, when nodes receive a wake-up1689
packet from a coordinator they configure a time event to wake up at a specific moment1690
in time and enter the data communication phase, which is described in the following1691
subsection.1692
The parameters that describe the operation of the network synchronization phase,1693
e.g., check interval and wake-up time, as well as the channel that nodes listen to, are1694
configurable according to target network synchronization delay and node energy con-1695
sumption. Frequent check intervals and long wake-up times lead to fast network syn-1696
chronization at the expense of increasing node average energy consumption. In that1697
sense, it is mandatory that all nodes that are part of a network share the same con-1698
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Figure 4.2: Network synchronization using low-power listening. Node C receives the
wake-up packet when 6 ticks remain, whereas Node B receives it when 5 ticks remain
and Node A receives it when only 3 ticks remain. However, because all nodes share the
same notion of time, they will wake-up simultaneously to start the data transmission
phase.
figuration parameters to be able to synchronize with a coordinator and enter the data1699
transmission phase. To achieve such behaviour a tick is defined among all nodes as the1700
smallest unit of time at which events can occur within the network. For example, dur-1701
ing the synchronization phase the check interval can be configured to 1000 ticks and the1702
wake-up time to 2 ticks, thus defining a 0.2% duty cycle. The tick unit of time is obtained1703
by each node independently from a clock with a good resolution, e.g., 1 µs, and low drift,1704
e.g., 10 ppm, to ensure that actions are executed at the same time. Furthermore, due to1705
the asynchronous nature of communications, two constraints need to be met to ensure1706
that all nodes within the coordinator communication range receive at least one wake-up1707
packet during the check interval [75]. First, the coordinator synchronization interval1708
has to be longer than the node check interval. Second, the coordinator transmit interval1709
has to be shorter than the node wake-up time.1710
4.3.3. Data transmission1711
In LPDQ the data transmission period operates in a synchronous basis using a time-1712
fixed frame structure that repeats over time until communications are completed, e.g.,1713
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when nodes have no further data packets to be transmitted to the coordinator. At each1714
frame, three time-fixed subperiods are defined: access request, data transmission and1715
feedback information, as depicted in Figure 4.3. The aim of the access request subperiod1716
is to enable nodes to request network access by means of transmitting an Access Request1717
Packet (ARP). The aim of the data transmission subperiod is to enable nodes to transmit1718
a data packet to the coordinator without contention. Finally, the aim of the feedback1719
information subperiod is to enable the coordinator transmit a FeedBack Packet (FBP)1720
that provides nodes with information regarding the status of the access request and1721
the data transmission subperiods, e.g., data positive or negative acknowledgement. In1722
addition, a Short Inter-Space Frame (SIFS) and Long Inter-Space Frame (LIFS) are1723
introduced to compensate for random delays, e.g., data processing. The SIFS and LIFS1724
differ in their duration because the time to process the data is different in each case. In1725
the SIFS the node only requires to calculate the packet CRC and to switch the radio1726
from reception to transmission. Contrarily, in the LIFS the coordinator has to perform1727
more actions, e.g., it needs to compute the status of each ARP.1728
In order to ensure collision-free data transmission, two distributed queues are used;1729
one to organize nodes that need to resolve their collisions during the access request1730
subperiod (CRQ, Collision Resolution Queue) and another to organize nodes that have1731
successfully entered the system and are awaiting to transmit their data packet to the1732
coordinator (DTQ, Data Transmission Queue). Both queues are distributed in the sense1733
that each node only has two integer numbers representing each queue; one number1734
that represents the total length of the queue (same value in all nodes) and another1735
number that represents the relative position of the node within the queue (different for1736
each node). The resolution of collisions within the CRQ is done using a Blocked Tree1737
Splitting Algorithm (BTSA) and a set of rules, e.g., a node can only transmit an ARP if1738
the CRQ is empty and it does not hold any position in the DTQ. A detailed overview of1739
the protocol operation, including the set of rules that determine how queues are managed1740
and how nodes behave under each situation, can be found in [71].1741
The access request subperiod is further divided into a configurable number m of ARP1742
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Figure 4.3: Data transmission using a time-fixed structure with access request, data
transmission and feedback information subperiods. Example: in the access request sub-
period the ARP1 is empty (no node transmits an ARP), the ARP2 is collision (Node B
and Node C transmit an ARP, so they will join the CRQ) and ARP3 is success (only
Node D transmits an ARP, so it will join the DTQ). In the data transmission subperiod
Node A transmits its data packet because it is at the head of the DTQ. Finally, in the
feedback information subperiod the coordinator transmits a FBP that is received by all
nodes. Note that S stands for SIFS and L stands for LIFS.
slots, and it is used by the nodes to request access to the network. To do so, they select1743
an ARP slot at random and transmit an ARP. The coordinator operates in receive mode1744
for the complete access request subperiod and listens to the ARPs transmitted by nodes.1745
According to the outcome of each ARP slot, the coordinator can distinguish between1746
three states: empty, success or collision. An ARP slot is empty if no node has transmitted1747
an ARP in that slot. An ARP slot is declared successful when a single ARP has been1748
received and decoded. Finally, a collision occurs when two or more nodes transmit in a1749
particular ARP slot and none can be decoded by the coordinator. The outcome of each1750
ARP slot (empty, success or collision) is later provided by the coordinator to the nodes1751
in the FBP subperiod. Based on the outcome, nodes that succeed in transmitting an1752
ARP enter the DTQ, whereas nodes that collide enter the CRQ. Using such approach,1753
nodes are progressively separated into smaller groups and the process is repeated in1754
every frame until all nodes are queued in the DTQ. Therefore, collisions in LPDQ can1755
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only happen during the access subperiod and are used to organize nodes into the CRQ1756
or DTQ depending on the ARP outcome. This implies that the energy wasted due1757
to collisions is reduced in LPDQ with regard to other MAC protocols that use data1758
packets to contend because collisions only happen with ARPs, which are shorter than1759
data packets. Moreover, BTSA ensures that in every frame a maximum number of m1760
nodes can solve their previous ARP collision and enter the DTQ. This approach reduces1761
the average number of ARP transmission attempts required by each node to enter into1762
DTQ logarithmically.1763
The data subperiod is used by the node at the head of the DTQ, i.e., at the first1764
position, to transmit its data packet to the coordinator. The outcome of a data packet1765
in the data subperiod is threefold: success, empty or error. Success indicates that1766
the coordinator received the data packet successfully. Empty indicates that no data1767
packet was detected in the current data subperiod. Finally, error indicates that the1768
data packet could not be properly received, e.g., it did not pass the Cyclic Redundancy1769
Check (CRC). As only one node can hold the first position of the DTQ at any given time,1770
LPDQ ensures that data packets are transmitted without contention. Besides, LPDQ is1771
protocol agnostic, meaning that the data packet is able to transport any type of upper1772
layer protocol. For example, a data packet can have a IPv6 over Low power Wireless1773
Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) header, thus allowing IP addressing. Moreover,1774
because LPDQ is designed for one-hop communications, routing protocols at the network1775
layer are not required, e.g., Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)1776
[76]. To enable communications with other networks, e.g., the Internet, the coordinator1777
can actuate as a gateway implementing any address translation or routing protocol, and1778
forwarding data accordingly.1779
The feedback subperiod is devoted to transmitting the feedback packet. The feedback1780
packet is broadcast by the coordinator and must be received by all nodes that are1781
currently part of the network. The feedback packet contains information regarding the1782
status of each ARP slot in the access subperiod, e.g., empty, success or collision, and the1783
data packet in the data subperiod, e.g., success, empty or error. Based on the information1784
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received in the feedback packet, nodes are able update their relative positions in the CRQ1785
and DTQ. For example, if a node transmitted an ARP with success, it will enter the1786
DTQ at the last position. Contrarily, if the ARP collided, the node will enter the CRQ1787
at the last position. Also, if the data packet in the data subperiod was successful, the1788
node will leave the DTQ, enabling the next node to transmit its data packet in the1789
subsequent frame. The feedback packet also includes the current values of the CRQ and1790
the DTQ to enable nodes ensure that their local values are consistent with the whole1791
network and allow the recovery of nodes that may have lost one of the feedback packets.1792
Finally, the feedback packet also includes a field that determines the end of the current1793
collection period. Such condition occurs when the coordinator detects a certain number1794
of frames without receiving any ARP and the DTQ being empty, i.e., neither new access1795
requests nor data pending to be transmitted.1796
Finally, because LPDQ may operate in unlicensed bands or multiple LPDQ networks1797
may coexist in the same location, a mechanism to provide robustness against physical1798
layer effects, e.g., multi-path propagation and external interference, is required. To1799
provide robustness against such physical layer effects, LPDQ uses a slow channel hopping1800
mechanism similar to that of IEEE 802.15.4e [27]. The available bandwidth, W , is1801
divided into a number of equispaced channels, Nchannels. In the particular example of1802
the IEEE 802.15.4e, Nchannels = 16, numbered from 0 to 15. The channel to be used in1803
frame i+ 1 is denoted by ci+1 and can be computed as1804
ci+1 = [ci + Spattern] (mod Nchannels), (4.1)
where ci is the channel used in the previous frame i, and Spattern is a sequence pattern1805
of integer numbers that is included by the coordinator in the wake-up packets during the1806
synchronization phase. This sequence can be randomly generated by the coordinator for1807
each collection round to provide the system with higher reliability. Note that a node1808
which does not know and follow the sequence will not be able to interfere the network1809
set by a given coordinator.1810
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4.4. Protocol implementation1811
This section presents the implementation details of LPDQ, including both the hard-1812
ware platform and the software stack that have been developed, as well as the configu-1813
ration parameters that have been used. In addition, the section presents the implemen-1814
tation challenges that have been found during the implementation and discusses how1815
these challenges have been addressed.1816
4.4.1. Hardware platform1817
To implement and evaluate LPDQ we have developed OpenMote-433, a Commer-1818
cial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) low-power wireless platform. OpenMote-433, depicted in1819
Figure 4.4, is based on a Texas Instruments CC430 System on Chip (SoC) [77], which1820
embeds an MSP430 16-bit RISC microcontroller, running at 16 MHz with 4 kBytes of1821
RAM and 32 kBytes of Flash memories, and a CC1101 radio-transceiver, which operates1822
at the Sub-GHz band with data rates of up to 600 kbps and supports Amplitude Shift1823
Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) mod-1824
ulations. The radio transceiver has been tuned to the 433 MHz band using a discrete1825
balun and connected to a λ/4 monopole antenna through an SMA connector. Finally,1826
two AAA batteries provide energy to the system (3 V, 1500 mAh).1827
Figure 4.4: An OpenMote-433 board with a Texas Instruments CC430 SoC.
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Parameter Value
Frequency band 433 MHz
Channel number 2
Channel frequency 433.380 MHz
Channel bandwidth 540 kHz
Modulation scheme MSK
Data rate 250 kbps
Transmit power 0 dBm
Sensitivity -91 dBm
Table 4.1: LPDQ physical layer parameters.
4.4.2. Physical layer1828
LPDQ is independent of the physical layer and thus can operate in any frequency1829
band, at any data rate, and with any modulation scheme. However, for the sake of1830
the evaluation in this article, we have implemented LPDQ to operate at the 433 MHz1831
band. This is the band of operation defined in the specification of the IEEE 802.15.4f1832
amendment [13] to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [6], which is targeted at active RFID1833
applications, e.g., data collection scenarios.1834
This amendment defines three possible data rates, i.e., 31, 100 and 250 kbps, and1835
a type of continuous phase FSK modulation called MSK. For our implementation, we1836
have used a data rate of 250 kbps, which yields a measured sensitivity of -91 dBm for1837
a Packet Error Rate (PER) of 1% transmitting packets of 20 bytes and using a channel1838
bandwidth of 540 kHz. This data rate has been selected because it is equivalent to that of1839
IEEE 802.15.4 and achieves the least energy consumption per bit while offering a range1840
that has been measured to be 1.6 times that of the 2.4 GHz band in real conditions [78].1841
In case that a longer range is required, the lower data rates defined in the standard, e.g.,1842
31 kbps or 100 kbps, can be selected at the expense of increasing the energy consumption1843
per bit if the transmit power is kept constant.1844
4.4.3. Network synchronization phase1845
Regarding network synchronization, the implementation of low power listening on1846
both the coordinator and the nodes has been realized using the microcontroller hardware.1847
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The time reference has been obtained from the internal Real-Time Clock (RTC), which1848
operates at 32.768 kHz. Therefore, the minimum time unit at which events are resolved1849
is referred to as a tick and its duration is equal to 30.51 µs (1/(32.768 kHz)).1850
Upon the reception of a command from the application layer, the coordinator initiates1851
the synchronization phase. A timer is configured to periodically generate an interrupt1852
that wakes-up the microcontroller. Upon wake-up, the microcontroller configures the1853
transceiver and transmits a wake-up packet that has a duration of transmit duration.1854
After the wake-up packet has been transmitted the microcontroller puts the transceiver1855
back to sleep mode until the next wake-up event defined by transmit interval. The1856
process is repeated until the total duration of the synchronization phase expires, which1857
is defined by synchronization interval.1858
On the node side, the timer is configured to periodically generate an interrupt that1859
wakes-up the microcontroller (check interval). Upon wake-up, the microcontroller con-1860
figures the radio transceiver and puts it in receive mode for a certain amount of time1861
(wake-up time). Once the wake-up event expires, the microcontroller puts the transceiver1862
back to sleep mode until the next wake-up event. If a wake-up packet is successfully re-1863
ceived from the coordinator when the transceiver is in receive mode, the node schedules1864
the beginning of the next data transmission phase (indicated in the wake-up packet) by1865
configuring a timer interrupt and goes back to sleep. The interrupt will wake up the1866
node to start the data transmission phase at the right time.1867
The network synchronization parameters that describe the operation of the coordi-1868
nator and the nodes are summarized in Table 4.2. With such configuration parameters,1869
the node radio duty cycle during the synchronization phase has a value of approximately1870
0.1%, which yields an average energy consumption of 30 uA on our platform. With a1871
battery capacity of 1500 mAh, a node can remain alive in the network synchronization1872
phase for 5 years.1873
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Parameter Ticks Time
Synchronization interval 65535 ti 2 s
Transmit interval 32 ti 0.9765 ms
Transmit duration 16 ti 0.4882 ms
Check interval 32768 ti 1 s
Wake-up time 32 ti 0.9765 ms
Table 4.2: LPDQ network synchronization parameters.
4.4.4. Data transmission phase1874
Regarding data transmission, the implementation of the frame timing on both the1875
coordinator and the nodes has also been realized using the microprocessor RTC, attain-1876
ing the same tick resolution. As described earlier, there are three fixed-time subperiods1877
in each frame: access request, data transmission, and feedback information. The param-1878
eters that characterize and describe the duration of each subperiod are summarized in1879
Table 4.3. Taking into consideration these parameters, LPDQ operates at a rate of 841880
frames/second.1881
The number of ARP slots, m, within the access subperiod can be arbitrary chosen1882
and determines the speed at which collisions can be resolved. Xu et al. demonstrated in1883
[79] that setting m = 3 is sufficient to ensure the stability of the protocol by resolving1884
collisions in the access request subperiod faster than the actual transmission of data1885
packets. Increasing the number of slots has minimal impact on the performance of1886
the collision resolution mechanism but extends the duration of the frames at no gain.1887
Therefore, we have set m = 3 in our implementation.1888
Regarding the data transmission subperiod, it is important to note that with the1889
chosen timing configuration and selected data rate, as presented earlier, the data packet1890
is able to transport a payload of up to 127 bytes. Such configuration makes LPDQ fully1891
compatible with standardized protocols for the Internet of Things [51], i.e., 6LoWPAN1892
frames and other upper layer protocols such as the Constrained Application Protocol1893
(CoAP).1894
Finally, it is important to remark that all nodes must receive each FBP to maintain1895
synchronization and properly update the values of CRQ and DTQ. Therefore, nodes1896
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Parameter Ticks Time
Access subperiod 28 ti 0.85 ms
Data subperiod 168 ti 5.12 ms
Feedback subperiod 42 ti 1.28 ms
SIFS 16 ti 0.488 ms
LIFS 32 ti 0.976 ms
Total 390 ti 11.9 ms
Table 4.3: LPDQ data transmission parameters.
apply a simple mechanism to detect possible synchronization losses and to correct them,1897
e.g., when a FBP is not received due to multi-path propagation or external interference.1898
The mechanism makes use of a counter that is initialized to a predetermined value. This1899
counter is decreased by one unit every time a FBP is not received. In such case, the1900
node also resets the value of CRQ and DTQ to avoid interfering with other nodes. If1901
the counter reaches zero, the node considers that it has lost communication with the1902
coordinator and returns to the synchronization phase.1903
4.4.5. Implementation challenges1904
Four main challenges had to be resolved to operate LPDQ in a robust manner. These1905
challenges are described in the next subsections.1906
Time synchronization1907
LPDQ has much stricter timing requirements than FSA as five different events occur1908
within a frame: an ARP subperiod with m = 3 ARP slots, a data subperiod with a1909
data slot and, finally, a feedback subperiod. Attaining such a granular synchronization1910
poses a severe challenge because loosing synchronization can lead to interference in the1911
protocol behavior, e.g., a node transmitting out of the slot bounds. There are three1912
aspects related to time synchronization that had to be taken into account along the1913
implementation process:1914
1. Clock drift. Due to physical characteristics of the crystals used to source the1915
microcrontroller RTC, e.g., construction, temperature, aging, etc., the ticks of1916
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the clock may have a relative drift between nodes. In order to compensate this1917
drift, each node aligns its clock in the data transmission phase when it receives1918
the feedback packet from the coordinator. With this approach it is possible to1919
achieve a per-frame network-wide synchronization of ±1 tick or ±30.51 µs with1920
the coordinator. This is sufficient to ensure that crystal characteristics do not1921
interfere with the protocol timing. Other techniques to cope with clock drift due1922
to temperature effects have been recently reported in [80].1923
2. Turn-around times. The delay to turn on and off the radio transceiver and1924
the time it takes to change from one state to the other, e.g., from idle to receive1925
or transmit and vice-versa. These delays are caused by the time it takes for the1926
radio transceiver clock to stabilize. Since these delays are deterministic, or have a1927
worst case response time, it is possible to measure the worst case condition of each1928
delay using a logic analyzer and compensate them in the firmware. For example,1929
in our implementation, an event that needs to change the radio transceiver state1930
from idle to receive is compensated by 4 ticks or 122 µs, which is enough to be in1931
accordance with the CC430 datasheet [77].1932
3. Processing delays. The time it takes the microcontroller to prepare a packet1933
to be transmitted or to process the data received from the radio transceiver, and1934
to take action based on it, is not deterministic. Moreover, this time is different1935
for nodes and the coordinator because they process data differently. For instance,1936
nodes need to execute the protocol rules after receiving a feedback packet from the1937
coordinator. To compensate for these delays, we have included a SIFS after each1938
ARP slot in the access subperiod and after the data packet in the data subperiod,1939
and a LIFS after the feedback packet in the feedback subperiod. This ensures that1940
both the coordinator and the nodes have enough processing time.1941
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ARP selection1942
The collision resolution process is logarithmic because nodes are subsequently divided1943
into sub-groups each time they collide. The base of the logarithm at which collisions are1944
resolved depends on the number of ARP slots in each access subperiod, e.g., three ARP1945
slots per access subperiod ensures that the collision resolution process is log3. However,1946
to ensure that the resolution of ARP collisions is truly logarithmic the selection of ARP1947
slots by the nodes has to meet the following properties:1948
1. It has to follow a uniform distribution, e.g., all the ARP slots must have the same1949
probability to be selected.1950
2. It must have no memory, e.g., the selection of the next ARP slot shall not depend1951
on the previously selected ARP slot.1952
The mechanism to select the ARP in nodes is based on a Pseudo-Random Number1953
Generator (PRNG). In order to obtain a truly random process, we obtain the seed for1954
the PRNG by reading the noise level at input of the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).1955
Then, the pseudo-random sequence is generated using a Galois Linear-Feedback Shift1956
Register (LFSR).1957
A simple experiment has been conducted to check the suitability of this approach.1958
A single node selects an ARP slot at random within the access request subperiod and1959
transmits an ARP to the coordinator. The process is repeated 25.000 times and the state1960
probability, e.g., the probability of selecting each ARP, and state transition probabilities,1961
e.g., the probability of selecting an ARP depending on the ARP previously selected, are1962
computed. The results obtained, shown in Figure 4.5, validate the effectiveness of such1963
mechanism.1964
However, it is worth noting that if two or more nodes generate the same initial seed,1965
then all the pseudo-random numbers that will be generated using the Galois LFSR will1966
be exactly the same. Thus, the nodes will select the same ARP slots again and again,1967
resulting in continuous ARP collisions. This situation would lead to nodes not being1968
able to join the DTQ and therefore, not being able to transmit their data packets. To1969
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Figure 4.5: Selection and transition properties of the ARP selection mechanism based
on a Galois LFSR.
solve this problem our implementation ensures that a new seed is generated every time1970
a node collides in the transmission of an ARP.1971
Collision detection1972
Detecting collisions in the access subperiod is a great challenge. Radio transceivers1973
have not been specifically designed for such purpose, but to provide robust data trans-1974
missions. However, the proper operation of the BTSA, and thus LPDQ, depends on the1975
successful detection of whether each ARP is either success, empty or collision, to enable1976
nodes join the appropriate queue; the CRQ in the case of ARP collision and the DTQ1977
in the case of ARP success.1978
Ideally, the state of an access request slot, e.g. idle, success, or collision could be1979
established by determining i) the presence or absence of a physical layer preamble (note1980
that all data packets must have attached a preamble to enable synchronization at the1981
receiver side), and ii) the amount of energy present in the channel for the duration of1982
an ARP, i.e., the Receiver Signal Strength (RSS). In the latter case, a threshold must1983
be defined to determine when the channel is considered to be either occupied or idle.1984
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According to these two criteria, the following four situations can occur:1985
Preamble detected and RSS above the threshold; in this case, a success is claimed.1986
Preamble detected and RSS below the threshold; in this case, a collision is claimed.1987
Preamble not detected and RSS above the threshold; in this case, a collision is1988
claimed.1989
Preamble not detected and RSS below the threshold; in this case, no transmission1990
occurred.1991
In our implementation, we have set the RSS threshold at -80 dBm. In order to define1992
this value, we have analyzed the noise level present in the channel using a spectrum1993
analyzer to ensure that the false positive rate, defined as the probability that a collision1994
is detected when the ARP slot is actually empty because no node transmitted an ARP,1995
is negligible.1996
Unfortunately, real world implementation shows that artifacts such as clock drifts,1997
transmission delays, or propagation effects, make the status detection more difficult. In1998
particular:1999
1. Lack of synchronization. Assuming that nodes are synchronized to a clock with2000
a 1 tick resolution, and considering that two nodes can have a maximum relative2001
drift of 2 ticks, e.g., 61 µs, a node can start transmitting its ARP up to 61 µs2002
earlier than another node. Therefore, the coordinator will receive the preamble of2003
a node before the preamble of the other, detecting a successful ARP transmission2004
when, indeed, a collision has occurred.2005
2. Capture effect [81]. The coordinator can receive the transmissions from two2006
nodes with different RSS values due to either their different location or the effects2007
of multi-path propagation. Therefore, the coordinator will receive the signal from2008
the closest node with higher RSS, treating the signal of the furthest node as noise2009
or interference. Again, a successful ARP slot will be announced when, in reality,2010
a collision has occurred.2011
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In both cases the feedback provided by the coordinator will indicate that the ARP2012
slot has been successful and the two nodes will enter the DTQ in the same position. This2013
will lead to a collision in the data subperiod when both nodes get to the first position2014
of DTQ simultaneously, yielding a degradation of the protocol performance.2015
In order to overcome these two problems, LPDQ attaches the node Unique IDentifier2016
(UID) and a CRC to each ARP. Therefore, once an ARP is received, a CRC check is2017
performed. If the check is successful, then the node UID of the successful ARP is included2018
in the feedback packet. However, if a preamble is correctly detected but the CRC check2019
fails, then the ARP is considered to be collided and a null node UID is indicated in2020
the feedback packet by the coordinator. Therefore, the detection of the status of the2021
ARP slots becomes very reliable, avoiding the effects of the capture effect and the lack2022
of perfect synchronization. It is worth mentioning that assuming an ideal configuration2023
with m = 3 access slots, the inclusion of 3 UIDs in the FBP has no significant impact2024
on the performance of the protocol, even though the overhead increases slightly. As an2025
alternative to including the UIDs and thus reduce the overhead, it would be possible to2026
include a random number computed per node per each transmitted ARP and making2027
sure that the probability that two or more nodes select the same random number and2028
select the same ARP slot in the same frame is negligible.2029
Multi-path propagation2030
It has been demonstrated that channel hopping at the 2.4 GHz band is able to2031
combat both multi-path propagation and external interference effects [82]. On the one2032
hand, multi-path propagation is caused by reflected radio-frequency signals, which are2033
out-of-phase with the main signal propagation path. This phenomena may lead to2034
destructive interference that reduces Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). On the other hand,2035
external interferences are caused by other networks operating in the vicinity at the same2036
frequency band. Similarly, this phenomena may lead to a reduction in the PDR when2037
listen-before-talk mechanisms are not implemented.2038
However, at the Sub-GHz bands, it has been demonstrated that channel hopping2039
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can only combat the effects of external interferences. This is due to the fact that the2040
channel coherence bandwidth at the sub-GHz bands is larger than the available band-2041
width [78], which causes that all the channels of the band are highly correlated. Taking2042
into consideration these results, other mechanisms may be required to add robustness2043
against multi-path propagation in LPDQ implementations that operate at Sub-GHz2044
bands. Among other alternatives, the inclusion of antenna diversity at the physical layer2045
could help solve this problem.2046
4.5. Protocol evaluation2047
In this section, we conduct an empirical evaluation of the LPDQ protocol. The first2048
subsection presents the results of a single experiment with 15 nodes to help understanding2049
the operation of LPDQ with regard to the CRQ and DTQ evolution over time, as well2050
as the transmission of data packets within each frame. The second subsection presents2051
the results of experiments depending on the number of nodes present in the network2052
and compares them with the simulated results of the optimal configuration of FSA, e.g.,2053
when the number of slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes present in the2054
network [83].2055
4.5.1. Single experiment2056
In this experiment, 15 nodes and the coordinator were placed on a table at an approx-2057
imate distance of 2 m, as shown in Figure 4.6. The coordinator and the nodes used the2058
configuration parameters presented in the previous section and summarized in Table 4.1,2059
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. All nodes transmitted their packets with a power of 0 dBm2060
and, with such configuration, the average RSS at the coordinator was approximately2061
equal to -35 dBm. In each experiment nodes synchronized using the LPL mechanism2062
described in Section 3 and transmitted data packets to the coordinator until the exper-2063
iment was over. In each experiment nodes had an infinite number of data packets to be2064
transmitted. This means that, upon successful transmission of a data packet, each node2065
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contended again for the channel by transmitting an ARP in the next available frame2066
once the CRQ became empty and new access requests were granted. Each experiment2067
consisted of 2 seconds for network synchronization and 3 seconds for data transmission,2068
which translates into approximately 255 frames.2069
Figure 4.6: Experiment setup with a coordinator and 15 nodes.
Figure 4.7 shows the evolution over time of the total number of elements in the2070
CRQ and the DTQ, i.e., the queue length, as well as the accumulated packet count2071
for successful and empty frames for two independent experiments, (a) and (b). The2072
horizontal axis represents the time evolution in terms of the absolute frame number,2073
i.e., the number of frames that have elapsed since the start of the experiment. The2074
left vertical axis represents the instantaneous length of the CRQ and DTQ, whereas2075
the right vertical axis represents the count for each of the data packet states in each2076
frame, e.g., success, empty or error. In a particular frame, the success event indicates2077
the probability that a packet transmitted in the data subperiod was successfully received2078
by the coordinator, the empty event indicates that there were no packet transmissions2079
and, finally, the error event indicates that there was a packet transmission but it was2080
discarded by the coordinator as it did not pass the CRC check.2081
In both figures, it can be observed that the CRQ and DTQ lengths evolve over the2082
frame number and rapidly converge to their expected values. The CRQ becomes empty2083
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once all nodes have successfully resolved their collisions and, thus, have entered the DTQ.2084
In its turn, the length of the DTQ converges to n-1, where n is the number of nodes in2085
the experiment (here n = 15), due to the fact that there is always a node at the head of2086
the DTQ that is transmitting its data packet. The convergence time of both queues is2087
non-deterministic because it depends on the particular selection of ARPs made by each2088
node independently in every experiment. For example, Figure 4.7a converges after 302089
frames whereas Figure 4.7b converges after 20 frames. However, the convergence time2090
is bounded in the sense that all collisions will be eventually resolved by virtue of the2091
BTSA and the fact that the PRNG is compliant with the ARP selection requirements,2092
as demonstrated in the previous section.2093
Another important property that can be observed in both experiments is that the2094
success rate in the transmission of data packets is high, 99.27% and 98.53% respectively,2095
and there are no collisions during data packet transmission. This is owing to the fact2096
that only the node that is at the head of the DTQ is allowed to transmit in the data2097
subperiod. However, there are some empty data packets in both experiments, 0.73% and2098
1.47% respectively. This phenomenon is caused by two effects. First, due to the fact that2099
the initial data subperiods are empty because the DTQ is empty, as nodes are waiting2100
in the CRQ to resolve their ARP collisions. Second, nodes may loose synchronization2101
with the CRQ and DTQ values due to a corrupt FBP caused by the effects of multipath2102
propagation or external interference. Under such circumstances, nodes are forced to reset2103
their respective pointers to the DTQ and CRQ, e.g., the positions that they may hold in2104
either queue, to avoid interfering with other nodes. Thus, the data subperiod assigned2105
to these nodes will be empty. However, it is important to remark that such event does2106
not affect the remaining nodes because they will update their pointers accordingly upon2107
receiving the FBP.2108
Figure 4.8 shows the histogram for the same two experiments presented in Figure 4.7.2109
In this case, the horizontal axis represents the unique identifier of each node that takes2110
part of the experiment, whereas the vertical axis is the percentage of data subperiods2111
assigned to each of these nodes. It is important to remark that the bin with Node ID zero2112
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Figure 4.7: Queue Lengths and Packet Count Evolution for Two Different Experiments,
(a) and (b), with 15 nodes. Note that in both experiments there are no packet collisions
or error packets.
is the probability that a data subperiod is empty due to the reasons explained before.2113
The main aspect to observe in Figure 4.8 is how all nodes receive a fair share of2114
the network resources despite the fact that there is no scheduler that determines which2115
node can transmit at each frame. That is, the network is able to autonomously build2116
a schedule using the BTSA and the information obtained from resolving the collisions2117
in the access subperiod. In particular, each node in the network receives one out of2118
each n data subperiods, with n being the number of nodes that are part of the network.2119
The small differences that can be appreciated among certain nodes (below 1.0%) are2120
due to the fact that a single experiment only lasts for approximately 255 frames and,2121
at that point, some nodes may have had the chance to transmit an additional data2122
packet whereas other nodes are still waiting on the DTQ to transmit their respective2123
data packet.2124
4.5.2. Average performance2125
In this subsection, the experiment setup to evaluate the average performance of2126
LPDQ was the same as in the previous section. Nodes synchronized using the LPL2127
mechanism and transmitted data packets to the coordinator. Each experiment was com-2128
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Figure 4.8: Data transmission histogram for two different experiments, (a) and (b), with
15 nodes. Note that Node ID zero represents the empty probability.
prised of 2 seconds for network synchronization and 3 seconds for data transmission,2129
which translated into approximately 255 frames. However, here we conducted exper-2130
iments with a different number of nodes (from 5 to 25 nodes, in steps of 5 nodes) to2131
evaluate the data transmission mechanism of LPDQ. We repeated each experiment 1002132
times to compute the average and standard deviation and observe how LPDQ behaves2133
on average depending on the number of nodes in each experiment.2134
As presented earlier, two key performance indicators of LPDQ are the evolution over2135
time of the CRQ and the DTQ lengths depending on the number of nodes that were2136
present in the network. Figure 4.9a shows the average evolution of the CRQ length for2137
the different number of nodes in each experiment. Each point in the line is the average of2138
100 experiments and the shadowed surface above and below the average curve represents2139
the standard deviation of the experiments. In the beginning of the experiment, the2140
length of the CRQ grows rapidly due to the collisions occurring in the ARP slots when2141
all the devices attempt to get access to the channel. However, the BTSA algorithm2142
splits collisions into subgroups and allows to resolve them in subsequent frames. Once2143
a collision is resolved, the successful nodes enter the DTQ at the last position (in any2144
arbitrary order, for example using the chronology of the access slots), thus ensuring2145
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that no collisions exist during the transmission of data packets. Finally, after a certain2146
number of frames, the length of the CRQ converges to zero. Since only one node can2147
leave the DTQ at a given frame, once the network reaches steady state operation the2148
CRQ is always empty on average. However, as described in the previous section, small2149
deviations exist due to the fact that the collision resolution process is non-deterministic.2150
It is worth recalling that the BTSA is blocking; thus, nodes that have already trans-2151
mitted a data packet have to wait until the CRQ is empty to be able to enter the network2152
again. This behavior explains the sudden increase in the length of the CRQ after it starts2153
decreasing, e.g., around frame 15 for the experiment with 25 nodes. At that point, all2154
the nodes that have already transmitted a data packet will try to access the system again2155
because the CRQ is empty, causing another batch of ARP collisions. However, the BTSA2156
resolves these collisions again and the length of the CRQ converges again to zero. Note2157
that the number of contending nodes in this second batch of collisions is lower than at2158
the beginning because there are nodes which are still in the DTQ waiting for their turn2159
to transmit. In this case, the collision resolution algorithm and the data transmission2160
process are executed simultaneously, leading to an improved network performance.2161
Figure 4.9b shows the evolution over time of the average DTQ length for the different2162
number of nodes in each experiment. Again, the horizontal axis represents the time evo-2163
lution in terms of the frame number, where each point is the average of 100 experiments2164
and the shadowed surface above and below the average curve represents the standard2165
deviation of each experiment, and the vertical axis represents the average length of the2166
DTQ. It is possible to observe how the length of the DTQ rapidly converges to n − 12167
and the standard deviation is bounded. This is due to the fact that at each frame only2168
one node can leave the DTQ. It is also important to remark that the time it takes for2169
the length of the DTQ to converge is bounded. In the worst case scenario, this time is2170
determined by the BTSA, which depends on the value of n and m.2171
LPDQ yields a performance that is close to the optimal that can be achieved at the2172
MAC layer thanks to the use of the distributed queues CRQ and DTQ, and the use2173
of the BTSA. In addition, since collisions are confined to the ARPs slots, which are2174
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the average length of the CRQ (a) and the DTQ (b) depending
on the number of nodes in the network in each experiment.
very small compared to the data subperiod, the energy required to solve collisions is2175
smaller. Moreover, the concurrent execution of the collision resolution algorithm and2176
the transmission of data offers a performance advantage with other MAC protocols using2177
data packets for contention.2178
Finally, Figure 4.10 shows the average outcome of data packet transmissions with2179
LPDQ, that is, the percentage of success, empty and error packets depending on the2180
number of nodes in each experiment. Each point is the average of 100 experiments2181
and the error bars represent the standard deviation. As it can be to observed, LPDQ2182
achieves a MAC performance close to 99% with a typical standard deviation smaller2183
than 5% regardless of the number of nodes. This behavior is caused by the fact that2184
there are no data packet collisions. Instead, collisions are confined to ARP slots and,2185
based on its outcome, nodes are organized into the CRQ and DTQ. However, there is2186
a small probability that some data subperiods are empty, e.g., 2% for the experiment2187
with 20 nodes. As presented earlier, this behavior may be caused by the effects of2188
external interference or multi-path propagation, which may cause a FBP packet to not2189
be successfully received by a node. This leads to the reset of the DTQ and CRQ pointers,2190
which forces that particular node to re-enter the system. In that case, the data subperiod2191
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assigned to the node remains empty because no other node will be able to transmit its2192
data packet. However, as described earlier, such event does not affect the remaining2193
nodes in terms of throughput, latency, fairness or energy consumption, because they2194
will update their pointers accordingly upon the reception of the FBP. The results of2195
Figure 4.10 are also summarized in Table 4.4.2196
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Figure 4.10: Average data packet transmission with FSA and LPDQ. Note that the
LPDQ Col+Err bar does not appear because there are (almost) no packet collisions or
error packets in the experiments.
Outcome / Nodes 5 10 15 20 25
LPDQ Success 99.39 99.15 98.93 96.99 98.07
LPDQ Collision 0.06 0.15 0.09 0.33 0.54
LPDQ Empty 0.55 0.7 0.98 2.68 1.39
FSA Success 36.73 31.59 29.71 28.13 27.39
FSA Collision 47.56 54.78 57.71 59.71 60.74
FSA Empty 15.71 13.63 12.58 12.16 11.87
Table 4.4: Average data packet transmission, collision and empty percentage (%) with
FSA and LPDQ. Notice that the residual collision probability in LPDQ is due to external
effects such as external interference or multi-path propagation.
In conclusion, LPDQ offers a clear performance advantage over FSA or any other2197
random access packet based on contention with data packets. Even in the optimal2198
case, e.g., when the number of slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes in the2199
network, FSA yields a MAC performance of only 36.8%. This implies that, with FSA,2200
approximately only 4 out of 10 packets transmitted by the nodes will be successfully2201
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received by the coordinator. This increases the amount of time required to collect2202
information from all the nodes of the network and it also increases the average energy2203
consumption of nodes. Note that every packet retransmission leads to additional energy2204
charge being extracted from the battery. In addition, it is important to remark that2205
optimum performance of FSA can be achieved when n = m, which implies a priori2206
knowledge of the network. However, LPDQ operates independently of the number of2207
devices in the network. Finally, it is worth highlighting another interesting property of2208
LPDQ; even without a network schedule that determines how resources are assigned to2209
nodes, the MAC protocol is fair. As nodes join the DTQ in order and only one node can2210
leave the DTQ at a time, all nodes in the network receive the same amount of network2211
resources, e.g., transmission opportunities.2212
4.6. Conclusions2213
This paper has introduced LPDQ as a novel efficient, fair, and low-power MAC pro-2214
tocol specifically suited for wireless data collection scenarios with a large number of2215
nodes, either fixed or mobile, that generate bursty traffic. Today, such scenarios are2216
typically addressed by MAC protocols based on FSA, which has a maximum efficiency2217
of 36.8% due to the effects of contention. Moreover, such efficiency can only be achieved2218
when the number of slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes in the network,2219
which is unknown a priori. On the contrary, LPDQ is able to dynamically build and dy-2220
namically update a network schedule that enables all nodes to transmit free-of-collisions2221
data packets, thus achieving efficiencies close to 99%. In addition, LPDQ performance2222
is independent of the number of nodes in the network and fair in the sense that all nodes2223
receive a similar amount of network resources. The paper has presented the design2224
principles, operation fundamentals, implementation details of LPDQ and an experimen-2225
tal evaluation using real hardware. The implementation and the results presented in2226
this paper demonstrate the suitability of the technology for low-power commercial radio2227
transceivers and outline it as a clear candidate for upcoming IoT standards targeted at2228
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data collection scenarios with an unpredictable number of connected devices. As future2229
work we plan to extend LPDQ to multi-hop networks, which would enable to further2230
extend the range of the wireless network while maintaining its performance. Such an2231
extension would be of great interest to environments where network deployment is costly2232
or difficult, e.g. smart cities applications.2233
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5Experimental EnergyConsumption of Frame SlottedALOHA and DistributedQueuing for Data CollectionScenarios22342235
Abstract: Data collection is a key scenario for the Internet of Things because it en-2236
ables gathering sensor data from distributed nodes that use low-power and long-range2237
wireless technologies to communicate in a single-hop approach. In such scenario the net-2238
work is composed of one coordinator that covers a particular area and a large number2239
of nodes, typically hundreds or thousands, that transmit data to the coordinator upon2240
request. Considering this scenario, in this paper we experimentally validate the energy2241
consumption of two Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols, Frame Slotted ALOHA2242
(FSA) and Distributed Queuing (DQ). We model both protocols as a state machine and2243
conduct experiments to measure the average energy consumption in each state and the2244
average number of times that a node has to be in each state in order to transmit a data2245
packet to the coordinator. The results show that FSA is more energy efficient than DQ2246
if the number of nodes is known a priori because the number of slots per frame can be2247
adjusted accordingly. However, in such scenarios the number of nodes cannot be easily2248
anticipated, leading to additional packet collisions and a higher energy consumption due2249
to retransmissions. Contrarily, DQ does not require to know the number of nodes in2250
advance because it is able to efficiently construct an ad hoc network schedule for each2251
collection round. Such schedule ensures that there are no packet collisions during data2252
transmission, thus leading to an energy consumption reduction above 10% compared to2253
FSA.2254
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5.1. Introduction2255
The Internet of Things (IoT) aims at making domestic, industrial and city-wide2256
processes more efficient and sustainable by revealing real-time information to its stake-2257
holders and enabling them to make informed decisions [58]. Until today, such information2258
has remained hidden to them due to the lack of available infrastructure. However, this2259
is currently changing and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are a key asset because they2260
provide the communications infrastructure that enables to collect data from distributed2261
sensors. In that sense, there is an ongoing paradigm shift in low-power wireless com-2262
munications towards using single-hop long-range technologies instead of conventional2263
short-range mesh technologies. The rational behind such change is reducing the cost2264
of deploying the communications infrastructure while retaining the capacity of nodes to2265
operate for years using batteries. In practice, this paradigm shift implies that a large2266
number of nodes can now be potentially addressed by each network coordinator, which2267
creates new challenges that need to be investigated and addressed.2268
In particular, the challenges introduced by single-hop long-range wireless technologies2269
are key in data collection scenarios because the number of nodes present in the network2270
is unknown a priori and is dynamic between consecutive collection rounds. Moreover,2271
since nodes in a data collection scenario only communicate when triggered by the net-2272
work coordinator, either periodically or on demand, this creates bursty traffic patterns2273
that are a potential source of network congestion and energy expenditure. Given the2274
unknown number of devices and the bursty traffic patterns, as well as the low-power2275
requirements described earlier, designing a low-power Medium Access Control (MAC)2276
protocol is important for data collection scenarios. The MAC layer controls when the2277
radio transceiver receives or transmits and, thus, it determines the average energy con-2278
sumption of nodes [55]. It is well-known that the energy waste at the MAC layer comes2279
from four sources [54]: idle listening, packet overhearing, packet collisions and protocol2280
overhead. Thus, it is crucial to design MAC protocols that are efficient in these terms.2281
The MAC layer for data collection scenarios is typically based on Frame-Slotted2282
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ALOHA (FSA) due to its simplicity. Other alternatives such as Time Division Multiple2283
Access (TDMA) or Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [55] are not used because the2284
number of nodes is unknown a priori or due to the performance effects of the hidden2285
node [84]. In FSA time is divided into frames which, in turn, are divided into a number2286
of fixed-length slots. Each node to be collected selects one slot of the current frame2287
at random and transmits its data packet. The outcome of each slot can be empty,2288
success or collision. Successful nodes go back to sleep and the process is repeated until2289
all nodes have been successfully collected. Despite its simplicity, it is well-known that2290
the maximum performance of FSA is bounded to around 36.8% due to the effects of2291
contention [83]. Moreover, such efficiency can only be achieved when the number of2292
slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes [61], which is unknown a priori. Over2293
the last decade different proposals have been made to improve the performance of FSA2294
[85]. These approaches are either based on adapting the number of slots per frame2295
through estimating the number of nodes from collisions or by means of building a query2296
tree prior to collecting the data from nodes.2297
An alternative to FSA is Distributed Queuing (DQ), which was first presented by2298
Xu et al. [69, 79] for the distribution of CATV (Cable TeleVision) signals and has later2299
been adapted to wireless communications [70, 71, 72, 73]. In short, DQ is a channel access2300
mechanism that ensures collision-free data transmissions and offers a near optimum2301
performance that is independent of the offered traffic and the number of nodes present2302
in the network. DQ evolves from CTA (Collision Tree Algorithm) protocols [68], where2303
the ternary feedback (e.g., empty, collision and success) obtained from the transmission2304
of data packets is used to subsequently split nodes into sub-groups to reduce the collision2305
probability of future data packet transmissions. However, DQ has several advantages2306
over CTA. First, it interleaves the contention resolution process with the transmission2307
of data packets. Second, it uses specific packets that are shorter than data packets to2308
obtain the ternary feedback. Third, it uses the feedback obtained to organize the nodes2309
in two different queues, one to manage collision resolution and the other to manage data2310
transmission. This enables to minimize the effects of contention, thus leading to an2311
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increase in network performance and a reduction in the energy consumption.2312
Taking that into account, in Vazquez et al. [86] we proposed an analytic energy2313
consumption model of FSA and DQ for data collection scenarios and validated it using2314
computer simulations. The results showed that in data collection scenarios DQ can2315
reduce the energy consumption by more than 80% compared to FSA thanks to the way2316
it organizes nodes into queues to ensure that there is no contention during data packet2317
transmission. However, an implementation of DQ was not available at that time and,2318
consequently, the results of the energy model were not empirically validated. Thus, the2319
aim of this article is to experimentally validate the energy consumption model of FSA2320
and DQ in a data collection scenario. To do that we build a testbed, implement both FSA2321
and DQ, and conduct a series of experiments to evaluate its energy consumption. The2322
results obtained show that FSA can be very energy efficient when the number of nodes2323
is known in advance and the number of slots per frame adjusted accordingly. However,2324
such conditions are unrealistic and additional energy consumption can be expected.2325
Contrarily, DQ does not require to know the number of nodes in advance, as it is able to2326
dynamically build an ad hoc network schedule to ensure collision free data transmission.2327
On average, DQ offers a 10 % reduction in energy consumption compared to the optimal2328
FSA. This adds to the fact that DQ has a MAC layer efficiency close to 100%, whereas2329
FSA can only achieve a MAC layer efficiency around 36.8% [87].2330
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the operation2331
of FSA and DQ. Section 3 presents the analytical energy consumption model of FSA2332
and DQ. Section 4 presents the experiments to validate the energy consumption of FSA2333
and DQ and a discussion of the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article.2334
5.2. Background2335
This section presents the operation background of Frame-Slotted ALOHA (FSA) and2336
Distributed Queuing (DQ). For a detailed operation of FSA and DQ please refer to [85]2337
and [71] respectively.2338
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5.2.1. Frame Slotted ALOHA2339
In FSA time is divided into fixed-length frames that repeat over time until data2340
from all nodes has been successfully collected, as depicted in Figure 5.1. Each frame2341
starts with a feedback period that enables the coordinator to provide information to2342
nodes regarding the number of slots in the current frame, as well as the length of each2343
slot. After the feedback period there are k fixed-length data slots that enable nodes2344
to transmit their data packets to the coordinator. Each data slot is divided into two2345
subperiods, data and acknowledgement. The data subperiod enables nodes to transmit2346
its data to the interrogator, whereas the feedback subperiod enables the interrogator to2347
acknowledge the correct reception of the data.2348
At the beginning of each frame nodes who have still not been successfully collected by2349
the coordinator select at random one slot of the k slots available in the current frame and2350
transmit their data packet. The random number is drawn from a uniform distribution2351
to ensure that all slots have the same probability of being selected. The outcome of2352
each slot can be threefold: empty, collision or success. Empty happens when no node2353
selects that particular slot. Collision happens when two or more nodes select the same2354
slot. Finally, success happens when only one node selects a given slot. Depending on the2355
outcome of each particular slot the coordinator provides feedback to the nodes. Based on2356
such feedback each node decides which action to take. Nodes that have been successfully2357
collected go back to sleep until a next collection round begins. Contrarily, nodes of which2358
packets have collided in the current frame wait until the next frame starts and repeat2359
the process. Thus, the data collection process is repeated until the coordinator detects2360
that all the slots of the current frame are empty.2361
S1 S2 …FBP Sk-1 Sk FBP S1 S2 … Sk-1 Sk FBP S1 S2 … Sk-1 Sk
DATA ACK
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3
Figure 5.1: Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) time organization. The black square in front
of the first frame represents the protocol used to wake-up and synchronize the nodes.
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5.2.2. Distributed Queuing2362
In DQ time is divided into fixed-length slots but, contrarily to FSA, the slots are2363
not grouped in frames. As depicted in Figure 5.2, within each slot three sub-periods are2364
defined, the access request subperiod, the data transmission subperiod and the feedback2365
subperiod. From a node perspective, the data and the feedback subperiods serve the2366
same purpose as in FSA, that is, transmit a data packet to the coordinator and receive2367
a FBP (FeedBack Packet) from the coordinator. However, the access request subperiod2368
serves a different purpose. It enables nodes to request access to the system by transmit-2369
ting an Access Request Packet (ARP) in one of the m available ARP slots. Similarly to2370
FSA, the ARP slot is selected at random, e.g., using a uniform distribution. An ARP is2371
a short packet, compared to a data packet, that enables the coordinator to distinguish2372
between the three states, e.g. empty, collision or success, as described earlier. The2373
number of ARP slots in the access request subperiod can be optimized depending on2374
the number of nodes. A small number of ARP slots increases the network throughput,2375
whereas a large number of ARP slots reduces the time to resolve collisions. However, it2376
has been show in [79] that m = 3 is the minimum number that ensures that the system2377
is stable.2378
Based on the feedback provided by the coordinator in the feedback subperiod nodes2379
are organized into two queues, the Collision Resolution Queue (CRQ) and the Data2380
Transmit Queue (DTQ). On the one hand, the CRQ is used to resolve collisions during2381
the access request subperiod. Nodes that transmit in the same ARP and collide are2382
subsequently grouped together to resolve their collisions in subsequent attempts. This2383
policy works towards creating smaller groups with reduced collision probability at each2384
step which, in the end, ensures a successful ARP transmission no matter the conditions,2385
e.g., number of contending devices. On the other hand, the DTQ is used to queue2386
devices that have successfully transmitted their ARP and are waiting to transmit their2387
data packet to the coordinator. Because only one node can hold each position in the2388
queue, this policy works towards ensuring that no collisions occur during the transmission2389
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of data packets. In DQ each queue is represented by two integer numbers, one that is2390
global to the network and the other that is local to each node. The two global integer2391
determine the overall length of each queue, whereas the two local integer determines the2392
current position of the node in each queue.2393
Finally, there is a set of rules that determine two aspects of the protocol operation.2394
First, how to update the global and local numbers that represent the CRQ and DTQ2395
in each device based on the feedback provided by the coordinator in each slot. Second,2396
what action can each device take in the next slot based on their current position on2397
either of the queues. For example, a node can only hold a position in one or the other2398
queue simultaneously, that is, it can either be waiting to resolve a collision or be waiting2399
to transmit a data packet. Similarly, a node in the CRQ or the DTQ can only transmit2400
if they are at the head of either queue. In contrast to FSA, the data collection process2401
ends when the coordinator notices that both the CRQ and the DTQ are empty, that is,2402
no further nodes are waiting to gain access to the system or have to transmit their data2403
packet.2404
S2 S3 … Sk-5 Sk-4 Sk-2 Sk-1 Sk
DATA FBP
S1 Sk-3
ARP3ARP2ARP1
Figure 5.2: Distributed Queuing (DQ) time organization. The black square in front of
the first slots represents the protocol used to wake-up and synchronize the nodes.
5.3. Energy Model2405
The analytic energy consumption model of FSA and DQ for a data collection scenario2406
where a given number of nodes have to transmit a data packet to the coordinator was2407
presented in [86]. However, the analytic model cannot be validated experimentally due to2408
the assumptions made to develop it. Taking that into account, in this section we present2409
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a methodology to validate the energy consumption of FSA and DQ experimentally. In2410
both cases the methodology is based on modeling the protocols as a state machine and2411
measuring two parameters. First, the average number of times that a node has to be in2412
each state in order to successfully transmit a data packet to the coordinator. Second, the2413
average energy consumption that a node spends in each state due to radio transceiver2414
activity, e.g., transmit or receive. A similar methodology has been used to evaluate other2415
MAC protocols, such as WirelessHART [88] and IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH (Time Slotted2416
Channel Hopping) [57, 89].2417
5.3.1. Frame Slotted ALOHA2418
In FSA a node can be in one of the following states: FBP LISTEN, DATA WAIT,2419
DATA TRANSMIT and FBP WAIT, as depicted in Figure 5.3a. The actions that a node2420
has to perform in each of these states are the following:2421
FBP LISTEN: A node is in the FBP LISTEN at the beginning of each frame. In2422
the FBP LISTEN state a node has to receive the FBP from the interrogator. As2423
described earlier, the FBP contains information regarding the number of slots of2424
the current frame and the length of each slot. Based on that information each2425
node independently selects one slot to transmit its data packet. The selection is2426
made at random using a uniform distribution to ensure that all the slots have the2427
same probability of being selected.2428
DATA WAIT: A node is in the DATA WAIT state while it waits for the selected slot to2429
transmit its data packet. During the DATA WAIT state the node does not incur in2430
any radio activity.2431
DATA TRANSMIT: A node is in the DATA TRANSMIT state during the slot selected at2432
random during in the FBP LISTEN state. In the DATA TRANSMIT state the node has2433
to transmit its data packet to the coordinator and listen to the acknowledgement. If2434
the transmission is successful the node goes back to sleep immediately. Otherwise,2435
the node moves to the FBP WAIT state, as described next.2436
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FBP WAIT: A node that has collided during the transmission of its data packet2437
enters the FBP WAIT state, where it waits until the end of the current frame to2438
start the process again by moving to the FBP LISTEN state. During the FBP WAIT2439
state the node does not incur in any radio activity.2440
Given the state machine depicted in Figure 5.3a, it can be easily seen that in any2441
given frame each node has to exactly be 1 time in the FBP LISTEN and the DATA TRANSMIT2442
states and wait N−1 times in the DATA WAIT and the FBP WAIT states. Thus, in order to2443
model the average energy consumption of FSA in a data collection scenario it is sufficient2444
to measure the number of times that a node has to be in the DATA TRANSMIT state, that2445
is, the average number of times that a node has to transmit its data packet for it to be2446
successfully received by the coordinator.2447
5.3.2. Distributed Queuing2448
In DQ there are four possible states in which a node can be: ARP TRANSMIT, CRQ WAIT,2449
DTQ WAIT and DATA TRANSMIT. The actions that a node has to perform in each of these2450
states are the following:2451
ARP TRANSMIT: A node is in the ARP TRANSMIT state when it transmits an ARP to2452
gain access to the DTQ. In the ARP TRANSMIT state a node has to transmit an ARP2453
to the coordinator in a randomly selected ARP slot (using a uniform distribution)2454
and receive a FBP from the coordinator in the FBP subsection of the slot.2455
CRQ WAIT: A node is in the CRQ WAIT state while it is waiting to become the head2456
of the CRQ, which allows it to move back to the ARP TRANSMIT state and transmit2457
another ARP to gain access to the DTQ. While in the CRQ WAIT state a node only2458
has to receive a FBP from the coordinator in the FBP subsection of the slot.2459
DTQ WAIT: A node is in the DTQ WAIT state while it is waiting to become the head of2460
the DTQ, which allows it to move forward to the DATA TRANSMIT state, as described2461
next. Similarly to the CRQ WAIT state, in the DTQ WAIT state a node only has to2462
receive a FBP from the coordinator in the FBP subsection of the slot.2463
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DATA TRANSMIT: A node is in the DATA TRANSMIT state when it becomes the head2464
of the DTQ and is allowed to transmit its data packet. In the DATA TRANSMIT state2465
a node has to transmit a data packet packet to the coordinator in the DATA sub-2466
section of the slot and receive a FBP from the coordinator in the FBP subsection2467
of the slot.2468
Given the state machine presented in Figure 5.3b, we can model the average en-2469
ergy consumption of DQ measuring the number of times that a node is in three states:2470
ARP TRANSMIT, CRQ WAIT and DTQ WAIT. We do not need to model the number of times2471
that a node is in the DATA TRANSMIT state for two reasons. First, because we assume2472
that nodes only have one data packet to transmit. Second, because DQ ensures that2473
there will be no collisions during the transmission of data packets, as only one node2474
that holds the first position in the DTQ is entitled to transmit. In case of collision due2475
to external effects, e.g., interference from another network operating nearby, the node2476
would need to repeat the process again until the data packet is successfully transmitted2477
to the coordinator.2478
(a) Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) states. (b) Distributed Queuing (DQ) states.
Figure 5.3: FSA and DQ states.
5.4. Energy Consumption Evaluation2479
Based on the methodology to validate the energy consumption of FSA and DQ2480
presented in the previous section, this section describes the experiments to evaluate the2481
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energy consumption of both FSA and DQ, as well as discuss the obtained results. First,2482
we present the research platform and the parameters that have been used to conduct the2483
experiments. Second, we present the methodology followed to conduct the experiments.2484
Third, we present the energy consumption analysis of FSA and DQ. Finally, we discuss2485
the obtained results.2486
5.4.1. Research Platform2487
The research platform is composed of 25 nodes and an interrogator connected to a2488
computer that acts as the system manager, as shown in Figure 5.4. Both the interrogator2489
and the nodes are based on OpenMote-433, a low-power wireless platform build using2490
COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) hardware. Specifically, OpenMote-433 is based on2491
a Texas Instruments CC430 SoC (System on Chip), which embeds an MSP430 16-bit2492
RISC microcontroller, running at 16 MHz with 4 kBytes of RAM and 32 kBytes of2493
Flash memory, and a CC1101 radio transceiver, which operates at Sub-GHz bands with2494
data rates of up to 600 kbps and support for amplitude and frequency modulations. In2495
both cases the radio transceiver is tuned to the 433 MHz band using a discrete balun and2496
connected to a λ/4 monopole antenna through an SMA connector. Since the experiments2497
are conducted in close range, we have added a 30 dB RF (Radio Frequency) attenuator2498
to the interrogator to ensure that the radio transceiver does not saturate due to the2499
input power. Finally, the nodes are powered using two AAA batteries (3 V, 1500 mAh),2500
whereas the interrogator is powered through the computer USB port.2501
Table 5.1 summarizes the physical layer parameters that have been used to conduct2502
the experiments. The parameters used in the experiments are in accordance with the2503
IEEE 802.15.4f amendment [13] to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [6], which is targeted2504
at active RFID (RadioFrequency IDentification) applications, e.g., data collection sce-2505
narios. IEEE 802.15.4f defines three possible data rates, i.e., 31, 100 and 250 kbps,2506
and a type of continuous phase FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) modulation called MSK2507
(Minimum Shift Keying). In our experiments we have used a data rate of 250 kbps,2508
which yields a measured sensitivity of -91 dBm for a PER (Packet Error Rate) of 1%2509
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Figure 5.4: Research platform with 25 nodes, one coordinator and the system manager.
Parameter Value
Frequency band 433 MHz
Channel number 2
Channel frequency 433.380 MHz
Channel bandwidth 540 kHz
Modulation scheme MSK
Data rate 250 kbps
Transmit power 0 dBm
Sensitivity -91 dBm
Table 5.1: Physical layer parameters according to IEEE 802.15.4f.
transmitting packets of 20 bytes and using a channel bandwidth of 540 kHz [78]. This2510
data rate has been selected because it is equivalent to that of IEEE 802.15.4 and achieves2511
the least energy consumption per bit while offering a range that has been measured to2512
be 1.6 times that of the 2.4 GHz band in real conditions [78].2513
Table 5.2 summarizes the energy consumption of the CC1101 radio transceiver within2514
the CC430 SoC. The CC1101 has four possible states: OFF, SLEEP, TRANSMIT and2515
RECEIVE. Each state has a power associated taking into account that the system is2516
supplied at 3 V. We only consider the radio transceiver consumption because the mi-2517
crocontroller is in sleep mode while the radio is transmitting or receiving and is only2518
operating to process the packet.2519
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States Data Sheet (mW) Measured (mW)
OFF 0.3 1
SLEEP 5.1 5.67
TRANSMIT 50.4 60.9
RECEIVE 54 54.3
Table 5.2: Power consumption of the CC430 SoC in different states. The differences in
OFF, SLEEP and RECEIVE are due to the static consumption of other onboard peripherals,
e.g., temperature, humidity and acceleration sensor. The difference in TRANSMIT is due
to a higher transmit power to compensate for additional RF losses, e.g., balun.
5.4.2. Research Methodology2520
To perform the experiments and obtain the results we use the following methodology.2521
By default nodes are in the preamble sampling state [59], where they periodically listen to2522
the channel for a short period of time. When triggered, the interrogator sends a train of2523
wake-up packets to synchronize the nodes present within its communication range. Upon2524
synchronization, nodes enter the data transmit state, in which they transmit a 127 bytes2525
data packet to the interrogator using the appropriate MAC protocol, e.g., FSA and DQ.2526
Once a node has transmitted its data packet, it goes back to the preamble sampling2527
state, where it remains until the next experiment begins. We perform an overall of 62528
experiments with k = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 nodes respectively. Each experiment is repeated2529
100 times to obtain the average, minimum and maximum values.2530
FSA Experimental Results2531
To obtain the average energy consumption of FSA according to the model presented2532
in Section 5.3.1, we determine the number of data packet transmissions that each node2533
has to perform on average. To do so, we conduct an experiment where the nodes par-2534
ticipate in a data collection scenario, that is, each node has one data packet to transmit2535
to the coordinator. Because we know the number of nodes (n) in the experiment in2536
advance we configure the number of slots per frame (k) to the optimal, that is, k = n2537
[61].2538
The results obtained in the experiments are depicted in Figure 5.5. On average, each2539
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node has to transmit its data packet twice in order for the packet to be successfully2540
received by the coordinator. To validate the experimental results we conduct computer2541
simulations using a Monte Carlo method. In the simulations, each of the n nodes selects2542
one of the k slots at random to transmit a data packet. The random number follows a2543
uniform distribution to ensure that the probability of selecting any given slot is equal.2544
The simulations for each given k are repeated 10000 times and the average, maximum2545
and minimum values are computed. As shown in Figure 5.5, the simulation and experi-2546
mental results fit, thus validating the experimental results. The differences that can be2547
appreciated between the simulation and experimental results can be explained by the2548
capture effect [81], which is taking place due to the low number of nodes and the FSK2549
modulation scheme that is used to transmit data.2550
Finally, in FSA the average number of data packet transmissions also determines the2551
number of FBP LISTEN, DATA WAIT and FBP WAIT states. For a given number of nodes2552
n, the optimal number of slots per frame is k = n. Thus, if a given node has to transmit2553
its data packet twice, it will also need to listen to two FBP, as well as remain 2k − 22554
slots waiting either prior to transmitting the data packet or waiting until the following2555
FBP.2556
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Figure 5.5: Average number of data packet transmissions using FSA. Each point is the
average of 100 experiments and the error lines are the minimum and maximum values.
If the number of slots per frame k is equal to the number of nodes n, on average data
packets need to be retransmitted twice in order to be successful.
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DQ Experimental Results2557
To obtain the average energy consumption of DQ according to the model presented2558
in Section 5.3.2, we determine two things. First, the average number of ARPs that a2559
node has to transmit in order to request access to the system. Second, the average2560
number of slots in which a node has to wait in a queue, either the CRQ or the DTQ.2561
First, we validate the average number of ARP that a node needs to transmit in order2562
to gain access to the DTQ. According to [68, 86], the number of slots in which a node tries2563
to access the DTQ can be approximated by dN = logm(n− 1) + (12 + γlog(m)) + 12nlog(m) ,2564
where γ = 0.5772 (Euler constant). As depicted in Figure 5.6a, the measured data fits2565
the theoretical data perfectly. For m = 3 the theoretical model can be simplified to2566
dn = log3(n− 1) + 1, which corresponds to the average number of levels in the ternary2567
tree plus the root.2568
Second, we validate the average number of slots that a node has to wait in the CRQ2569
queue in order to transmit an ARP to join the DTQ, as well as the average number of2570
slots that a node has to wait in the DTQ queue in order to reach its head and be able2571
to transmit the data packet. As depicted in Figure 5.6b, the number of slots waiting in2572
the CRQ and the DTQ queues is linearly proportional to the number of nodes present in2573
the experiment. Such result is as expected because either a priori or a posteriori nodes2574
have to wait in a queue which average size will depend on the number of nodes within2575
the experiment.2576
5.4.3. Energy Consumption Analysis2577
The average number of states that a given node of the network has to go through2578
in order to transmit its data packet to the coordinator in a data collection round using2579
FSA and DQ, as obtained in Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.2, is summarized in Table 5.3.2580
Measuring the average energy consumption in each of these states, it is now possible2581
to obtain the average energy consumption of a given node. To do so, we first measure2582
the time spent in each state for FSA and DQ using a logic analyzer. The timing is2583
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(a) ARP count. (b) CRQ+DTQ count.
Figure 5.6: Average number of ARP and CRQ+DTQ required to be able to transmit
a data packet using DQ. Each point is the average of 100 experiments and the error
lines are the minimum and maximum values. The average number of ARP increases
logarithmically, whereas the average number of CRQ+DTQ increases linearly.
Nodes
States 5 10 15 20 25
FSA
FBP LISTEN 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
FBP WAIT, DATA WAIT 8.0 18.0 28.0 38.0 48.0
DATA TRANSMIT 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
DQ
ARP TRANSMIT 2.2 3.1 3.4 3.8 4.0
CRQ WAIT, DTQ WAIT 3.0 6.5 10.0 13.1 16.0
DATA TRANSMIT 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Table 5.3: Average states for FSA and DQ that a node has to be in to transmit a data
packet to the coordinator depending on the number of nodes in the network.
captured toggling on and off a pin when the radio enters or exits the transmit and2584
receives modes. As stated in Section 3, in FSA a node can be in four different states:2585
FBP LISTEN, DATA WAIT, DATA TRANSMIT and FBP WAIT. Conceptually, the DATA WAIT2586
and FBP WAIT states are the same because the node remains waiting in sleep mode,2587
e.g., no radio activity. Contrarily, the FBP LISTEN and the DATA TRANSMIT states are2588
different, as a node has to execute different actions, e.g., receive a FBP or transmit a2589
DATA packet plus receive an ACK packet. Similarly, in DQ a node also can be in four2590
states: ARP TRANSMIT, CRQ WAIT, DTQ WAIT and DATA TRANSMIT. Here, the CRQ WAIT and2591
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the DTQ WAIT states are the same, e.g., the node remains waiting and only needs to2592
receive a FBP. Contrarily, the ARP TRANSMIT and the DATA TRANSMIT are different. In2593
the ARP TRANSMIT state the node has to transmit an ARP packet to request access to the2594
system and receive a FBP from the coordinator. In the DATA TRANSMIT state the node2595
has to transmit a DATA packet and receive a FBP from the coordinator. The timing2596
of the radio in each state using FSA and DQ is depicted in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.82597
respectively.2598
(a) FBP LISTEN state.
OFF=800 µs
RX=450 µs
(b) FBP WAIT and DATA WAIT
states.
OFF=6.85 ms
(c) DATA TRANSMIT state.
OFF=2.3 ms
RX=450 µs
TX=4.1 ms
Figure 5.7: FSA states and radio activity. The total slot length is 6.85 ms, yielding
an overall of 145 packets per second. In FSA the FBP LISTEN state duration is shorter
(1.25 ms) than other states.
Based on the timing and the radio activity in each of these states, as depicted in2599
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, and the power consumption in each radio state, summarized2600
in Table 5.2, we can now obtain the average energy spent in each state for both FSA2601
and DQ. Table 5.4 summarizes the energy consumption of FSA and DQ in each state.2602
Finally, with the energy spent in each state and the average number of times that2603
a node has to be in each state in order to transmit a data packet, as summarized in2604
Table 5.3, it is possible to calculate the average energy consumption of both FSA and2605
DQ. We do so by multiplying the average number of times that a node is in each state2606
by the energy consumption in each of these states depending on the number of nodes.2607
The results are summarized in Table 5.5.2608
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(a) ARP TRANSMIT
OFF=10.6 ms
RX=1 ms
TX=300 µs
(b) CRQ WAIT and DTQ WAIT.
OFF=10.9 ms
RX=1 ms
(c) DATA TRANSMIT.
OFF=6.8 µs
RX=1 ms
TX=4.1 ms
Figure 5.8: DQ states and radio activity. The total slot length is 11.9 ms, yielding
an overall of 84 packets per second. In DQ the duration of all the states is the same
(11.9 ms).
Protocol State Energy Consumption
FSA
FBP LISTEN 25.235 µJ
DATA WAIT, FBP WAIT 6.850 µJ
DATA TRANSMIT 276.425 µJ
DQ
ARP TRANSMIT 83.170 µJ
CRQ WAIT,DTQ WAIT 65.200 µJ
DATA TRANSMIT 310.900 µJ
Table 5.4: Average energy consumption in each of the FSA and DQ states. The energy
consumption in each DQ state is larger than in FSA due to listening the FBP in each
slot.
Number of nodes
Protocol 5 10 15 20 25
FSA 0.658 mJ 0.726 mJ 0.795 mJ 0.863 mJ 0.932 mJ
DQ 0.689 mJ 0.992 mJ 1.245 mJ 1.481 mJ 1.686 mJ
FSA/DQ 95.5% 73.2% 63.8% 58.3% 55.3%
Table 5.5: Energy consumption of FSA and DQ. The FSA/DQ quotient represents the
energy savings of using FSA with respect to DQ. In this case, using the optimal FSA
leads to a reduction in energy consumption between 5% to 45% compared to DQ.
5.4.4. Discussion2609
According to Table 5.5, FSA achieves a lower energy consumption than DQ regardless2610
of the number of nodes in the network. However, the results obtained for FSA are the2611
optimal case, that is, when the coordinator knows the number of nodes (n) in the network2612
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a priori and, thus, it is able to adjust the number of slots per frame (k) to the optimal2613
case, e.g., k = n. Such assumption is not realistic in data collection scenarios because2614
the number of nodes may change at each data collection period. In case the coordinator2615
does not have such information in advance, an impact on the performance and energy2616
consumption of FSA can be expected. On the one hand, if the number of slots per2617
frame is larger than the number of nodes, e.g., k > n, the data collection time will be2618
affected because a large number of slots will remain empty. On the other hand, if the2619
number of slots per frame is smaller than the number of nodes, e.g., k < n, a greater2620
energy consumption can be expected because the collision probability will be higher and,2621
thus, the nodes will have to transmit their data packet additional times. In contrast,2622
in DQ the coordinator does not need to know the number of nodes a priori because2623
the collision resolution mechanism and the distributed queues work towards creating2624
an ad hoc network schedule that ensures collision free transmission of data packets.2625
In addition, the collision resolution process is interleaved with data transmission, thus2626
improving the data collection delay compared to other protocols.2627
Another downside of FSA comes from the implementation point of view. In FSA2628
there is no mechanism to recover the clock synchronization for the duration of a frame.2629
Crystals clocks running at 32.768 Hz are typically used as time references to ensure2630
proper protocol operation, e.g., at which slot should a node wake up and transmit the2631
data packet to the coordinator. However, crystal clocks are not perfect and drift with2632
respect to each other depending on many factors, e.g., aging and temperature. For2633
example, two crystals that are rated at 20 ppm, a typical value, can drift as much2634
as 40 ppm or 40 µs per second with respect to each other, one going fast and the2635
other going slow. Considering a guard interval of 16 clock ticks (488.281 µs) between2636
two consecutive slots, a node will be out of synchronization after 12 seconds. Thus,2637
considering the current time length of a slot (6.85 ms), the maximum length of a frame2638
is limited to 1750 slots. Despite there are temperature compensated crystals (2 ppm),2639
drift poses a limitation to the number of nodes that a network can support using FSA. In2640
contrast, in DQ the FBP packet can be used as a mechanism to maintain synchronization,2641
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e.g., ensure that clock drift does not lead to packet collisions because a node transmits2642
out of its bounds. In that sense, it is worth noting that the current implementation2643
of DQ listens to all FBP while waiting in the CRQ and the DTQ queues in order to2644
maintain synchronization. However, from an implementation perspective it is possible2645
to only listen to enough FBP to maintain clock synchronization within bounds. In such2646
conditions the number of wait states in the CRQ and DTQ would be the same, but the2647
energy consumption in such states would drop from 65.2 µJ to 10.9 µJ. Such reduction2648
in the CRQ and DTQ wait states would lead to important savings in the overall energy2649
consumption, as summarized in Table 5.6 and depicted in Figure 5.9.2650
Number of nodes
Protocol 5 10 15 20 25
FSA 0.658 mJ 0.726 mJ 0.795 mJ 0.863 mJ 0.932 mJ
DQ 0.529 mJ 0.646 mJ 0.713 mJ 0.783 mJ 0.834 mJ
FSA/DQ 24.3% 12.5% 11.6% 10.3% 11.8%
Table 5.6: Energy consumption of FSA and DQ with no synchronization. The FSA/DQ
quotient represents the additional energy expenditure of using FSA with respect to DQ.
Assuming perfect synchronization, the optimal FSA has an additional energy that is
between 10% and 24% higher than DQ.
Figure 5.9: Energy consumption of FSA and DQ with and without synchronization.
Reducing the number of FBP required to maintain synchronization leads to a reduction
in energy consumption that makes DQ more energy efficient and easier to implement
than FSA.
Finally, there are two other optimizations that can be introduced to further improve2651
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the performance and energy consumption of DQ with respect to FSA. First, it is possible2652
to reduce the number of bytes devoted to the ARP. Currently ARP packets are 13 bytes2653
long because it includes a radio preamble (4 bytes), synchronization word (4 bytes),2654
payload length (1 byte), node address (2 bytes) and the payload checksum (2 bytes).2655
Such information is included because the mechanism to decide the outcome of an ARP,2656
e.g., empty, success or collisions, is based on the node address and the payload checksum.2657
However, this number could be reduced implementing an advanced collision detection2658
mechanism, e.g., using signal processing techniques. Second, it is possible to increase2659
the number of ARP slots in the access subperiod of a slot. Currently, we use m = 32660
because it is the minimum that ensures a stable system [79]. However, a larger m would2661
lead to a faster collision resolution and, thus, lower energy consumption because nodes2662
would need to transmit a lower number of ARPs to gain access to the DTQ.2663
5.5. Conclusions2664
This paper has empirically evaluated the energy consumption of two MAC proto-2665
cols, Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) and Distributed Queuing (DQ), for data collection2666
scenarios in smart cities. The results show that in the optimal case, that is, when the2667
number of slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes present in the network, FSA2668
consumes less energy than DQ. However, the optimal case for FSA is difficult to achieve2669
in real scenarios for two reasons. First, the number of nodes is unknown a priori by the2670
coordinator. Second, the number of nodes may change in each data collection period,2671
thus requiring additional algorithms to adapt the number of slots per frame. Contrar-2672
ily, DQ does not require to know the number of nodes in advance, yet it is capable of2673
providing an energy consumption that is more than 10% lower than FSA if it only lis-2674
tens to enough FBP to maintain clock synchronization within bounds. Taking that into2675
account, this paper concludes that DQ is an interesting alternative for data collection2676
scenarios where the traffic is bursty and the number of nodes is dynamic.2677
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Abstract: This paper presents a demonstrator of Low-Power Distributed Queuing (LPDQ),2680
a MAC protocol targeted at active RFID systems operating at 433 MHz. LPDQ is based2681
on a packet-based Preamble Sampling for network synchronization and Distributed Queu-2682
ing for channel access. Compared to the MAC protocol defined in the ISO 18000- 72683
standard, based on an analog Preamble Sampling and Frame Slotted ALOHA, LPDQ2684
represents a major breakthrough in terms of system performance and energy consump-2685
tion. At the MAC layer system performance is close to the optimal, e.g., no collisions2686
during data packet transmission, and tag energy consumption can be reduced by more2687
than 10% compared to FSA.2688
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6.1. Introduction2689
Active Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) systems operating at 433 MHz are2690
standardized under ISO 18000-7 [5], which uses an analog Preamble Sampling (PS)2691
to wake up tags and Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) to manage access to the medium.2692
However, it is well-known that the analog PS is not energy efficient [59] and that the2693
maximum performance of FSA is bounded to around 36.8% due to the effects of con-2694
tention [61]. Moreover, such efficiency can only be achieved when the number of slots2695
per frame is equal to the number of tags [61], which is unknown a priori. Over the last2696
decade different proposals have been made to improve the performance of FSA in RFID2697
systems [85]. The first approach is to adapt the number of slots per frame based on2698
estimating the tag population from collisions, e.g., double the number of slots per frame2699
if the number of collisions is high. The second approach is to build a query tree based on2700
subsequently querying a sub-group of tags, e.g., first discover the tags and then query2701
each tag independently to avoid collisions. However, both approaches do not achieve2702
a high system performance and low energy consumption due to the time and energy2703
required to estimate the number of tags from collisions or to build the query tree.2704
Considering that, we have designed and implemented Low-Power Distributed Queu-2705
ing (LPDQ), a Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for active RFID systems oper-2706
ating at the 433 MHz band. LPDQ is based on a packet-based PS [59] to achieve tag2707
synchronization and Distributed Queuing (DQ) [79] as the channel access mechanism.2708
In DQ time is organized into fixed-length slots, with each slot having three subperiods2709
(e.g., access request, data transmission and feedback information), and channel access2710
is organized using two queues, the Collision Resolution Queue (CRQ) and the Data2711
Transmit Queue (DTQ). The CRQ ensures that tags that collide during access request2712
subperiod are subsequently organized into sub-groups, whereas the DTQ ensures that2713
only the tag at the head of the queue can transmit during the data transmit subperiod.2714
Finally, a set of rules is used to manage access to both queues, e.g., a tag cannot transmit2715
in the access request subperiod if the CRQ is not empty. For a detailed overview of the2716
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DQ operation please refer to [71].2717
There are two main benefits of using LPDQ. On the one hand, the packet-based PS2718
contains the time at which the tags are expected to wake up, so tags can go back to sleep2719
as soon as a PS packet is received. Compared to the analog PS mechanism of ISO 18000-2720
7, where tags have to listen for the whole duration of the analog preamble, this enables2721
to save energy. On the other hand, the DQ channel access mechanism ensures that the2722
system operates without contention during data packet transmission regardless of the2723
number of tags. Compared to FSA in ISO 18000-7, this enables a system performance2724
close to 100% and to reduce the energy consumption of tags by more than 10% [90].2725
6.2. Demonstrator2726
The demonstrator is composed of 25 active tags and a reader connected to a computer2727
that acts as the system manager, as shown in Figure 6.1. Both the reader and the tags are2728
based on OpenMote-433, a low-power wireless platform build using COTS (Commercial2729
Off-The-Shelf) hardware. Specifically, OpenMote-433 is based on a Texas Instruments2730
CC430 SoC (System on Chip), which embeds an MSP430 16-bit RISC microcontroller,2731
running at 16 MHz with 4 kBytes of RAM and 32 kBytes of Flash memory, and a2732
CC1101 radio transceiver, which operates at Sub-GHz bands with data rates of up to2733
600 kbps and support for amplitude and frequency modulations. The radio transceiver2734
is tuned to the 433 MHz band using a discrete balun and connected to a λ/4 monopole2735
antenna through an SMA connector. Finally, two AAA batteries provide energy (3 V,2736
1500 mAh) to the tags, whereas the reader is powered through the USB port.2737
Regarding the software, the demonstrator is build using two components. First, the2738
firmware that runs on both the tag and the reader is written in C and provides the2739
implementation of both FSA and LPDQ, as well as other basic functionalities (e.g., ran-2740
dom number generation, cyclic redundancy check, etc.). Second, the software that runs2741
in the computer is written in Python and manages the active RFID system and presents2742
the system performance and energy consumption results, as depicted in Figure 6.2. The2743
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Figure 6.1: Demonstrator with 15 active tags and a reader connected to a computer,
which acts as the system manager.
software allows the user to select which channel access mechanism to test, e.g., FSA and2744
LPDQ, and the duration of each test. In case of selecting FSA, the software also allows2745
to select the number of slots per frame.2746
Figure 6.2: User interface to manage the active RFID system and show the system
performance and energy consumption.
Each test consists of two phases, network synchronization and data collection. Ini-2747
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tially tags are in preamble sampling mode, where they periodically enter the receive2748
mode for a short period of time to detect wake-up packets from the reader. When trig-2749
gered by the manager, the reader transmits a series of wake-up packets, which allows2750
tags to synchronize. Once tags wake up, the data collection phase begins. In the data2751
collection phase each tag executes the configured channel access mechanism and trans-2752
mits a given number of packets to the reader. Once the packets have been transmitted2753
the tag goes back to preamble sampling mode.2754
The results obtained with the demonstrator, depicted in Figure 6.3, show that LPDQ2755
outperforms FSA standard in terms of system performance, e.g., packet success and2756
collision rates. Essentially, LPDQ achieves a system performance that is optimal at2757
the MAC layer, as there are no collisions during data packet transmission. This, in2758
turn, reduces the energy consumption of tags by more than 10% because no energy is2759
wasted due to data packet retransmission. Moreover, there are two additional benefits of2760
LPDQ compared to the mechanisms to improve FSA described earlier. First, the system2761
performance is independent of the number of tags, e.g., it is not necessary to adjust the2762
number of slots per frame based on the number of collisions. Second, the collection time2763
is reduced because collision resolution and data transmission are interleaved in time,2764
e.g., it is not necessary to wait until the query tree is completely build to start receiving2765
data packets from tags that are already in the DTQ.2766
6.3. Conclusions2767
LPDQ is a MAC protocol for active RFID systems at 433 MHz. Given the system2768
performance and energy consumption results, and considering the fact that it can be2769
implemented using off-the-shelf hardware, we believe that LPDQ can have a significant2770
impact on future active RFID systems.2771
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Figure 6.3: System performance of LPDQ and FSA depending on the number of tags
using the active RFID demonstrator.
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7Conclusions and Future Work27722773
This chapter summarizes the results presented in this thesis and gives some brief on2774
future possible research. In particular, it gives insights on two specific developments: the2775
first is related to studying the performance of LPDQ in different environments and the2776
second is related to extending the use of LPDQ to multi-hop networks.2777
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7.1. Conclusions and Future Work2778
This thesis has focused on active RFID (RadioFrequency IDentification) systems2779
operating at the 433 MHz band. Specifically, the thesis has focused on the lowest layers2780
of the communications stack, that is, the physical and the data-link layers.2781
At the physical layer the thesis has evaluated the propagation characteristics of the2782
433 MHz band in both indoor and outdoor environments and compared it to the 2.4 GHz2783
band. From the results obtained it has also presented a novel propagation model for the2784
433 MHz and the 2.4 GHz bands depending on tag height. The results show that the2785
433 MHz band has better propagation characteristics than the 2.4 GHz band in both2786
environments. This enables to reduce multi-hop communications requirements which, in2787
turn, has a direct impact on the tag energy consumption and battery life. However, the2788
results also show that, contrarily to the 2.4 GHz band, multipath propagation cannot be2789
combated through channel hopping at the 433 MHz band. This is because the channel2790
coherence bandwidth is larger than the whole channel bandwidth and, thus, all channels2791
are highly correlated. Therefore, this results need to be taken into account when design-2792
ing active RFID systems that operate at the 433 MHz band. For example, it may be2793
required to add antenna diversity to the interrogator to improve link robustness against2794
multi-path propagation.2795
At the data-link layer the thesis has presented LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queu-2796
ing), a MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol for active RFID networks. LPDQ ad-2797
dresses scenarios with a large number of tags, either fixed or mobile, that generate bursty2798
traffic patterns. Regarding network synchronization, LPDQ uses a LPL (Low-Power Lis-2799
tening) mechanism that allows tags to have a duty cycle close to 0.2%, thus minimizing2800
the energy expenditure caused by idle listening. In contrast, the current synchroniza-2801
tion mechanism standardized in ISO/IEC 18000-7 requires tags to remain awake for a2802
minimum of 30 seconds after a wake-up command, which leads to an increased energy2803
consumption. Regarding data transmission, LPDQ uses DQ (Distributed Queuing),2804
which is able to dynamically create a network schedule and enables all tags to transmit2805
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data packets without collisions. This enables to achieve a packet throughput close to2806
99% regardless of the number of tags. In contrast FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), which2807
is the channel access mechanism standardized in ISO/IEC 18000-7, only achieves 36.8%2808
due to the effects of contention. In addition, DQ reduces tag energy consumption by2809
more than 10% compared to the optimal version of FSA, e.g., when the number of slots2810
per frame is equal to the number of tags.2811
Focusing on LPDQ, the results obtained in terms of packet throughput and en-2812
ergy consumption demonstrate its suitability as an alternative to current standards for2813
active RFID systems operating at the 433 MHz band, e.g., those standardized under2814
ISO/IEC 18000-7. Current alternatives proposed in the literature either require deter-2815
mining the tag population a priori by creating a binary tree or estimating the number2816
of contending tags a posteriori based on collisions. Both alternatives, though technically2817
feasible, lead to an increased collection time and higher energy consumption when com-2818
pared to LPDQ. Thus, given these results and the fact that it has been demonstrated2819
that LPDQ can be successfully implemented using off-the-shelf radio transceivers at the2820
433 MHz band, it deems interesting to present the results obtained to the international2821
committees that standardize active RFID technology. In particular, LPDQ could be2822
incorporated to the standard for active RFID systems operating at the Sub-GHz band2823
that is currently being developed by the DASH7 Alliance.2824
In addition to that, the research conducted and the results obtained in this thesis2825
leave a number of open questions to be studied in the future. Specifically, we consider2826
the following as alternatives that are interesting to explore for active RFID networks.2827
First, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of LPDQ in different2828
environments. So far, the experiments have evaluated the performance of LPDQ under2829
optimal conditions, e.g., when all the tags are at a similar distance from the interrogator.2830
However, in a real-world scenario the tags are expected to be at different distances from2831
the interrogator. Distance differences between tags and the interrogator may impact2832
the performance of the protocol in various ways. For example, a tag that is located at2833
the edge of the interrogator coverage area will be received with a lower signal strength2834
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than a tag that is located close by. Such differences in signal strength may impact the2835
fairness of the protocol because tags with a lower signal strength may never be able to2836
join the network due to the capture effect of nearby tags. In addition, it would also be2837
interesting to study the impact of interference created by other networks operating in2838
the same band. In that sense, the interference created by such networks may impact the2839
performance of the mechanism that is used to create the network schedule.2840
Second, it would be interesting to study the viability of LPDQ in multi-hop networks.2841
Currently, LPDQ is designed to operate in a single-hop scenario, that is, a scenario where2842
tags communicate directly to the interrogator. However, in a real-world scenario tags2843
may not be able to communicate directly with the interrogator due to propagation char-2844
acteristics. For example, a tag may be placed in a location in which the received signal2845
strength is below the radio transceiver sensitivity, thus not being able to communicate2846
directly with the interrogator. In such cases it would be interesting to create clusters2847
that enable tags communicate in a two-hop scenario, e.g., an intermediate tag would act2848
as a relay and forward the information to the interrogator. Despite such an approach2849
is technically feasible, the mechanisms needed to create it and the impact on the pro-2850
tocol performance need to be investigated. One particular challenge to be addressed is2851
detecting the tags that require two-hop communications to the interrogator considering2852
that the number of tags and its conditions are unknown a priori.2853
Finally, we conclude by pointing out that the contributions made in this thesis re-2854
garding the DQ channel access mechanism may also be applicable to other wireless2855
technologies that face similar constraints. In particular, we foresee that DQ could be2856
applied to cellular technologies which are, in part, targeted at providing M2M (Machine-2857
to-Machine) services to a large number of devices. Current cellular technologies use a2858
random channel access mechanism to enable terminals join the network and obtain the2859
resources required to communicate reliably. However, such an approach makes cellular2860
technologies unsuitable in scenarios with a high number of devices competing to join the2861
network simultaneously. This is due to the fact that the shared resources devoted to2862
allowing terminals join the network saturate, leading to a scenario where the network2863
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resources cannot be assigned to terminals. Leveraging DQ as the mechanism to join the2864
cellular network would enable to quickly resolve contention and create an ad hoc schedule2865
that allows all terminals to join the network regardless of the number of contenders.2866
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Abstract—Due to propagation and interference effects at the
2.4 GHz band, Machine-to-Machine (M2M) wireless commu-
nications based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard typically need
multi-hop communications to connect end devices with a gateway.
Unfortunately, multi-hop transmissions pose some challenges that
are not trivial to solve and may slow down the deployment of
M2M networks. For this reason, the IEEE 802.15.4f Working
Group (WG) is currently deﬁning the speciﬁcations of a new
physical layer operating at the 433 MHz band, which offers better
propagation conditions and suffers from lower interference levels.
In this paper, we analyze the energy consumption of single-hop
and multi-hop communications at both 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz.
We use realistic propagation models and accurate energy con-
sumption models to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the
energy performance at the two frequency bands. The results
presented in this paper show that operating at 433 MHz instead
of 2.4 GHz can signiﬁcantly reduce the number of hops between
the end device and the gateway, which can be translated into a
reduction of the overall network energy consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main factor that determines the lifespan of a battery-
operated end device in Machine-to-Machine (M2M) wireless
communications is the time that the radio transceiver is on,
either to transmit or receive a packet, or in idle listening.
This time depends basically on two factors: the application
requirements, i.e., how often does the device need to com-
municate, and the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol,
which manages the access to the shared physical medium
[1]. While the amount of M2M applications are very diverse
and pose a great variety of requirements, the MAC protocols
suitable for M2M deployments rely on a small subset of
technologies. Among other candidate technologies, both the
IEEE 802.15.4 Standard for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPAN) [2] and the IEEE 802.11 Standard for
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) [3] are becoming very
strong players into the M2M area. These standards deﬁne the
speciﬁcations of the physical (PHY) and MAC layers for short
and medium-range wireless communications and, although
they can operate in different license-free bands, they typically
operate at the worldwide license-free 2.4 GHz band.
Unfortunately, real-life experience has shown that radio
propagation conditions at 2.4 GHz are heavily inﬂuenced
by the environment, and thus the strength of a transmitted
radio signal is severely degraded with the distance and the
presence of obstacles [4]. For this reason, wireless M2M
networks operating at 2.4 GHz typically require multi-hop
communications to connect an end device with its intended
destination, e.g., an M2M gateway. Unfortunately, multi-hop
links are complex to manage because: i) they require some
degree of synchronization among the involved devices, and ii)
the execution of routing protocols to determine and update the
routes between any end device and its intended destination
becomes necessary [5]. Moreover, multi-hop transmissions
also lead to lower effective data rates and longer transmission
delays. In addition, the amount of networks that today use the
2.4 GHz band with very different transmission power proﬁles
is growing every day, leading to unacceptable cross-standard
interference levels that limit their performance [6] and can
even block each other.
For all these reasons, the world-wide available license-
free Sub-1 GHz bands, i.e., 433 MHz and 868/915 MHz,
are gaining interest for M2M Applications as an alternative
to overcome the propagation and interferences issues at the
2.4 GHz [7]. Particularly, the path-loss at 433MHz is lower
than at 2.4 GHz, and thus transmissions at 433 MHz can be
typically done in a single-hop fashion. This makes commu-
nications simpler, faster, and more energy-efﬁcient. For this
reason, the IEEE 802.15.4f Working Group (WG) has started
to deﬁne a new amendment to the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard that includes a narrowband PHY layer for the 433 MHz
band [8]. Several authors have already studied the 433 MHz
and 2.4 GHz bands focusing on its propagation properties in
different environments. For instance, Tanghe et al. [9] present
empirical path loss models at 433 MHz, 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz
in a stacked shipping containers environment. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no study available that
focuses on the suitability of the 433 MHz band for M2M
communications from an energy perspective. This is the main
motivation for the work presented in this paper.
The main contribution of this paper is the analytical compar-
ison between the energy efﬁciency of wireless communications
at 433 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands using single-hop and multi-
hop communications. Towards this end, we use two well-
known channel propagation and realistic energy consumption
models. The results presented in this paper show that the
reduction of the number of hops at 433 MHz translate into
a reduction of the overall network energy consumption. In
addition, in harsh radio environments, i.e., where the path-
2013 IEEE 24th International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications: Mobile and Wireless Networks
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ABSTRACT
The 433 MHz band is gaining relevance as an alternative to the 2.4 GHz band for machine-to-machine communications
using low-power wireless technologies. Currently, two standards are being developed that use the 433 MHz band, DASH7
Mode 2 and IEEE 802.15.4f. The article presents propagation models based on measurements conducted at the 433 MHz
and 2.4 GHz bands that can be used for link budget calculations in both outdoor and indoor environments depending on
node height. The results obtained show that the 433 MHz band has a larger communication range in both indoor and outdoor
environments despite the negative effects of having a larger Fresnel zone. In addition, indoor propagation measurements
are conducted in line-of-sight and nonline-of-sight conditions to determine the suitability of channel hopping to combat
the effects of multipath propagation. Contrary to the 2.4 GHz band, the results show that channel hopping at 433 MHz
does not provide any link robustness advantage because the channel coherence bandwidth is larger than the whole band
bandwidth, and thus, all channels are highly correlated. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications refer to the
set of technologies that are used to connect systems for
the purpose of remote monitoring and control without
human intervention. To connect end devices with the sur-
rounding infrastructure, M2M communications typically
rely on cellular or low-power wireless technologies. For
low-power wireless technologies the 2.4 GHz band is com-
monly used for two main reasons. First, the 2.4 GHz band
is part of the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands
meaning that it is available worldwide without requiring
a license. Second, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1] defines
the use of the 2.4 GHz band for low-rate wireless personal
area networks, and thus, many off-the-shelf transceivers
are readily available from different manufacturers. Today,
IEEE 802.15.4 networks have already been successfully
deployed in various environments, for example, industrial
monitoring, but there are several factors that may limit
its suitability. For example, in industrial environments,
IEEE 802.15.4 suffers from high attenuations caused by
concrete walls and metallic surfaces. In addition, in such
scenarios, IEEE 802.15.4 networks have to cope with inter-
ferences coming from other narrowband and broadband
wireless technologies operating at the same band with
higher transmit power [2,3], for example, IEEE 802.11 and
IEEE 802.15.1.
To overcome these limitations, two approaches are
used in IEEE 802.15.4 networks. First, the use of direct-
sequence spread spectrum helps improving coexistence
with narrowband and broadband interferences. Second,
channel hopping also contributes to mitigate the effects
of interferences, either narrowband or broadband, and also
combats the effects of multipath propagation [4]. In that
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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a b s t r a c t
Current Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for data collection scenarios with a
large number of nodes that generate bursty traffic are based on Low-Power Listening
(LPL) for network synchronization and Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) as the channel access
mechanism. However, FSA has an efficiency bounded to 36.8% due to contention effects,
which reduces packet throughput and increases energy consumption. In this paper, we
target such scenarios by presenting Low-Power Distributed Queuing (LPDQ), a highly
efficient and low-power MAC protocol. LPDQ is able to self-schedule data transmissions,
acting as a FSA MAC under light traffic and seamlessly converging to a Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) MAC under congestion. The paper presents the design principles
and the implementation details of LPDQ using low-power commercial radio transceivers.
Experiments demonstrate an efficiency close to 99% that is independent of the number of
nodes and is fair in terms of resource allocation.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is a paradigm inwhich objects are augmentedwith sensors and actuators and integrated to
the Internet through low-powerwireless communications and standardized protocols [2] to enable interactionwith humans
and other machines in a Machine to Machine (M2M) context. Integrating objects with the Internet may be challenging due
to available energy constraints and the need to have long-lasting network deployments [3]. It is widely known that the radio
transceiver is the element that dominates energy consumption in wireless communication devices [4]. In particular, it is the
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer that controls when the radio transceiver has to be powered on, either to transmit or
receive, and thus determines the overall energy consumption. According to [5], the energy waste at the MAC layer comes
from four sources: packet collisions, packet overhearing, idle listening, and protocol overhead. For that reason, it is key to
design MAC protocols that are efficient in these terms.
Two aspects need to be tackled in the design of an efficient MAC protocol [6]: network synchronization and channel ac-
cess. Regarding the former, MAC protocols can be classified into synchronous or asynchronous depending onwhether nodes
∗ Corresponding author at: Internet Interdisciplinary Institute, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, C/ Roc Boronat 117, 08018 Barcelona, Spain. Tel.: +34
655570294.
E-mail address: peretuset@uoc.edu (P. Tuset-Peiro).
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Abstract: Data collection is a key scenario for the Internet of Things because it enables
gathering sensor data from distributed nodes that use low-power and long-range wireless
technologies to communicate in a single-hop approach. In this kind of scenario, the
network is composed of one coordinator that covers a particular area and a large number
of nodes, typically hundreds or thousands, that transmit data to the coordinator upon
request. Considering this scenario, in this paper we experimentally validate the energy
consumption of two Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols, Frame Slotted ALOHA
(FSA) and Distributed Queuing (DQ). We model both protocols as a state machine and
conduct experiments to measure the average energy consumption in each state and the
average number of times that a node has to be in each state in order to transmit a data
packet to the coordinator. The results show that FSA is more energy efficient than DQ
if the number of nodes is known a priori because the number of slots per frame can be
adjusted accordingly. However, in such scenarios the number of nodes cannot be easily
anticipated, leading to additional packet collisions and a higher energy consumption due to
retransmissions. Contrarily, DQ does not require to know the number of nodes in advance
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Abstract—This paper presents a demonstrator of Low-Power
Distributed Queuing (LPDQ), a MAC protocol targeted at active
RFID systems operating at 433 MHz. LPDQ is based on a
packet-based Preamble Sampling for network synchronization
and Distributed Queuing for channel access. Compared to the
MAC protocol deﬁned in the ISO 18000- 7 standard, based on an
analog Preamble Sampling and Frame Slotted ALOHA, LPDQ
represents a major breakthrough in terms of system performance
and energy consumption. At the MAC layer system performance
is close to the optimal, e.g., no collisions during data packet
transmission, and tag energy consumption can be reduced by
more than 10% compared to FSA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Active Radio-Frequency IDentiﬁcation (RFID) systems op-
erating at 433 MHz are standardized under ISO 18000-7 [1],
which uses an analog Preamble Sampling (PS) to wake up tags
and Frame Slotted ALOHA (FSA) to manage access to the
medium. However, it is well-known that the analog PS is not
energy efﬁcient [2] and that the maximum performance of FSA
is bounded to around 36.8% due to the effects of contention
[3]. Moreover, such efﬁciency can only be achieved when the
number of slots per frame is equal to the number of tags
[3], which is unknown a priori. Over the last decade different
proposals have been made to improve the performance of FSA
in RFID systems [4]. The ﬁrst approach is to adapt the number
of slots per frame based on estimating the tag population
from collisions, e.g., double the number of slots per frame
if the number of collisions is high. The second approach is to
build a query tree based on subsequently querying a sub-group
of tags, e.g., ﬁrst discover the tags and then query each tag
independently to avoid collisions. However, both approaches
do not achieve a high system performance and low energy
consumption due to the time and energy required to estimate
the number of tags from collisions or to build the query tree.
Considering that, we have designed and implemented Low-
Power Distributed Queuing (LPDQ), a Medium Access Con-
trol (MAC) protocol for active RFID systems operating at
the 433 MHz band. LPDQ is based on a packet-based PS
[2] to achieve tag synchronization and Distributed Queuing
(DQ) [5] as the channel access mechanism. In DQ time
is organized into ﬁxed-length slots, with each slot having
three subperiods (e.g., access request, data transmission and
feedback information), and channel access is organized using
two queues, the Collision Resolution Queue (CRQ) and the
Data Transmit Queue (DTQ). The CRQ ensures that tags
that collide during access request subperiod are subsequently
organized into sub-groups, whereas the DTQ ensures that only
the tag at the head of the queue can transmit during the data
transmit subperiod. Finally, a set of rules is used to manage
access to both queues, e.g., a tag cannot transmit in the access
request subperiod if the CRQ is not empty. For a detailed
overview of the DQ operation please refer to [6].
There are two main beneﬁts of using LPDQ. On the one
hand, the packet-based PS contains the time at which the tags
are expected to wake up, so tags can go back to sleep as soon
as a PS packet is received. Compared to the analog PS mech-
anism of ISO 18000-7, where tags have to listen for the whole
duration of the analog preamble, this enables to save energy.
On the other hand, the DQ channel access mechanism ensures
that the system operates without contention during data packet
transmission regardless of the number of tags. Compared to
FSA in ISO 18000-7, this enables a system performance close
to 100% and to reduce the energy consumption of tags by
more than 10% [7].
II. DEMONSTRATOR
The demonstrator is composed of 25 active tags and a reader
connected to a computer that acts as the system manager,
as shown in Figure 1. Both the reader and the tags are
based on OpenMote-433, a low-power wireless platform build
using COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) hardware. Speciﬁ-
cally, OpenMote-433 is based on a Texas Instruments CC430
SoC (System on Chip), which embeds an MSP430 16-bit
RISC microcontroller, running at 16 MHz with 4 kBytes
of RAM and 32 kBytes of Flash memory, and a CC1101
radio transceiver, which operates at Sub-GHz bands with
data rates of up to 600 kbps and support for amplitude and
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